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Whenever man comes up with a better mousetrap, 
nature immediately comes up with a better mOllse. 

(James Carswell) 
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CYSTIC FIBROSIS 





Introduction Cystic Fibrosis 

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common, lethal; inherited disease in the Cau

casian population with an incidence of about I in 2500 newborns in Western-Europe 
and the United States. CF is a multi-organ disease caused by a single autosomal 
recessive gene defect. Most prominent disease symptoms are an obstruction of the 
intestine with intestinal content at birth (meconium ileus), pancreas insufficiency, 
malabsorption and chronic infections of the lungs. During the past decades 
improvement of therapeutic procedures has led to a prolongation of the life expectancy 
and the average age of a CF patient is now about 30 years, with male patients living 
2-3 years longer then females (278). 

Most of the affected organs in CF patients have an epithelial cell layer lining 
a lumen. Electrophysiological measurements have shown that chloride transpOlt is 
abnormal in CF epithelial cells (36, 183, 186). The abnormal ion transport and 
associated iso-osmotic water transport offers an explanation for the sticky, dehydrated 
mucus found in most of the affected organs (81). A widely accepted diagnostic test 
for CF, the sweat test, is based on this aberrant ion transport as sweat glands of CF 
patients produce sweat with a much higher chloride and sodium content than normal 
(80, 107). The gene which is mutated in CF, the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFTR) gene was cloned in 1989, encodes for a membrane 
protein and proved to be a cAMP regulated chloride channel (5,21, 139,200). The 
most common mutation is a deletion of one amino acid, a phenylalanine at position 
508 in the protein (AF508) (139). This mutation results in a block of post-translational 
processing and the protein can not reach its normal localization at the apical 
membrane of epithelial cells (52). However, cells can be treated sllch, that the 
processing block is alleviated and the AF508 CFTR reaches the plasma membrane (76, 
210). 

1.1 SCOPE OF THE THESIS 
As no natural animal model of CF was available, the purpose of this study 

was to create and analyze a mouse model for CF containing the AF508 mutation found 
in the majority of CF patients. Gene targeting techniques have been utilized to 
completely disrupt the endogenous mouse eftr gene generating so-called, knock-out 
mouse models (85, 119, 171, 189, 205, 225). An overview of techniques to mutate 
endogenous genes in mouse cells is given in chapter II and a comparison of the 
different mouse models presently available is presented in chapter III. Mice with a 
complete disruption of the eftr gene have been generated by several groups. In view 
of the special characteristics of the AF508 protein (see Introduction 1.1 0), a mouse 
with the AF508 mutation in the eft,. gene seemed a more appropriate animal model 
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for comparison with CF patients, and for the study of the molecular pathogenesis of 
the disease and the development of putative therapeutic strategies. This thesis 
describes the generation and characterization of a mouse model for CF with the "F508 
mutation (Chapter IV-VI). Chapter VII and VIII describe the experiments done in our 
group with a mouse strain with a complete disruption of the eftr gene. 

1.2 CLINICAL SYMPTOMS IN PATIENTS WITH CYSTIC FIBROSIS 
The clinical symptoms have been extensively reviewed by Welsh et al. 1995 

(278) and will only be briefly described here. 
Respiratory tract 

CF patients do not show abnormalities in the respiratory tract at birth (231). 
The first changes involve the submucosal glands located in the upper regions of the 
lung. These glands consist of serous and mucous acini which produce a seromucous 
secretion transported through the duct to the lung epithelium. The serous acini and 
ductal lumina of submucosal glands in CF patients become dilated and filled with 
mucus (232). Later, mucous obstruction is found in the bronchioli associated with 
inflammatory symptoms (292). These features arise prior to colonization with 
pathogenic bacteria, pointing at inadequate clearance of mucus (141, 232). The mucus 
accumulation is not caused by defective ciliary function as this is normal in CF 
patients (137, 206). The sticky mucus could be caused either by increased mucous cell 
secretion or by decreased serous cell secretion in the submucosal glands. Another 
source of mucus in the lungs are the goblet cells although they secrete an estimated 
40 times less mucus than the submucosal glands (194). During progression of the 
disease, however, goblet cells become more abundant and extend to the lower 
bronchioli, and may then augment mucus accumulation. Further, abnormalities in the 
mucus composition itself, as increased sulphation (38, 50), might augment its viscosity 
and result in sticky mucus and clogging of the small airways. Bacterial infection with 
pathogens as Staphylococcus aureus and especially Pseudomonas aeruginosa are 
typical of CF. The higher NaCI concentration iIi the surface fluid of CF airway 
epithelium impaires the killing of bacteria (223). Further, CF airway cells have more 
receptors for P.aerllginosa than normal cells and are less able to phagocytose the 
bacteria (128, 178,289). Infection with bacteria provokes a rapid deterioration of the 
lung histology and results in bronchiolitis, bronchitis and hypertrophy of submucosal 
glands and of goblet cells. Several proteases released during inflammation are also 
able to stimulate mucus secretion by glands and goblet cells (143) and may enhance 
bacterial adherence (169). Ongoing obstruction and recurrent infection cause 
bronchiectasis and bronchiolectasis and finally stenosis, emphysema and fibrosis 
which eventually causes death of the patient (278). 
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Introduction Cystic Fibrosis 

Pancreas 
The original description of the disease was ttcystic fibrosis of the pancreas tl

, 

Pancreatic ducts secrete a basic fluid that transpOlts the digestive enzymes, produced 
by the pancreatic acini, to the intestine. In case of CF, already midtrimester fetuses, 
at a time when the pancreas has not yet started to produce enzymes, the pancreatic 
ducts may show inspissated secretions (41, 175). When pancreatic acini start to 
produce pancreatic enzymes, blockage of the secretory ducts prevents normal transport 
of enzymes that instead autolyse the acini. The destruction leads to cystic spaces in 
the acini and the pancreatic tissue is gradually replaced by fibrotic and fatty tissue. 
Later, also the islands of Langerhans can be affected leading to diabetes mellitus. 
Obstruction of the ducts results in an impaired flow of pancreatic enzyme into the 
digestive tract and hence to mal digestion and malabsorption of fat, proteins and fat
soluble vitamins. 85% of the CF patients need pancreatic enzyme supplements (278). 

Intestinal tract 
10-20% of the CF patients are born with an obstruction in the ileum with the 

fetal intestinal content (meconium ileus). Already prenatally, hyperplasia of goblet 
cells in the crypts of Lieberkuhn and dilatation of the Brunners glands in the 
duodenum have been observed (41, 175). CF patients without meconium ileus show 
mild abnormalities in the intestine consisting of hypertrophic goblet cells in the crypts 
of the ileum, appendix and colon accompanied by mucus accumulation (242). In the 
duodenum, the glands of Brunner are hypertrophic and show mucus accumulation in 
the ducts (174). A distal intestinal obstruction syndrome (DlOS), occurs in more than 
20% of adult patients (82). Meconium ileus and DlOS are probably due to a decreased 
fluidity of the intestinal content although DlOS like symptoms is also related to high 
pancreatic enzyme replacement intake or digestion defects (224). A malabsorption of 
essential fatty acids can still be present independent of the pancreatic enzyme 
deficiency (228). Patients who are treated with pancreas enzyme supplements to 
restore intestinal digestion may a Iso have fat loss in the stool, together with 
unabsorbed bile acids (274). 

Liver and biliary system 
The liver parenchyme in 25% of the CF patients shows focal biliary cirrhosis 

and periportal fibrosis (79). An excess of mucus in the bile ducts has been observed 
in infants under three months (172). The bile ducts show hyperproliferation, inflamma
tion and intracanalicular obstruction by secretions (66). Gallbladder disease is present 
in more than 40% of the CF patients (152) and patients have a decreased bile acid and 
water output from the gallbladder (276). The gallbladder is occasionally small; thick 
mucus can be present (17) and stones consisting of calcium and protein can be fOllnd 
(10). 
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Genital tmct 
Male CF patients are infertile in 95% of the cases. The vas deferens, the 

epididymis and the seminal vesicles may be absent, atrophic or fibrotic and the genital 
tract can be obstructed with inspissated secretions (237). Males without clear CF 
symptoms but presenting congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens (CBA VD), 
frequently carry CF mutations (II). Female CF patients have irregular or no men
struations probably due to malnutrition but many are fertile (150, 2IS). The cervical 
mucus is often thick and dehydrated with abnormal biochemical characteristics (149, 
173) which might prevent sperm passage. 

1.3 THE CFfR GENE 
Cloning and structural analysis of the CFfR gene 

TIle CF locus was mapped on chromosome 7, band q31.2 (259), close to the 
proto-oncogene MET and the D7SS marker (271, 279). To clone the gene, additional 
DNA markers were isolated and positioned through somatic cell hybrid mapping, 
linkage analysis and long range restriction mapping with pulse field gel elec
trophoresis. Analysis of recombination events in patients and their families allowed 
accurate positioning of the CF gene in-between the known markers. In the region pre
sumed to contain the gene, CpG islands were identified and the area was searched 
through chromosome walking and jumping. Genomic clones of this region were tested 
for cross-hybridization with other species and one DNA fragment proved to contain 
a 113 bp /i'agment, coding for exon I (202). Additional screening of cDNA libraries 
and genomic libraries eventually resulted in the isolation of the complete cDNA and 
a contig spanning the complete genomic area. The cloned gene was immediately 
recognized as the right candidate as it seemed to code for a transmembrane protein 
related to the multi drug resistance pump (MDR) and mutations were found in both 
alleles of CF patients (139, 200). The gene, named cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFTR) consists of27 exons spanning a region of230 kb (200, 
291). It codes for a mRNA of 6.5 kb, expressed in the epithelial tissues affected in 
CF, and is translated into a glycosylated protein of 14S0 amino acids (200). This was 
the first time a gene for a genetic disorder was isolated on the basis of map location 
but without the availability of internal chromosomal rearrangements or deletions which 
facilitated the cloning of other human disease genes as in Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy (147), retinoblastoma (96) and chronic granulomatous disease (203). 

The protein structure shows homology to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 
family of transporters of which p-glycoprotein or MDR, bovine adenyl cyclase, the 
yeast mating factor Ste-6 and bacterial amino acid transport proteins are members 
(125, 200). This family is characteristically involved in pumping substrates into or out 
of the cell using A TP hydrolysis as a means for active transport. Most members of 
this family have 12 transmembrane segments (TM) arranged in two membrane 
spanning domains (MSD) of six TMs each, and two nucleotide (ATP) binding 
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domains (NBD) (Figure I). CFTR has an additional highly charged regulatory (R) 
domain, in between the two MSD and NBD domains, with morc than 10 potcntial 
phosphOlylation sites for protein kinase A and at least two for protein kinase C (PKA 
and PKC). The R domain in CFTR is not found in the other mcmbcrs of the ABC 
family nor has it homology to any other known protein. Although the CFTR protein 
shows a symmetrical structure and there is a high similarity between the two parts, 
there is no high identity (200) and is therefore not likely to be the result of a duplica
tion of one of the MSD + NBD regions. Also exon dnplication of regions coding for 
the MSDs or NBDs is unlikely, since exon-intron boundary positions are nor shared 
between the two halves (200). 

NH2 

Membrane spanning 
domains 

COOH 

R domain Membrane spanning ATP binding 
domains domain 

Figure I. The CFTR gene and the CFTR protein. In the upper figure, the CFTR gene is drawn 
with its 27 cxons. In the lower tigure, a model for the insertion of the CFTR protein in the 
plasm3mcmbrane is shown. The 12 hydrophobic transmembrane segments are shown as 
cylinders traversing the phospholipid mcmbmnc. The two nucleotide binding domains (NBD) 
and the regulatory domain (R domain) arc located at the cytoplasmic sitc. On thc 4th 
extracellular loop are two glycosylation sites. 

Protein sequence conservation 
Homologous CFTR genes have been cloned for a variety of species including 

rodents, cattle and amphibiae (83, 94, 138, 161,236,238,260,285). In general, the 
amino acid sequence is well conserved compared to human CFTRJ ranging from 72% 
identity (85% similarity) in dogfish (161) to 91 % identity (95% similarity) in sheep 
(238). In figure 2, the conservation of the different segments of CFTR are shown with 
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black lines for highly homologous regions as the NBD's and some of the 
transmembrane segments and grey lines for moderately conserved regions as the R 
domain and the middle two transmembrane segments of each domain (83, 238). These 
data suggest that the middle two segments in each domain do not contribute as much 
to the actual chloride pore of CFTR as the other transmembrane segments. High 
conservation is also found for the cytoplasmic loops in between the TM segments. 
Also in the MDR family the inner loops are strongly conserved and a mutation in this 
region affects substrate specificity (55, 207). The cytoplasmic loops could thus have 
an important role in CFTR functioning. The glycosylation site, between TM7 and 
TM8 is conserved in all species although the surrounding extracellular region is highly 
variable (260). 

NBD2f1 

Figure 2. Conservation of CFTR in mouse, rabbit, guinea pig, monkey, sheep, cow, sharck and 
Xenopus. Different segments of CFTR are shown with black lines for highly homologous 
regions and grey lines for moderately conserved regions compared to the human CFTR protein 
(83,94,138,161,200,238,260,285). Alignment of the sequences shows that the extracellular 
domains are not well conserved while the cytoplasmic loops arc well conserved. 

Transcriptional regulation 
The specific expression of CFTR in epithelial cells is not distinctively 

reflected in transcriptional elements in the CFTR promoter. The upstream region does 
not contain a TA TA box and has a high GC content, usually associated with 
hOllsekeeping genes. Potential binding sites for transcription factors can be recognized 
as Spl binding sites, a cAMP responsive element, glucocorticoid elements, API and 
AP2 sites and a CCAAT like element (56, 180, 287). The inverted and imperfect 
CCAA T box in the CFTR promoter was shown to be the mediator of basal and cAMP 
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induced expression on a heterologous gene. The CCAA T-enhancer binding protein Ii 
(C/EBPIi), present in pancreatic extracts binds the CFTR CCAAT box in a nuclear 
protein complex together with activating transcription factor/cAMP responsive element 
binding protein (ATF/CREB) (180). There is a 28 bp stretch with high homology to 
a regulating element for the human cd (I) collagen gene and some small regions with 
homology to the promoter of the secretory leukoprotease inhibitor gene, which is 
epithelial cell specific (287). 

Multiple transcriptional start sites are found, probably related to the lack of 
a TA TA box, with variable use in different cell types (148, 287). A correlation was 
reported between the use of particular transcription initiation sites and the level of 
expression of the mRNA (148). 

Methylation of CpG islands has only some correlation with transcription 
levels in cell lines but no correlation was found in mouse or human tissues (74, 148). 
DNAse hypersensitive sites have been located in the upstream region of the gene but 
they do not seem to be major transcription elements (148, 221, 286). 

Cellular differentiation affects the CFTR mRNA levels as seen both temporal
ly and spatially in the developing vas deferens (117,247,255) and during cycling of 
the rodent uterus (20 I, 256). Rat liver regeneration increases CFTR mRNA in a 
biphasic way (250), differentiation of intestinal cell line HT29 increases CFTR mRNA 
(165,290) and in lymphocytes CFTR expression is cell cycle dependent (48). CFTR 
mRNA expression is decreased by PMA (252), calcium ionophoresldivalent cations 
(15, 16), IFN-y (30) and TNF-a (168) and is induced by oestrogen (201), cAMP (45, 
180) and sodium-butyrate (51). PMA decreases the CFTR mRNA and protein levels 
in multiple ways: by transcriptional repression, by decreasing the mRNA stability and 
by destabilization of the CFTR protein via PKC (44). Divalent cations solely affect 
the transcription rate (15) while IFN-y reduces CFTR mRNA half-life (30). cAMP has 
a dual role in that it not only increases the mRNA levels but also activates the CFTR 
protein (see section 104). CFTR mRNA expression has been upregulated by mRNA 
stabilization without a detectable increase of chloride transport (226), thus expression 
is not always directly related to an increase in CFTR function on the plasma 
membrane. 

These observations indicate that expression of CFTR involves a complex 
mechanism with several regulation steps at transcriptional, post-transcriptional and 
post-translational levels. 

Alternative splicing 
Alternative splicing of the human CFTR mRNA has been described for exons 

4,9 and 12 (43,59). In healthy individuals, variations of 0-92% of ex on 9- CFTR are 
present as analyzed by nested PCR (58), while exon 4- and exon 12- CFTR mRNA's 
are varying from 2-30% (43). Since the exon 9- variant is so dominant, it was 
expected to have some fUBction. Transfection studies in HeLa cells indicated however, 
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that the mutant 9- protein is processing defective and is unable to reach the plasma 
membrane (73, 230). This implies that there is no apical function for a 9- CFTR. 
Other alternative splice products have also been found as CFTR exon 5- in mouse and 
rabbit heart, an extra exon II b in mouse testis and an extra lOb exon in human 
lymphocytes (73, 123, 281). The tissue restricted pattern together with the lack of 
function of the 5- and 9- variants (73) were reasons to postulate that the alternative 
splicing would be a means of gene expression regulation (290). However, also a 
genetic base has been found for the variable 9- and 12- expression. There is a 
correlation between the length of the polypyrimidine tract near the splice acceptor site 
and the amount of splice products from the splice acceptor site of exon 9 (57, 142). 
The shorter the T tract the more 9- RNA is present. It seems that with a polypyrimi
dine tract of 5 T's (T5), 50% of the RNA's lack exon 9, with a tract of 7 T's 12.5% 
and with a tract of 9 T's, 5% of the RNA's lack exon 9. Thus, in a person with two 
T5 alleles, 90% of the RNA and CFTR protein lack exon 9. 111erefore, an individual 
with one CF mutation and a T5 tract on the normal allele, has only 5% normal 9+ 
CFTR protein. Such CF heterozygotes do not show disease symptoms (142). This 
means that this amount of CFTR is sufficient to keep tissues functional. 

1.4. THE CFTR PROTEIN IS A CHLORIDE CHANNEL 
Evidence that CFTR is directly involved in CF came fi'Olll transfection experi

ments of the cDNA in CF airway and pancreatic cells showing correction of the defect 
in cAMP regulated chloride channel activity (87, 196). Further, transfection in various 
heterologous cell types, mammalian as well as non-mammalian, resulted in the 
presence of cAMP regulated chloride channels on the plasma membrane that were 
absent in untransfected cells (6, 20, 34, 61, 69, 136). Reconstitution in an artificial 
lipid bilayer of isolated membrane vesicles of high CFTR expressing cells or purified 
CFTR protein, showed that the isolated CFTR protein could form a channel with the 
same characteristics as in endogenously expressing cells (21, 246). This shows that 
CFTR does not require other proteins but forms the CI- channel by itself. CFTR forms 
a low conductance, 5-10 pS, chloride channel with a linear current voltage relation
ship. It is selective for anions over cations and has a halide permeability sequence of 
Br~CI~I- (7), which is different from most other CI- channels which have BI'?I~CI
(97). 

The 12 TM segments contain 6 basic residues, putatively involved in the pore 
formation. Mutation of 2 of those amino-acids into acidic residues, predicted to lie 
towards the outer half of the pore, altered the ion selectivity of the channel. Two other 
changes from basic to acidic residues, predicted to lie towards the inner half of the 
channel, did not change ion permeability (5). These data clearly show that the gene 
mutated in CF patients, encodes a CFTR protein which functions by itself as a 
chloride channel. Its absence in CF tissues explains the observed chloride transpOli. 
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Regulation of CFTR activity 
CFTR mediated chloride current is stimulated by intracellular cAMP, but not 

by intracellular Ca" ions alone. In the basal state, CFTR does not pass substantial 
current as was shown in in vitro experiments but the protein can be activated by 
protein kinase A (PKA) and ATP (53, 109). To open the CFTR channel both phos
phorylation of the R domain and binding and hydrolysis of A TP at the NBDs are 
necessary (4, 18,26,234). 

Phosphorylation: CFTR activity is regulated by protein kinases and 
phosphatases. Phosphorylation is mediated by cAMP dependent PKA, and to a lesser 
extent by protein kinase C (PKC) regulated by Ca" in combination with 
diacylglycerol or independent of Ca'+ (27). On the basis of patch clamp analysis, PKC 
has been reported to augment the effect of subsequently added PKA (234), possibly 
by phoshorylating different sites. In intact cells, activation of PKC by phorbolester 
activates CFTR in the absence of changes in cAMP or Ca'+ concentrations (12, 13, 
261, 264). cOMP dependent protein kinases phosphorylate CFTR and activate chloride 
transport in normal intestinal epithelial cells but not in CF cells (71). In lymphocytes, 
CFTR could be activated with nitric oxide through a cOMP dependent mechanism 
(84). Purified cOMP-dependent protein kinase type II, expressed at high levels in 
intestinal epithelium (160), activates CFTR when added to excised membrane patches. 
In contrast, the more common type I isofonn failed to activate CFTR under similar 
conditions (95). Membrane bound phosphatases are able to inactivate the channel (23, 
27,234). The tyrosine kinase inhibitor, genistein, is able to activate CFTR (126, 127, 
153, 213) and can fully activate CFTR following it's partial activation by PKA 
(French, personal communication). 

Different levels of active kinases and phosphatases may result in different 
levels of CFTR activity under basal and stimulated conditions in specific tissues. Of 
the 10 putative phosphorylation sites, 8 serines, located inside the R domain can be 
phosphorylated by PKA (53, 177) although in vivo, 4 or 5 serines are phosphorylated 
(53, 177, 197). Mutation of some or even all 10 phosphorylation sites still did not 
completely abolish CFTR stimulation by PKA, although the open time of the channel 
(open probability, Po) decreased dramatically (49,53, 197). This indicates that other, 
unrecognized phosphorylation sites may be present. The function of the R domain can 
be understood structurally by imagining the R domain as a plug in the channel which 
upon phosphorylation bends away from the pore and opens the channel. TIlis is sug
gested by experiments with a CFTR protein lacking part of the R domain, which is 
almost constitutively active without the need for phosphorylation (198). The complex 
phosphorylation pattern of CFTR might serve as a fine tuning mechanism to regulate 
the Po and therefore the total chloride transp0l1 by CFTR according to the 
circumstances. 

Regulation by A TP: In vitro binding studies suggest that both NBDs can 
bind ATP (118, 245). The two NBD's were identified based on their homology with 
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Walker motifs previously shown to be the binding sites for A TP in a number of ATP 
binding proteins. Removal of ATP abolishes channel activity but addition of 
hydrolysable ATP restores activity both in transfected cells and in primary epithelial 
cells (4, 8). Increasing amounts of ATP increase the P, of the channel, with a simple 
saturation relationship until a maximum ofPo~0.44 is reached (268). Mutations created 
in NBD I (exons 9-12) affect the channel activity more than analogous mutations made 
in NBD2 (exons 19-23) (110). A model has been proposed by Gunderson & Kopito 
(I13), which postulates a NBD I cycle and a NBD2 cycle of ATP binding and 
hydrolysis. After phosphorylation, ATP binding and hydrolysis at NBDI would bring 
the channel in an active but still closed conformation. Binding of ATP to NBD2 
results in the open state of the channel. Dissociation of A TP from NBD2 brings the 
channel back to the closed state or hydrolysis of the A TP at NBD2 brings the channel 
in a higher conductance open state, which lasts only for a short period. 

Although hydrolysable A TP is necessary for activation and opening of the 
channel, hydrolysis by the NBDs has not been shown directly. Non-hydrolysable ATP 
analogs, in the presence of ATP, are able to increase the P, ofCFTR (112, 124) and 
increase apical Cl- conductance in sweat duct cells and T84 cells (25, 187). The 
proposed model explains the prolonged open state that non-hYdrolysable A TP analogs 
cause. Dissociation of the ADP or the P; hydrolysis products from NBD2 results in 
closing of the channel while dissociation of ADP from NBDI converses the channel 
to an inactive state (113). 

From expression studies with glycosylation defective mutants it became 
apparent that glycosylation of CFTR is not a prerequisite for a proper function in 
transfected cells (110). 

1.5 CFTR EXPRESSION 
CFTR mRNA and protein show a very distinct localization in tissues which 

are affected in CF such as lung, pancreas and intestine (3, 90, 91, 129,200,208,229, 
251,253,290). A list of expressing organs is presented in Table l. In all these tissues, 
expression of CFTR, either on mRNA level or on protein level is found in the 
epithelial cells. CFTR is also expressed in tissues in which no CF pathology has been 
found, e.g. in stomach, placenta and brain (choroid plexus) and was demonstrated in 
non-epithelial cells as cardiac rnyocytes and T-Iymphocytes. 

Expression in airway epithelium 
The expression of CFTR mRNA in the lung is not detectable by Northern blot 

analysis (200) but quantitative PCR analysis shows that ainvay epithelial cells contain 
an average of 1-2 transcripts of CFTR mRNA per cell (251). CFTR protein can be 
detected in all regions of the airway (nasal epithelium, phaIynges, trachea, bronchus, 
bronchioli and alveoli) (90, 91, 129, 182, 290). CFTR protein in the lung surface 
epithelium is found on the apical membrane of non-ciliated cells (90) and in ciliated 
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cells of nasal epitheliulll (182). 

Tnble 1. Expression of CFTR mRNA in different tissues 

Respiratory tract 
Pancreas 
Intestine 
Gallbladder and biliary tract 
Sweat gland 
Vas deferens 
Parotid gland 
Salivary gland 
Endometrium 
Placenta 
Endodermal yolk sac 
Stomach 
Kidney 
Oesophagus 
Brain 

Non-epithelial cells: 

Ventricular myocytes 
T-Lymphocytcs 
Ncutrophils 
Alveolar macrophages 
Lung fibroblasts 
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(3, 90, 91, 129,200,208, 
229, 251, 253, 290) 

(63, 229) 
(62) 
(117, 254) 
(200) 
(138, 247) 
(225, 249, 256) 
(43, 93, 200) 
(102) 
(138, 225, 229) 
(43, 138) 
(225) 
(138) 

(154) 

(43, 48, 286) 

CFTR mRNA is expressed in epithelial cell layers of the organs named above, except when 
indicated. 

The highest levels of expression is present in submucosal glands which are 
located in the bronchi (90) and in the trachea (129). In the ciliated and collecting 
ducts of bronchial submucosal glands, 1-2% of the columnar cells have a high CFTR 
expression. Virtually all of the cells in the serous tubules express CFTR while the 
lIlUCOUS tubules are negative. The localization of CFTR is primarily on the apical side 
of the cells but also in the cytoplasm (90). Submucosal glands in the trachea show a 
different expression pattern in that CFTR is present both in serous and mucous cells 
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(129). Furthermore, the localization in serous cells is not at the apical membrane but 
rather associated with secretory granule membranes. In the mucous cells, CFTR was 
observed at the apical side and at the basolateral side (129). Sweat gland duct also 
shows both apical and basolateral staining (62, 135) in agreement with the CI- ion 
transport across both membranes (191). Whether mucous cells of the tracheal 
submucosal gland ducts also show CI- transport across both apical and basolateral 
membranes is not known. 

In the fetal lung, expression of CFTR mRNA staIts at 7 weeks and becomes 
higher than later in adult lung. At birth, CFTR mRNA is downregulated (102, 117, 
163, 164, 247, 248, 255). Cytoplasmic CFTR is seen in the developing epithelium 
while submucosal glands are not yet present. In the trachea, a weak 
immunocytochemical staining is found in the cells, while at 26 weeks the signal 
becomes confined to individual cells in the trachea and is by then also seen on the 
apical membrane. The submucosal glands are present at this time and express CFTR 
(102). 

CF patients are not known to have any developmental defect in their lungs 
(231). l1lCrefore, the role of CFTR in lung emblyonal development does not seem to 
be critical and other chloride channels may be more significant (III). 

Expression in the gastrointestinal tract 
In the fetal pancreas of 12-26 weeks, CFTR is found in immature cell types 

in ductal termini next to developing acini (247, 255). These duct termini develop 
eventually in the small intralobular ducts and centro-acinar cells, where CFTR 
expression on the apical side of the epithelial cells has been found in the adult stage 
(67, 159). 

In bile ducts and in gallbladder, CFTR expression is found throughout the 
epithelium both in early fetal development when bile formation starts, and in adult life 
(63, 247). 

The intestine shows the highest CFTR expression in jejunum, gradually 
decreasing to low CFTR expression in ileum and colon. CFTR is found in the bases 
of the crypts of Lieberkuhn with no distinction in mRNA localization between Paneth 
cells, goblet cells or undifferentiated cells (229). The villi have CFTR expression as 
shown in Western blot analysis (de Jonge, pers.comm) but immunocytochemically 
only about 3% of the cells on the villus are positive. These cells express CFTR in 
much higher levels of CFTR than is found in the crypts (3, 229, 253). These cells are 
found in the duodenum and jejunum, but not in distal ileum and in colon (229). High 
expressing cells are observed in human and rat intestine (3) but are absent in mice 
(Ameen, pel's. comm.). In contrast to the surrounding epithelial cells, the high 
expressing cells do not contain absorptive enzymes and their function is not known 
(3). The intestinal expression during fetal development is similar to that in adulthood 
(247, 255). 
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A SKIN 
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Figure 3. A. Schematic drawing of electrolyte transport in the sweat gland. The secretory coil 
secretes isotonic iluid and in the waterimpermeablc absorptive duct Na+ and CI- ions acc 
absorbed. In CF patients, the cArvw regulated CI- channels in the secretor), coil and the Cl
channel in the duct are defective. 
13. General mechanisms for salt secretion and absorption. The transporters involve apical cr and 
Na+ channels and a basolateral Na+/K+ ATPase, a Na-llK~/CI- cotransporter and a K+ channel. 
Na+ in secreting cells passes paraceliularly through the epithelial cells. 

1.6 EPITHELIAL [ON TRANSPORT AND CFTR 
Epithelial cells are polarized, with an apical side and a basolateral side, and 

actively transport electrolytes and/or water. Epithelial tissues can have a secretory 
function, an absorptive function or both, depending on the state of activation. Salt 
secretion can be accomplished by activation of a chloride channel, localized on the 
apical membrane (Figure 3). Both cAMP activated CFTR and other types of regulated 
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chloride channels can be present. Positively charged Na + will follow paracellularJy. 
At the basolateral side of the cell, a Na+/K+ ICI- cotransporter pumps CI- into the cell. 
Na+ and K+ leave the cell either through a basolateral Na+/K+ ATPase pump or 
through basolateral K+ channels. Resorption of salt occurs through apical Na + 
channels, whereby chloride ions are transpOlted through apical and basolateral chloride 
channels. The transport of salt is accompanied by an iso-osmotic water flux. 

Sweat duct 
The first ion transport abnormality found in CF patients was the increased 

NaCI concentration in the sweat. A sweat gland consists of two parts, a proximal 
secretOlY coil and a distal reabsorptive duct. TIle coil produces isotonic sweat by 
active CI- transport while Na+ and water follow. The duct, which is water-imperme
able, actively absorbs Na+ while CI- ions follow passively. In CF sweat dncts, the 
transepithelial voltage is increased and has an abnormal response to chloride 
substitutions. This indicated that the basic defect in CF is an inability to transpOlt 
chloride ions (36,183, 186). The lack ofCI- ion transport in the duct results in higher 
NaCI levels in sweat which is used as a diagnostic test for CF (107, 265). TIle sweat 
duct epithelial cells have CFTR expression both at the apical membrane and at the 
basolateral membrane (62, 135, 191). TIle basal state in the sweat duct has a high CI
conductance which might indicate a constant stimulation due to high levels of cAMP 
or to little dephosphOlylation (191). 

The secretOlY coil of the sweat gland also has CFTR activity. Normally, the 
coil increases sweat production in response to cholinergic (Ca 2

+ increase) and to 13-
adrenergic (cAMP) stimulation. These pathways are located in two different cell types 
(190, 192). In CF patients, the coil does not produce sweat in response to B-adrenergic 
stimulation and heterozygotes produce 50% of the normal amount (24, 209). 

Airway epithelium 
In CF ainvay epithelial cells and nasal epithelium, the increased 

transepithelial voltage is indicating an ion transport abnormality (144). The Ca'+ 
activated chloride transport is normal in tracheal epithelial cells and nasal polyp cell 
cultures of CF patients (269, 280). The cAMP dependent chloride transport is absent 
(8, 65, 269, 280). cAMP induced chloride transport accompanied by water transport, 
is mediated by CFTR as is supported by the fact that CF fetal lung explants are unable 
to respond to cAMP with fluid secretion (162). Also in the adult CF lung, a defect of 
fluid secretion by cultured airway epithelial cells in response to cAMP stimulation has 
been observed (132, 222). Although this defective water transport would explain 
insufficient clearance of dehydrated mucus it is not known how defective CFTR 
activation leads to the ultimate lung pathology. 
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Pancreas 
In normal pancreatic acini, CI- is secreted into the lumen and in the ducts the 

CI- is absorbed and exchanged for HCO, - ions. Water secretion follows the 
transported ions. 111e exchanged HCO, - is necessaIY to increase the pH in the 
duodenum and the ducts add fluid to the enzymes produced by the acinar cells. 
Defective CFTR mediated C1- transport in the pancreatic ducts (108, 159) leading to 
defective water transport, explains the obstlllction of the ducts by dehydrated mucus. 
Pancreatic enzymes, produced by the acinar cells are normally released via the ducts, 
but now, instead, cause endogenous digestion resulting in pancreas fibrosis. 

Intestine 
The CF intestine shows an increased transepithelial voltage attributable to 

defective chloride penneability. In addition, stimulation with a number of cAMP, Ca'+, 
or cUMP increasing agents, as forskolin, theophylline, Ca-ionophore, cholera toxin, 
prostaglandin E, and heat stable E.coli toxin STa, do not resuit in increased chloride 
permeability in CF intestine (19, 29, 37, 71, 72). In contrast to other tissues, chloride 
transport in the intestine is generally not regulated by Ca'+ regulated CI- channels (8, 
12, 261). The response to Ca'+ ionophores or carbachol may be mediated by PKC 
phosphorylation of CFTR (12, 13, 27, 234, 262, 264) and by the stimulation of 
basolateral K+ channels, resulting in an increased driving force for chloride secretion 
at the apical membrane (78, 235). Although a decreased chloride and water transport 
in the distal intestine and colon may explain the occurrence of meconium ileus and 
DIOS, also other functions are defective in the intestine. CF patients often have 
steatorrhoea resulting from defective fat absorption. Also, bile acids which are 
normally absorbed in the duodenum/jejunum are excreted with the faeces in CF 
patients. Malabsorption of fatty acids can result fi'om the reduction in bile acid 
concentration as bile acids form micelles with fatty acids and monoglycerides enabling 
their absorption by the enterocytes. The relationship between malabsorption and CFTR 
function is not yet well defined. CFTR is found in crypts and in villus enterocytes and 
in cells with high CFTR expression scattered in the villi of duodenum and jejunum. 
Those cells do not express intestinal enzymes as sucrase and lactase like the mrUority 
of the enterocytes (3). Rat intestinal villi show cAMP dependent chloride transport 
(146, 227). Moreover, X-ray microanalysis of ion contents in human jejunum cells 
showed a significant difference in intracellular Na+, K+ and CI- content between 
normal and CF villus cells (170). A decreased fluid transport in CF patients 
dehydrates mucus and could influence the microenvironment in the proximal intestine. 
A change in the un stirred layer lining the epithelial cells could disturb the proper 
formation of micelles or the endocytosis of the micelle. The relative contribution of 
crypt and villus cells and the high CFTR expressing cells to electrolyte and fluid 
secretion still remains to be elucidated. 

TIle above mentioned irresponsiveness of the CF intestine to cholera toxin 
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might be an advantage in case of cholera infection. Heterozygotes are expected to 
secrete less fluid during a secretory diarrhoea which would increase their chance of 
survival (3S, 184, 18S). The knock-out mouse model (described in Chapter 1Il) was 
used to test this hypothesis and the results show that cholera toxin induced water 
secretion in heterozygous mice, with one intact eft,. allele, was about half the amount 
of secretion of normal mice (100). A heterozygote advantage in the case of excessive 
diarrhoea, might explain the incidence of CF carriers which is unusually high for a 
lethal autosomal recessive disease. 

I.7 MUTATIONS 
Since the discovery of the CFTR gene, more than 400 different mutations 

have been found in CF patients (Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Consortium). The 
mutations vary fi'om missense mutations creating amino acid substitutions (55%), 
deletions of one or a few amino acids, to point mutations resulting in nonsense muta
tions, frame shifts and splice mutations (2S8). Surprisingly for this large gene, only 
one big deletion has been observed. The majority of the mutations lead to the 
production of a mutant form of CFTR protein, which can have partial activity. The 
most common mutation in the Caucasian population is the ll.F508 mutation with an 
allele fi'equency of 70% in the white NOlthern American population (139). In Europe, 
the "FS08 mutation in CF alleles shows a North-South gradient with 87% in the 
Danish population to SO% in southern Europe (92). The incidence ofCF in Caucasians 
is much higher than in any other popUlation due to the high "FS08 mutation frequen
cy. For example, while in the Netherlands the CF incidence is 113600, in the Hawaiian 
popUlation it is 1/90.000 (241, 282). The "FS08 mutation has a single origin and is 
thought to have arisen at least S2.000 years ago, spreading in the Neolithic age (166). 
While the high frequency of the "FS08 mutation might be the result of a selective 
advantage for heterozygotes in case of secretOlY diarrhoea, other high mutation 
frequencies such as the WI282X mutation that occurs in 60% of the Ashkenazic 
Jewish CF chromosomes (217), could also result from genctic drift or founder effects. 

The different mutations found in CF chromosomes have bcen classified in 4 
groups (Figure 4, 277). Mutations that lead to truncated CFTR such as stop codon 
mutations, frame shifts and splice site abnormalities, have been named type I muta
tions. These are expected to be null mutants although some truncations can still 
produce chloride channels in transfection assays (2IS). One putative mutation in the 
promoter region of CFTR has been described (32). Alternatively spliced variants are 
excluded from type [ mutations. Type II mutations consist of mutant CFTR protcins 
that are not properly processed nor targeted to their functional cellular location but can 
be functional. The best example of this type is the "FS08 mutation. The processing 
defect of the "FS08 CFTR will be discussed in more detail below (section 1.10). 
CFTR proteins which are properly processed but can not be activated, are categorized 
as type III mutants. Most of the these mutations affect the A TP binding regions and 
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lead to defective binding or hydrolysis of ATP. In exon 13 which encodes at least part 
of the phosphorylated R domain, some mutations have been found (258). These 
mutations are not likely to cause defective phosphOlylalion. The cause of defective 
CFTR function in exon 13 mutants is not known. CFTR molecules which can be 
activated by ATP and phosphorylation but do not generate the normal CI- current are 
considered type IV. Three mutations in the MSDI have been assayed in vill'o and 
calise low conductance andlor a reduced open probability (e.g. RI17H)(216). The type 
III and type IV mutation classification is in some cases arbitrarily. 

Nucleus 

Genetic"" .t:i;\' ifJ, " 
Defect~ 

J, 

Figure 4, Four classes of CFTR mutations. Representation of the biosynthctic route of CFTR 
and the effects of CFTR mutations. Class I mutations affect the tmnscription and translation of 
CFTR. CFTR with class II mutation type is inserted in the endoplasmic reticulum membrane 
but fails to fold correctly and is degraded. Class III and IV mutated CFTR molecules arc 
processed through the Goigi apparahls but have defective functioning on the plasmamembrane 
with none or partial functioning. MSD=membrane spanning domain, NBD=nucleotide binding 
domain, R=regulatory domain (Figure from 277). 
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1.8 GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE CORRELATION 
The clinical phenotype of CF patients is highly heterogeneous and not solely 

linked to the type of the CFTR Illutation. Other genetic factors, the nutritional state, 
the pathogenic environment and the therapeutic regime, like aggressive antibiotic 
treatment and physiotherapy, are of major importance to delay the morbidity and 
mortality of CF patients. 

A good correlation between specific CF mutations and being pancreatic 
insufficient (PI) has been found. These mutations are called 'severe' mutations. The 
severe mutations are stopcodons, splice junctions, frameshift mutations, the two single 
amino-acid deletions "IS07 and "FS08 and missense mutations affecting the NBDs. 
In a population with a 70% incidence of the "FS08 mutation, 49% of the patients is 
homozygous for "FS08 and 42% of the patients carries one "FS08 allele together with 
another mutated allele. The pancreas sufficient (PS) have one or two 'mild' mutations. 
TIICse are mostly amino acid substitutions affecting the MSD and belonging to 
category 1II or IV mutants (lSI). Also splice junction mutations which affect 
regulatOlY elements for the splice junction, result in a milder phenotype as they 
presumably permit a small amount of normal splicing. Only two mutations in the 
NBDI, A4SSE and PS74H, give a mild pancreatic phenotype (lSI, 267). 

The lung pathology, which causes the main morbidity and mortality problems 
in CF patients, is not clearly linked with the type of CFTR mutation. Generally, it is 
accepted that homozygous "FS08 patients have pancreatic insufficiency, poor lung 
fUllction, chronic pseudomonas colonization and high mortality (140) and, overall, a 
more severe phenotype than patients with other missense mutations. 

Patients with homozygous stopcodons generally have a very severe phenotype 
(68), although there are a few patients with a reasonable physical condition. Some of 
the GS42X patients show residual chloride transport activity (267). The GS42X CFTR 
protein does not show apical chloride transport activity (266). Therefore, the residual 
chloride channel activity observed in these patients might be derived from an 
alternative chloride channel which is expressed at a higher level in these patients 
(266). 

Recently, CFTR mutations, predominantly the R 117H mntation, have been 
found in 60·6S% of healthy, infertile men (II). The RI17H mutation apparently does 
cause infcl1ility with the same genital tract abnormalities as CF patients, but it does 
not lead to obvious other CF symptoms. Upon closer examination of these R 117H 
males) some of the CF parameters as abnormal sweat chloride levels, abnormal nasal 
potential difference, chronic sinusitis and subclinical lung disease (31) were found but 
in a very mild form. The R 1 17H mutation in combination with another CF mutation 
can lead to CF disease symptoms when an inefficient splice site is on the same allele. 
The linkage of clinical phenotype to altemative splicing is not an absolute feature 
since a "FS08/RI17H-T7 combination mayor may not lead to pancreas deficiency 
indicating other variables in the development of clinical features (142). 

Genotype-phenotype correlations can be studied best in a homogeneous 
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genetic and environmental background. Therefore, sibling and twin studies are being 
organized and also different CF mouse models may provide valuable information. 

There is considerable variability in lung disease development, both in time 
and severity, among patients with the same mutations which is likely to be influenced 
by other factors such as genetic background, treatment, nutrition and environment. 
Alternative chloride transport have been found to alleviate CF symptoms in some 
patients, (267) and in mice (60, 205). Therefore, not only the introduction of a normal 
CFTR gene in CF patients by gene therapy is a possible solution to cure patients (39), 
but therapy could also be directed towards increasing expression or functioning of 
alternative chloride channels. 

1.9 RELATIONSHIP OF CFTR WITH OTHER PROTEINS 
From the complex electrophysiological parameters in epithelial tissues it 

became clear that CFTR is CFTR is not only functioning as a single chloride channel 
but that it is linked to other proteins in the cell. Epithelial sodium channels, Ca" regu
lated chloride channels, the outward rectifying chloride channel (ORCe) and the P
glycoproteiniMDR protein seem to be connected in some way with CFTR generated 
chloride current. CFTR has also been related to general cell biological processes as 
endo- and exo-cytosis and in the acidification of cytoplasmic vesicles. 

Epithelial Na' channels have a prolonged open state in CF epithelial cells 
(54), accounting for the suggested increased rate ofNa+ absorption observed in human 
airway epithelium (40, 145). Expression of CFTR in CF cells reduces the Na' 
transport, even in the absence of chloride ions (133, 233), suggesting a direct 
inhibiting effect of activated CFTR on the sodium channels. However, these results 
can also be explained by an increase of the Na+ driving force due to the lack of 
chloride channels (33). 

Ca'+ regulated chloride transport is upregulated in CF cell lines, and 
transfection of CFTR reduces the Ca" mediated chloride current (\33). CF knock-out 
mice (chapter Ill), do not show pancreas and lung defects as in hUlllan CF patients, 
which can be explained by the observed higher Ca'+ mediated chloride current in the 
mouse pancreas and lung compared to humans (60). Other chloride channels may 
therefore serve as alternative pathways for chloride transp0l1 and their activation and 
upregulation may fully 01' partially revert disease symptoms in case of a CFTR defect. 

The ORCC was originally claimed to be the chloride channel defective in CF 
(\56,211). Only after the cloning of the CFTR gene it became clear that the ORCC 
was not identical to the CFTR gene product (136, 234). However, there is a 
connection of CFTR with the ORCC. Proof that the ORCC and CFTR are distinct 
channels but interacting came fi·om transfection experiments and studies in the knock
out mice in which it was shown that ORCC is not regulated by PKA and ATP if 
CFTR is absent (89, 101). It was also shown that a mutated CFTR protein, A455E, 
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can regulate the ORCC once they are expressed on the plasma membrane, but others, 
as G551D, can not (99). However, the G551D mutant, which can be phosphorylated, 
does activate the ORCC in the presence of extracellular ATP (134). Apparently, the 
phosphOlylated G551 D CFTR mutant is able to generate a yet unknown signal which 
activates the ORCC. It has been suggested that ATP acts via a purinergic receptor 
which in turn activates the ORCC (212) and CFTR was proposed not only to be a 
chloride channel but also to be able to transport A TP molecules from the inside to the 
outside of the cell {I95). 111e latter hypothesis has been overturned by careful 
experiments in 4 different systems expressing CFTR which show that A TP can not 
be transported by CFTR (193). The interaction of CFTR with the ORCC would 
greatly augment the chloride transport as the ORCC has a large conductance of 30-70 
pS and CFTR is a 5-10 pS channel. 

The P-glycoprotein! MDR protein, which shares homology with CFTR {I25) 
can regulate chloride conductance, either directly or indirectly (116, 263). Fmther, it 
has been reported that high expression of CFTR can confer a multidrug resistant 
phenotype (275). MDR localization seems to be inversely related to CFTR localization 
in differentiating intestinal cells and in the cycling uterus (257) but the 
complementarity of the function functionality of the two channels is not known. 

CFTR is involved in pH regulation of cytoplasmic vesicles (14). Vesicles of 
the trans Goigi network, prelysosomes and endosomes, but not lysosomes were less 
acidic in CF ainvay epithelial cells. The enzymes involved in sulphation and 
sialylation in Golgi vesicles are pl-l dependent. A more alkaline pH could explain the 
increased sulphation and decreased sialylation found for CF mucins (I) and the higher 
expression of the asialo receptor for P. Aeruginosa (I2S). Fmther, CFTR is involved 
in endo- and exocytosis (42, 157, lSI). The membrane recycling requires an activated 
and functional CFTR. Cells from CF patients are unable to exocytose in response to 
cAMP and have increased endocytosis (42, lSI). 

The loss of CI- conductance due to the absence of CFTR does not seem to 
give sufficient explanation for the complex CF phenotype; however, the possible 
connection ofCFTR with other proteins may clarify some of the varied features in CF 
patients. 

1.10 CFTR PROTEIN PROCESSING 
"F508 CFTR is a processing mutant 

In most Caucasian CF populations, the "F50S mutation is the most common 
mutation with an allele frequency of 70%. This means that 90% of the CF patients 
cany at least one "F508 allele (214). The deletion of the phenylalanine at position 508 
of the protein does not affect the mRNA stability (251) and the RNA is translated into 
a "F508 CFTR protein. 

immunolabeling ofCFTR in transfected cells showed that "F508 CFTR is not 
found on the apical membrane, in contrast to wild-type CFTR (76), but instead has a 
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perinuclear localisation and was therefore thought to be present in the ER (52, 2S3). 
Confirmation of the aberrant localization of the .F50S protein was found in primary 
airway epithelial cells, airway submucosal glands and sweat duct glands from .F50S 
patients (77, 90, 135). 

Normal CFTR processing involves transport from the cytoplasm of the 
nascent polypeptide to the ER and acquiring a proper conformational structure in the 
ER. In the ER the protein also gets its core-glycosylation, whereas complete 
glycosylation occurs after transport iTom the ER to the Golgi compartment. 
Glycosylation can thus serve as a marker for the progress of crTR through the 
biosynthetic pathway. Western blot analysis of CFTR transfected cells showed 
different sizes of protein for wild type CFTR and .F50S CFTR. Wild type CFTR has 
a molecular weight of around 170 kD (migrating as band C), and .r50S crTR abont 
140 kD (band B) (52). Since a CFTR mutant completely lacking glycosylation, runs 
at a molecular weight of 135 kD (band A), it was concluded that the two forms reflect 
different stages of glycosylation. The mature CFTR is fully glycosylated whereas the 
140 kD mutant protein was thought to be partially glycosylated. Further evidence for 
the nature of the glycosylation came from experiments where the CFTR protein was 
treated with glycosidases cleaving specific sugar groups. Normally processed CFTR 
is sensitive to N-Glycanase treatment, indicating Golgi glycosylation, and is reduced 
to band A, non-glycosylated CFTR .• F50S CFTR migrating as band B, but not mature 
wild type CFTR, can be reduced by endoglycosidase H, which cleaves N-linked high 
mannose oligosaccharides present on proteins which have not undergone mannose 
trimming in the medial cisternae of the Golgi apparatus (52, 179, 272). The observed 
incomplete glycosylation of .F50S CFTR is not the molecular cause of disease. A 
CFTR mutant that can not be glycosylated, is expressed on the plasma membrane and 
has normal chloride channel activity (109). These experiments indicate that .F50S 
CFTR is not transported through the Golgi apparatus and it was concluded that the 
cause of the disease is the inability of .F50S CFTR to be processed correctly and 
reach the plasma membrane (52). For a number of other CF mutations as 01507 and 
G4S0C, a similar trafficking defect has been observed (52, 110, 220). 

Chaperones guide protein processing 
Some proteins contain a primalY structure which makes them fold 

spontaneously in their native structure independent of other factors (9). However, most 
proteins need some guidance in their processing to a mature, correctly folded, protein. 
During synthesis of a protein the polypeptide emerges from the ribosome as an 
unfolded amino acid chain, which can not be stabilized until a complete domain has 
been synthesized. Hydrophobic domains present in those proteins are thus exposed to 
the aqueous solvent during these processes which can lead to irreversible aggregation 
of the protein (130). To prevent incorrect inter- or intra-molecular association of 
unfolded polypeptide chains, proteins which do not fold spontaneously need chaperone 
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proteins (105, 121), The nascent polypeptide goes through cycles of binding, release 
and rebinding with chaperones until after being released it completes its folding by 
forming intramolecular interactions, assembles with other proteins or is transported to 
another cell compartment. If one of these processes does not happen, the protein will 
be bound again by chaperones. The assistance in proper folding and assembly of a 
protein requires A TP hydrolysis. Once the native state of a stable tertiary structure of 
the protein has been acquired the chaperones are permanently released. Membrane and 
secreted glyco-proteins follow a transpOlt route from the ER through the Golgi appar
atus to reach their proper folding, glycosylation and final destination in the cell. 

Mutations in the protein or stress conditions in the cell increase the 
probability of misfolding of proteins. Hence, the time of interaction with the 
chaperones is also increased. The expression of chaperones is induced both as a direct 
response to stress conditions as heatshock and decreased Ca+ concentration and by a 
feedback mechanism to the presence ofmisfolded proteins (103). Higher concentration 
of chaperones may delay the formation of misfolded proteins or their aggregation. 

TIle Hsp70 f.1mily of chaperone proteins, including the cytosolic hsp72/73 
proteins, the resident ER protein BiP and the constitutively expressed hsc70, stabilizes 
newly synthesized proteins and promote protein translocation across membranes (105). 
BiP is involved in folding of proteins in the ER and a mammalian homologue of 
Hsp60 (TriC), is involved in folding of actin and tubulin in the cytosol (98, 121). 
Calnexin is a new chaperone identified in the mammalian ER membrane where it 
binds to glycoproteins (120, 176). 

Protein processing of normal and "FS08 CFTR 
Synthesis of the complete CFTR chain by the ribosome takes 9.2 min and the 

nascent chain thus has to be shielded by chaperones during this time to prevent prema
ture folding (272). Nascent chains of CFTR with one synthesized transmembrane 
region are already associated with two translocation-associated proteins forming part 
of the translocon of the ER membrane, Sec6 I P and SSm (47, 167, 219). Integration 
into the ER membrane does not OCCUI' until four transmembrane segments have been 
synthesized (219). In yeast, homologs of Hsp70 proteins assist in the translocation of 
polypeptides into the ER (188) and have functions, separate from, and not replaceable 
by Bip (46). 

Association of immature wild-type CFTR and "F508 CFTR has been found 
with the c)'tosolic Hsp/Hsc70 proteins (284) and with the ER membrane protein 
calnexin (179). The folding of CFTR thus seems to be guided by at least those two 
chaperones. No association was found with the luminal ER chaperones BiP or Grp94 
(glucose response protein) (179,284). Association ofHsp/Hsc70 with a plasma mem
brane protein has not been reported previously, but calnexin binds specifically to 
glycoproteins, assisting in folding and retaining of transport-incompetent misfolded 
proteins (28, 114, 115, 176). Extrapolating from the known functions of Hsp70 and 
calnexin, it is probable that Hsp/Hsc70 proteins protect newly synthesised CFTR from 
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premature folding and aggregation and perhaps assist the protein towards a folding 
machinery (22, 98) while calnexin would assist the proper conformation of CFTR in 
the ER membrane (l20). 

Immunoprecipitation experiments showed that complexes of Hsp70 proteins 
and calnexin with "F508 CFTR are more stable than complexes with normal CFTR 
(l79, 284). This prolonged binding of "F508 with Hsp/Hsc70 and calnexin chaperones 
might reflect the repeated cycles of binding, release and rebinding by the chaperones 
to assist the protein in finding its proper conformation. Both chaperones remain bound 
to the immature CFTR, until it reaches its complete tertiary structure. The F508 amino 
acid is positioned in a region which has a II sheet structure. A synthetic peptide 
containing the "F508 mutation, has a reduced stability of the II sheet structure (244) 
and this might prevent folding of the "F508 molecule (243). Hsp70 would be 
predicted to bind the cytosolic domain of CFTR including the mutant II sheet in the 
case of "F508 CFTR. Calnexin has been shown to associate with proteins through 
glycosylated residues (l20) and therefore binds CFTR ITom the ER side of the 
membrane. For CFTR processing, it is not easy to appreciate the role of calnexin: the 
glycosylation mutant of CFTR is processed correctly as it is able to reach the plasma 
membrane and functions as a normal CFTR chloride channel (l10) but neither the 
glycosylation mutant nor wild type CFTR treated with deglycosylation agents bind 
calnexin (l99). 

The processing kinetics of CFTR and AF508 CFTR have been studied in a 
variety of cell lines. Pulse-chase experiments show that only 25% of the initially 
synthesized normal CFTR molecules becomes fully mature with a Tl/2 of around 40-
45 min (158, 179, 272). This is a surprisingly small amount compared to other 
proteins were 95% of newly synthesized polypeptides fold into the mature form (64, 
104). This implies that normal CFTR is inefficiently processed and intrinsically 
unstable. Newly synthesized CFTR molecules in the ER are protease sensitive, but in 
the presence of ATP, 25% acquires protease resistance and can be transported to the 
Golgi. This indicates that the A TP dependent process making CFTR protease resistant 
is the step towards the final properly folded CFTR molecule, able to be transported 
to the Golgi apparatus (l58). The folding assistance of several chaperones is known 
to require A TP hydrolysis and thus the necessity of ATP for CFTR to become 
protease resistant, might reflect the association with Hsp70 as it has an ATPase 
domain (lOS, 121). For calnexin it has also been shown that ATr is required in vivo 
for the association with substrates (270). 

The remaining 75% of the ER localized CFTR form, core glycosylated band 
B, is degraded with a similar Tl/2 of 30 min for the wild-type CFTR and "F508 
CFTR. No difference was observed between the degradation patterns of normal and 
"F508 CFTR indicating that the degradation pathways are similar (l58, 272). 

In order to study the mechanism by which CFTR is degraded, different 
pharmacological agents were tested which affect lysosomal degradation and 
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proteasome degradation. Inhibitors of lysosomal proteolytic enzymes did not affect the 
degradation rate of "F508 CFTR. A block on the transport from the ER to other 
compartments by treatment with Brefeldin A also did not affect the degradation rate 
of "F508 CFTR. This indicates that "F508 CFTR is degraded in a non-lysosomal, pre
Golgi compaI1ment (158, 272). Inhibitors of the 20S subunit of the cytosolic 26S 
proteasome complex did delay degradation resulting in an accumulation of the 
immature, core-glycosylated, CFTR (131, 273). Some inhibitors still allowed 
maturation ofCFTR while others completely inhibited this process. This indicates that 
more than one degradation system is involved (131). In no case an increase in the 
amount of mature 6F508 CFTR protein was observed. The accumulated material is 
poly-ubiquitinated and by using a dominant-negative mutant of ubiquitin Ward ef al. 

show that ubiquitination is a prerequisite for CFTR degradation (273). 

Rescue mutations 
The "F508 processing defect can be 'rescued' by an other mutation in the 

CFTR molecule. Experiments with the homologous protein Ste-6, a yeast mating 
factor, show that when the "F508 was introduced at the homologous site in the Ste-6 
protein the yeast cells were deficient in mating. Revertants of this phenotype contained 
new mutations as R553Q, R553M or R555K which restored the mating ability of the 
"F508 Ste-6 protein (239, 240). One of these reversion mutations has also been found 
in a patient with a "F508 and a R553Q mutation on one allele, who had a mild 
phenotype (86). The 'rescue' probably involves a release of the processing defect. 
This suggest that with an extra R553Q/M or R555K mutation the aberrant folding of 
the "F508 CFTR is adjusted. Other systems in which CF mutations were tested were 
in the bacterial LIV -J system which transports amino acids and in the human P
glycoprotein (MDR) (106, 122). CF mutations were made in homologous sites in these 
proteins and resulted in similar defects as in mutated CFTR such as aberrant 
processing or aberrant function. lllese studies did not involve the screening for 
revertants, as in Ste-6 mutants. 

Channel characteristics of "F508 CFTR 
Mammalian cells transfected with "F508 cDNA and kept under normal 

culture conditions do not express .6.F508 CFTR on the plasma membrane. However, 
"F508 CFTR is present on the plasma membrane in insect Sf9 cells infected with 
recombinant baculovil1ls (155), in injected Xenopus oocytes (88), recombinant 
vacciniavirus mediated expression in Vero cells (69) and cDNA transfected 3T3 cells 
grown at low temperature (76). In all these systems it was shown that "F508 protein 
had a cAMP mediated chloride channel activity. In the transfected Sf9 cells and in 
planar lipid bilayers (21, 155), all of the channel characteristics, as conductance, anion 
selectivity, opcn time kinetics as well as the open probability were the same for the 
normal and mutant protein. In the other systems, 3T3 cells, Vera cells and Xenopus 
Oocytes, the "F508 CFTR showed a threefold reduced open probability. The reduced 
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open probability was due to [anger periods of closing of "FS08 CFTR while the 
duration of open times were comparable. This difference could be caused by the lower 
amount of PKA used in the latter systems. The longer closing times might suggest a 
difficulty in opening of the channel which would implicate the FS08 amino acid being 
involved in A TP binding and hydrolysis or in phosphorylation of "FS08 CFTR. How
ever, structural analysis of the FS08 amino acid does not indicate a function in A TP 
binding or hydrolysis (12S), as this is thought to be directed by the Walker A and B 
motifs. Also, a synthetic peptide of the Walker A region around the FS08 shows the 
same affinity for binding ATP with and without the "FS08 mutation (244). The "FS08 
mutation is not located near known phosphOl)'lation sites and although it is not known 
to what extent the "FS08 causes sterie hindrance in the mature protein, the observed 
lower open probability of the "FS08 CFTR in some systems is not explained. Several 
factors that activate CFTR and most importantly, "FS08 CFTR are being tested. 
Combinations of non-hydrolysable ATP, forskolin and phosphatase inhibitors activate 
"FS08 CFTR (23, 124). The most promising substance at the moment, is genistein, 
a protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor. A combination of forskolin and genistein increased 
the chloride transport to one third of the normal level in a heterologous expression 
system (70). This treatment does not lead to detectable "FS08 CFTR on the apical -
membrane but is apparently able to excessively stimulate the few "FS08 CFTR 
molecules that escaped the quality control mechanism. The observation that "FS08 
CFTR can function as a near normal chloride channel is vel)' important for future 
therapeutic strategies on therapy for "FS08 carrying CF patients. All these patients 
carry a protein which is potentially fimctional although it is not expressed on the 
apical membrane of the cell. 

Systems expressing active "F508 CFTR 
Xenopus oocytes and insect Sf9 cells expressing "FS08 cDNA showed "FS08 

CFTR expression on the plasma membrane (88, ISS). Since these cells are cultured 
at lower temperatures than 37°C the impression arose that it was not the specific cell 
type which allowed "FS08 to be processed, but instead, the lower temperature. 
Consequently, fibroblasts were transfected with "FS08 cDNA and cultured on a 
temperature of 23-30"C. This lead to a partial shift of band B CFTR to band C CFTR 
indicating formation of mature fnlly glycosylated "FS08 CFTR (7S, 283). At a lower 
temperature, the "FS08 CFTR is apparently able to fold somewhat more productive 
than at 37°C. Another system in which "F508 CFTR was found on the plasma 
membrane was in averexpression experiments with transfected cells (51, 69) and 
"F508 human ainvay epithelial and pancreas cell lines treated with the CFTR mRNA 
inducing agent sodium-butyrate (51). Overloading the cells with "F508 CFTR 
apparently pushes the system, so that patt of the mutant protein slips through and 
emerges 011 the plasma membrane. However, primary bF508 airway epithelial cells 
and the colonic cell line HT29 did not respond to sodium-butyrate with a cAMP 
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stimulated chloride efflux (45, 51). Whether this reflects solely the limitations of the 
primary cultured cells and tissue specificity, and whether sodium-butyrate can still be 
used in vivo to restore CFTR function in h.F508 patients is not yet known. 

Recently, it was found that glycerol can effectively promote processing of 
.F508 CFTR in transiently transfected and stable cell lines into mature and active 
CFTR CI- channels (210). Of normal CFTR, 25% reaches maturity (I58, 179, 272) 
and glycerol treatment of .F508 cells resulted in 3-8% mature .F508 CFTR. Glycerol 
retarded the degradation process both of normal CFTR and of .F508 CFTR, but from 
the experiments described above, it is known that preventing degradation does not lead 
to correction of the processing pathway. Therefore, it is hypothesized that glycerol 
stabilizes an intermediate folding form of .F508 CFTR. Wild type CFTR maturation 
was not increased by glycerol treatment. The effects of temperature and glycerol are 
similar and may be additive. Other processing mutants which are temperature 
sensitive, as K464A and K464R, are also processed when the cells are treated with 
glycerol treatment while a temperature insensitive K464W mutant was not influenced 
by glycerol. This observation, including the inability of glycerol to promote maturation 
of three other mutants, indicates that glycerol does not alter the general processing 
machinelY but functions rather specifically for CFTR (210). 111e relative specificity 
for any processing promoting drug is very important for putative therapies with such 
agents, as suppressing the general quality control mechanism would lead to the 
expression of other incorrect proteins with possible toxic effects. 

DISCUSSION 
A number of human genetic diseases are caused by a failure of the mutated 

protein to traffic from the ER to the Golgi apparatus. Half of the mutations in the low
density lipoprotein receptor found in patients with familial hypercholesterolaemia 
result in a transport block in the ER, some rare cases of Tay-Sachs and the Z mutation 
in the ai-antitrypsin protein also cause a defective intracellular transpOli (2). For the 
Z type ai-antitrypsin it has been shown that the single amino-acid substitution alters 
the conformation of the protein structure, leading to the processing defect and 
aggregation (288). 

Basic information about the folding of wild-type CFTR and .F508 CFTR and 
the exact nature of their interaction with chaperones is now emerging, but the nature 
of the temperature sensitivity of .F508 is not yet known. It is clear ]]-0111 the 
degradation studies that simply preventing degradation will not lead to mature .F508 
CFTR but that the folding pathway itself has to be modified. However, the fact that 
.F508 CFTR can be brought to the plasma membrane in cells, provides the rationale 
to study putative therapeutic approaches aimed at trans locating the .F508 protein in 
patients to the plasma membrane. This could be combined with therapies involving 
a hyper activation of .F508 CFTR channels with cAMP agonists, phosphatase 
inhibitors and the tyrosine kinase inhibitor genistein (70). Since .F508 CFTR is, at 
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least partially, a functional chloride channel, such a treatment may eventually cure the 
disease symptoms. 
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ABC 
ATP 
BiP 
cAMP 
CBAVD 
CF 
CFTR 
cGMP 
DIOS 
ER 
ES 
FIAU 
Grp94 
GTP 
HGPRT 
hsplhsc 
L1F 
MDR 
ME 
MSD 
NBD 
Neo 
PD 
PGK 
PI 
PKA 
PKC 
PKG 
PMA 
Po 
PS 
R domain 
T5 
TK 
TM 

Introduction Cystic Fibrosis 

A TP- binding cassette 
adenosine 5' triphosphate 
binding protein, chaperone 
adenosine cyclic 3', 5' -monophosphate 
congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens 
cystic fibrosis 
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator 
guanosine cyclic 3', 5'-monophosphate 
distal intestinal obstruction syndrome 
endoplasmic reticulum 
embryonic stem cells 
1-(2-deoxy, 2-fluoro-B-D-arabinofuranosyl)-5 
glucose response protein 94 KD 
guanosine 5' triphosphate 
hypoxanthyl, guanosine phosphoribosyl transferase (minigene) 
heat shock protein 
leukemia inhibitory factor 
multi drug resistance pump 
meconium ileus 
membrane spanning domain 
nucleotide binding domain 
neomycin 
potential difference 
phosphoplycerate kinase (promoter) 
pancreas insufficient 
cAMP-dependent protein kinase 
Ca"/phospholipid-dependent protein kinase 
cGMP-dependent protein kinase 
phorbol myristate acetate 
open probability 
pancreas sufficient 
regulatory domain 
polypirimidine tract of 5 T's 
thymidine kinase promoter 
transmembrane segment 
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Creation of mutant mouse models 

Summary 

Two different types of manipulated mutant mice exist: transgenic mice, 
in which a DNA construct is integrated at random in the mouse genome and mice 
in which an endogenous mouse gene has been modified by homologous 
recombination. This chapter describes various ways by which endogenous mouse 
genes can be disrupted or mutated. Disruption or the introduction of a mutation 
in a gene enables the investigation of it's function in intact, differentiated tissues. 
Hundreds of mutant mice have been made this way and this has contributed 
tremendonsly to the knowledge of the function of the individual proteins and the 
significance of their expression in different tissues (4). 

Mouse models are made through the use of embryonic stem cells (ES cells, 
Figure y(reviewed iI>{24, 46). TIlese tot i-potent cells, originally isolated from mouse 
blastocysts, are kept as a cell line ill vilro. The ES cells will remain toti-potent and 
undifferentiated if cultured in proper conditions. ES cell lines require specific growth 
factors, provided by conditioned medium or feeder cells, to maintain there toti M 

potency. LIF (leukaemia inhibiting factor), also called differentiation inhibiting activity 
(DIA), is the most important growth factor in this respect. The ES cells can either be 
injected into 3.5 day old mouse blastocysts or aggregated with 8 cell stage embryo's 
and grown to the blastocyst stage (3, 36). TIle blastocysts are implanted in a foster 
mother and as the tot i-potent ES cells will contribute to the formation of the embryo, 
the pups bam will be chimeric with tissues partly derived from the host blastocyst and 
partly from the injected ES cells. TIlOse different origins can be identified by the coat 
colour of the chimaera: generally, the host blastocysts are derived from a mouse strain 
with a black coat colour and the ES cells from a mouse strain with chinchilla coat 
colour. The object is to obtain chimeric mice with an ES cell derived germ line. 

The gene of interest can be genetically manipulated in ES cells by 
trans feet ion of homologous DNA construct containing the desired alteration in the 
DNA. This results in homologous recombination with the endogenous gene in the ES 
cells. Chimeras generated from these ES cells give offspring heterozygous for the 
mutated gene. These heterozygotes can be intercrossed to produce homozygote mutant 
mice (46). 

Mouse models have been made for a variety of human diseases: Gaucher 
disease (58), adenosine deaminase deficiency (ADA) (33), for Fragile X syndrome (I), 
X-linked chronic granulomatous disease (41), the multigene defect in atherosclerosis 
(review in (51) and for cystic fibrosis (5, 7,13,19,38,42,47,52,60,62). The most 
common way of studying a defective gene is by disrupting the gene and ablating the 
function (knock-out strategy). Other strategies are designed to disrupt the function of 
the gene in tissues or at a specific stage in development (Cre-LoxP strategy), or to 
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introduce specific mutations into the gene (Hit & Run and other strategies). 
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a targeting vector 
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Figure I. Generation of chimeric mice. Embryonic stem cell lines derived from mouse 
blastocysts cell cultures, can be genetically manipulated ill vitro. Correctly targeted clones arc 
then injected into 3.5 day mouse blastocysts from another mouse strain. After implantation of 
the injected blastocysts into a pseudo-pregnant foster mother, the ES cells will take part in the 
formation of the embryo. The resultant mouse is chimeric, apparent from the two coat colours 
derived from the ES cell line mouse strain and from the host blastocyst. If the gennlinc of the 
mouse is derived from the injected ES cells, half of the offspring of the chimaera will be 
heterozygote for the introduced genetic alteration. Crossing of the heterozygotes gives 
homozygote mice. (figure from Capecchi, 1989) 
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Creation of mutant mouse models 

Knock-Ont mutations 
Knock-out mice will not produce any functional protein of the disl1lpted gene 

and are therefore called null mutants. To knock-out a gene, part of the endogenous 
gene is replaced by a constl1lct containing a disrupting feature (56, Figure 2). In a 
genomic stretch of DNA, homologous to the gene of interest, an exon is disl1lpted by 
a selectable marker, or exons are deleted and replaced by the selectable marker. 111is 
construct, upon transfection into ES cells, can align with the endogenous sequence and 
replace it through a double homologous recombination. Cells which perform a 
homologous replacement and also cells which integrate the construct randomly in their 
genome, will contain the selectable marker and be resistant to the selection applied. 
Screening by Southern analysis or PCR of the selection resistant clones reveals the 
homologolls recombinants. TIle mutated exon containing the selectable marker, should 
not be too large, as exon skipping might take place (34, 45). If the resulting mRNA 
stays in frame, the encoded protein might have a partial function and influences the 
phenotype of the mouse. Homologous recombination is an inefficient process in 
mammalian cells, and can be improved by increasing the region of homology (8, 21, 
56). Both linear (21, 50) and exponential (8) relationships between the length of the 
construct and the targeting efficiency have been reported. In addition, a positive
negative selection strategy (31) in which a negative selectable marker is included at 
the border of the homologous region decreases the number of random integrants found 
in the selection procedure. Upon homologous recombination, this negative selectable 
marker will be lost and the cells survive the selection against this gene, while cells 
which randomly incorporated the construct, still contain the negative selectable marker 
and die in the selection step. Other ways to improve the targeting efficiency for genes 
which are expressed in the ES ce1is, are the use of a 'promoter trap' or an 'enhancer 
trap' construct whereby the selectable marker has no promoter or only a basic 
promoter which is dependent on an enhancer. Only homologous recombination, or 
random integration in the vicinity of a promoter or enhancer, leads to expression of 
the selectable marker. These strategies have been used both for high and low 
expressing genes (26, 49). The same principle is used in a polyA trap, where 
homologous recombination leads to correct polyadenylation of the selectable marker, 
and thus expression of the protein (12). In addition, a viral internal ribosome entry site 
(IRES) can be used, which improves the translation efficiency of the marker gene 
(35). 

A knock-out gene can also be generated by homologous integration of a 
linearized construct containing a stop codon and a selectable marker into the gene 
(Figure 3). Integration does not lead to exchange of the endogenous DNA for the 
construct as in homologous recombination but results in a duplication of the region. 
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Figure 2, Complete disruption of an endogenous gene. A genomic DNA constmct homologous 
to the target region, with a selectable marker PGK-Neo in an exon, is transfected into ES cells, 
Upon homologous recombination the endogenous exon in the gene is disrupted by the selectable 
marker and no nonnal mRNA can be transcribed. 
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III x II 
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Figure 3, Integration of a targeting construct. A genomic DNA construct with the target region 
and a disrupting selectable marker gene in an exon is linearized inside the region of homology, 
Correct integration will lead to a duplication of the exon, one of which is disrupted and this will 
terminate transcription, 

As integration is 5-20 x more efficient than replacement for some loci (18, 22), this 
approach is often more favourable. The double strand break in the integration vector 
might stimulate the recombination process (55). There are however loci were 
integration is equally efficient as replacement (l8, 27). [n the eft!' gene, integration 
mediated disl1lption has been used to target exon 3 (38) and exon 10 (II, 14). This 
method can work very well if no alternative splicing is possible. Alternative splicing 
can skip the introduced mutant exon and will instead splice to the normal duplicant. 
Around the area of eft!' exon 3, no alternative splicing occurs and transcription is 
blocked by a stopcodon caused by a frameshift due to the duplication of exon 3 (38). 
However, around exon 10 it appeared that there was a low level of alternative splicing 
(15). This resulted in up to 10 % of exon skipping of the mutant exon and thus 
enabled the transcription of normal mRNA which makes the method not always func-
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Creation of mutant mouse models 

tional. Alternative splicing can be caused by the artificial increase in length of an exon 
(34, 45). 

Screening of colonies to find homologous recombinants can be done both by 
Southern analysis or by PCR. PCR has the disadvantage that false-positive clones are 
often found. When using an integration construct, peR screening can be more reliable 
if instead of simply linearizing the constl1lct, a gap is introduced. A homologous 
integration event will be accompanied by repair of this gap (Gap formation and repair 
mechanism) so that a primer located in this region will only detect the repaired 
homologous integrant and not randomly integrated constructs which lack this sequence 
(25). The gaps can be quite substantial of up to 2.5 and 4.2 kb (23), but loss of the 
total amount of homologous sequence and loss of adjacent homologous ends might 
decrease the targeting efficiency. 

A variation on the knock-out approach is to introduce a LacZ sequence in 
frame with the translation staltcodon of the gene. TIlis disrupts the gene and at the 
same time, allows monitoring of the cell specific localization pattern through the LacZ 
expression (32). 

Another possibility is to make knock-outs only in specific cell types with the 
phage Cre-LoxP mechanism (17, 48, 54)(see Figure 4) or the yeast Flp recombinase 
(37). These recombinases are able to mediate site-specific recombination in 
mammalian cells, and in mice, transgenic for the system components (30,40). The ere 
enzyme recognizes the ShOlt sequences of 2 loxP sites and excises the intermediate 
sequence if the loxP sites are in the same orientation or inverts the sequence if they 
are in opposite orientation. The loxP sites can be anywhere in the chromosome, even 
on two different chromosomes (10). The remaining loxP site can be used again to 
insert a sequence with the proper loxP ends. TIlliS, a mouse generated from ES cells 
with an exon, or part of the gene, with flanking loxP sites (floxed exon), is crossed 
with a mouse transgenic for the Cre enzyme. The Cre enzyme can be under the 
control of a promoter with the desired tissue or stage specific expression, and will 
cause the loss of the floxed gene or exon, resulting in a mouse, with a knocked-out 
gene in a pal1icular tissue or at a specific stage. As the ere enzyme remains expressed 
in the cells, the fragment might pop in and out of the loxP site as long as it is not 
degraded (29, 64). 

For all disrupted genes, it should be kept in mind that truncation of a gene 
might result in proteins with residual function. Therefore, deletion of the 5' end of tile 
gene is preferred. Other genes or regulatOlY elements should not be affected by the 
disruption and the effect of the expression of the selectable marker can modify the 
expression of neighbouring genes (39). Targeting vectors should preferably include 
ere or Flp recombinase sites so that transient expression of the recombinase in ES 
cells gene removes the marker gene (16). 
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Figure 4. Cre-LoxP excision of (part of) the gene. A. Recognizing lox signal sequences for the 
Cre recombinase are introduced around the part of the gene which has to be deleted, either in 
one homologous recombination step or with two separate recombination constructs. Expression 
of the Cre recombinase under the control of a tissue specific promoter results in excision of the 
DNA between the two lox sites. B. If in the first recombination steps a mutation in an exon is 
introduced and the selectable marker is enclosed by lox sites, the Cre recombinase will take out 
the selectable marker leaving a gene with the mutation in the exon and one lox site in the intron. 

Introduction of mutations 
The introduction of a specific mutation in the gene rather than complete 

dislUption is sometimes preferred when the mutant protein is known or expected to 
have relevant propelties, as can be the case in point mutations found in human genetic 
diseases. Also, for genes which are essential for viability in any cell or in the early 
embryo it can be wOIthwhile to introduce an impeding mutation rather than a complete 
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Creation of mutant mouse models 

disruption. 

The introduction of specific mutations has been accomplished in various 
ways. Introduction of a mutation and the selectable marker in one step has been pub
lished by Deng ef al. (9). The creation of a ",FS08 CFTR cell line was repotted, with 
the highest frequency for replacement in this area of the CjI,. gene ever reported (14 
%). The construct consisted of a 12 kb genomic stretch of DNA with the desired 
mutation in the exon and the selectable marker gene in the intron adjacent to it. 
Transcription of the selectable marker gene is in opposite direction to the gene itself. 
The same method was used by Colledge ef al., (S) to produce a ",FS08 CjI,. allele with 
a selectable marker in intron 10. In humans with a ",FS08 allele, the ",FS08 allele and 
the normal allele produce equal amounts of mRNA (S7). On analysis of the mice 
produced with the two ",FS08-selectable marker conshucts, it appeared that the mRNA 
signals from the ",FS08 allele were greatly reduced in some of the organs (S, 62). This 
is not due to the ",FS08 mutation itself as in the ",FS08 mouse model that we made, 
which does not contain a selectable marker, the mRNA levels are normal (60, 61). 
Therefore, the expression of the mRNA should be carefully monitored in several 
tissues in order to be confident that an observed phenotype is caused by the desired 
mutation in the protein and not by lower levels of expression of the mRNA and 
protein. 

Another method which has been used to introduce a mutation into an endoge
nous gene is cotransfection of a construct with the homologous region and the desired 
mutation together with a selectable marker (6, 44). The construct replaces the 
homologous region in the genome resulting in a targeting event, while the selectable 
marker is integrated somewhere else ih the genome. 111is one-step introduction of a 
mutation has the advantage that the selectable marker is not inserted into the gene of 
interest. The efficiency for correct targeting of the HGPRT (hypoxanthine phosphori
bosyl transferase) gene was I/S000 G418 resistant clones (6). However, most of the 
integrants will integrate at random as concatamers. An additional drawback of this 
method is that both the selectable marker and targeting construct can dismpt other 
genes and disturb normal gene function by randomly integrating. This seriously 
compromises the analysis of the phenotype. If the gene to be mutated is known to be 
very efficiently targeted this method can be useful, as well as direct micro-injection 
of the targeting constmct into ES cells without the use of a selectable marker (63). 

To make a ",FS08 CFTR mouse model, we chose to use a procedure which 
introduced the mutation without an interfering selectable marker in the intron. One 
method is to use a Two-Step replacement procedure (Figure 5) (43). In the first step 
a construct with the bacterial GPT gene (guanine/xanthine phosphoribosyl transferase) 
OJ' HGPRT, is transfected into a HGPRT negative cell line as a knock-out step, and 
cells are selected for GPT/HGPRT expression with HAT (hypoxanthine, aminopterine, 
thymidine). Afterwards, the cells can be transfected with the same constmct containing 
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Figure 5. In the two-step-replacement procedure, the first step consists of the introduction of a 
positive and negative selectable marker in the targeting exon. The second homologous 
recombination targets with a construct containing the desired mutation. Homologous 
recombinants contain the mutated exon and have lost the marker gene and wilJ therefore survive 
selection against it. 

the desired mutation in the exon instead of the GPT/HGPRT gene, which upon 
homologous replacement in the cell will delete again the acquired GPT/HGPRT gene. 
TIlese cells will then be able to survive the selection against the GPT/HGPRT gene 
with 6TG (6-thioguanine). The Two-Step replacement strategy has been used to 
replace the mouse a-Lactalbumin with the human gene (53) but also proved to work 
with a Neomycin-thymidine kinase cassette so that no HGPRT - cell line is needed (2). 

An alternative is the Hit & Run, or In-Out, procedure (20, 59) (Figure 6) 
which involves an initial step of integration of a constlllct with a mutated exon 
together with a positive and a negative selectable marker in the plasmid in the 
homologous region of the mouse genome. TIle positive selection marker is used for 
screening of this 'Hit' step. The second step involves pairing of the integrated area 
with the endogenous homologous area and the subsequent looping out and deletion 
of one of the duplicates. TIlese 'Run' clones have lost the negative selectable marker 
and will thus survive screening against it. For several reasons the Hit & Run 
procedure seemed attractive to introduce mutations in the mouse Cft" exon 10. 
Homologous integration can be 5-20 x more efficient than replacement (18, 22) and 
the efficiency was repOlted to be high. The most important advantage is that the 
procedure would result in a gene which does not have any alterations except for the 
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Figure 6. Hit and Run procedure. The targeting constmct contains the desired mutation in the 
exon and a positive and negative selectable marker in the plasmid. The constmct is linearized 
in the region of homology and will integrate in the homologous region of the endogenous gene 
resulting in a duplication of the region which was introduced, one with the mutated exon, 
separated by the plasmid and selectable markers. Spontaneous recombination between the two 
duplicated area's results in a normal gene or in a gcne with the mutated exon, in an otherwise 
unchanged genomic organization. 

For a locus which is difficult to target with a replacement vector it can be of 
great advantage to use the Hit & Run procedure when a single mutation has to be 
introduced. The data for the eft!' gene targeting frequencies ValY from 0.04 % to 0.3 
% for constructs around 7 kb (28, 52), to 14 % positive clones for a construct of 12 
kb, reported after initiation of our study (9). Integration in this area with constructs 
around 5 kb, was found by Dorin el al. (13), Dickinson el al. (11) and our group (60), 
to result in 2-11 % correct integration clones, which shows the effectiveness of 
integration in the eft!' allele. 

The lack of a gennline competent HGPRT negative cell line and the reported 
low efficiency of replacements in the eft!' gene, made us decide to use the Hit & Run 
procedure. The results are described in chapter IV and V. Today, it is no longer 
necessary to use the cumbersome two-step methods to introduce a single mutation in 
a gene since the ere and Flp recombinase systems can delete the selectable marker 
after homologous recombination, leaving the target gene in normal, except for the 
remaining LoxP or FRT site, chromosomal organisation. 
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Comparison of mouse to human CF phenotype 
Endogenous genes in mouse embryonic stem cells can be modified in vitro 

and injected into mouse blastocysts to generate mutant mice. Up to now I there is 
no other animal species where such modification can be performed. Consequently, 
there is no choice but to make a mouse model if one wants to create an animal 
model for a human disease. Following the discovery of the human CFTR gene and 
the cloning of the mouse homologue, eft,. mutant mouse models have been made 
to be able to study CF ill vivo and ill vitro with ample supply of affected tissue 
(Table I). Although the most common mutation in human patients is the ~F508 
deletion, it is simpler and easier to create a complete disruption of the mouse eftr 
gene. 111crefore, most of the mouse models are knock~otlt mice, in which the 
mouse eft,. gene has been disrupted by the introduction of a stop codon followed by 
a selectable marker into exon I (47), exon 2 (30), exon 3 (Bay mouse) (40) and 
exon 10 (Unc mouse, Cam mouse and HGU mouse) (19,45,50). The HGU mouse 
contains a duplication of the ex on 10 area and due to alternative splicing, those 
mice have up to 10% normal CFTR mRNA. 

To bettcr mimic the actual human mutation, we and two other groups made 
a mouse model with the ~F508 mutation (10, 59, 64). TIle ~F508 mouse model 
made by our group has no other genomic alteration but the toF50S mutation and 
has normal mRNA levels. The other two ~F508 models and a G551 D mouse model 
(17) have a selectable marker in intron 10 or intron II b, resulting in reduced 
CFTR mRNA levels. In this chapter, the histological and electrophysiological 
features of the human CF phenotype will be compared with the phenotype of the 
eft,. mouse models. The ~F508 mouse made by our group is discussed in chapters 
IV-VI. 

All CF mouse models show defects in cAMP regulated chloride transport 
similar to CF patients. However, differences are observed, both between mouse and 
human tissues and between the different mouse models. The comparison is 
complicated as different experimental methods have been used and the mice are 
bred in different genetic backgrounds. 1n the following section. major characteris
tics are described including a short comment on discrepancies. 

Gaslro-Intestinal lract 
10 % of the newborn CF patients present with obstruction of the ileal lumen 

at the ileocecal valve by a viscid, sticky meconium mass, meconium ileus (ME). 
Later in life, a distal intestinal obstruction syndrome (DIOS) in the colon is also 
found. All the knock-out mouse models show similar lethal iutestinal obstl1lction 
symptoms, although much more frequent than in human CF patients (Table II). The 
obstructions in mice can be found in the distal intestine, in the colon and also in 
the junction of the jejunum with the ileum (Unc and Cam mice). The ~F508 mouse 
models with 101V mRNA levels in the intestine also die early although not as 
ITequent as knock-out mice (10, 64). Mice that die of intestinal obstruction show 
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I Procedure II Construct I Reference I Features I 
Replacement Neomycin in exon 10 50 complete knock-out 

HGPRT in exon 10 45 complete knock-out 

Neomycin in exon 1 47 complete knock-out 

Stopcodon exon 2 30 complete knock-out 

Integration Neomycin in exon 3 40 complete knock-out 

Neomycin in exon 10 19 10 % nonnal mRNA 

Replacement with lroF508 mutation, 10 5-30 % lroF508 mRNA all 
missense mutation HGPRT in intron 10 organs 

lroF508 mutation, 64 10 % lroF508 mRNA in 
Neomycin in intron 10 intestine 

G551D mutation, 17 53 % G551D mRNA in all 
Neomycin in intron 11 b organs 

Hit and Run lroF508 mutation 59 nonnal levels t:r.F508 mRNA 

Table I. Generation of different CF mouse models. 

severe destmction of the villi and crypts with inspissated, eosinophilic material. 
Also prior to death or disease symptoms, dilation of the CI)'pts with accumulated 
mucus and hyperplastic and hyperlrophic goblet cells are found with a proximal to 
distal increase in severity. Studies in Bay mice without signs of disease symptoms, 
show that at birth those mice had no abnormalities in the small intestine while at 
2-4 days the first signs of goblet cells hyperplasia can be seen. At 3-4 weeks, 
mucus accumulation, dilation of crypts and focal concretions in the base of the 
CI)'pts is observed. In the colon of newborn mice, the CI)'pts show mucus accumu
lation and dilation of the crypts is seen in 3-4 week old mice, progressing to 
inspissated mucus accumulation in a 6 week old mouse. The HGU mouse with up 
to 10 % of normal C.fir mRNA (20) shows far less ME and DIOS than the 
complete null mutant mice. 

[n CF patients, histological abnormalities of the appendix, similar to 
intestinal crypt abnormalities are observed. DIOS is often associated with 
inspissated secretions in the appendix. A mouse caecum is normally big and 
sacklike but the Vne knock-out mice have coiled and wormlike caeca, impacted 
with faecal pellets. 

TIle Brunner glands are submucosal mucoid secreting glands dispersed in the 
duodenum and are abnormal in 82 % of the patients with ME. These glands show 
dilation of the lumen which is filled with eosinophilic material and have a flattened 
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hyperplastic epithelial cell lining. Mice have only one gland, next to the pylorus, 
which was completely destroyed in three examined Unc mice with ME but which 
was normal in the Bay mice. 

Eleetrophysiological measurements of the intestinal tmct 
Intestinal biopsies of CF patients show a lower potential difference (PD) 

than normal and have a reduced cAMP activated chloride response in the intestine 
and also a reduced Ca" activated chloride response in the colon (5, 6, 16, 53, 60). 
The mouse models all show similar CF characteristics as they have reduced basal 
PDs in several intestinal segments and show reduced chloride response to cAMP 
and Ca" increasing agents (7, 10, 17,31,40, 4S, 64). 

In the lower colon the reduction of the basal PD in CF mice was less 
pronounced than in the small intestine. Amiloride was able to decrease the PD 
which indicates that a substantial part of the basal PD is generated by absorption of 
Na' through, apical, Na' channels (7, 12, 4S). The stimulation of CI· transport by 
Ca2

+ via carbachol, is, at least in pmi, due to an activation of basolateral K+ 
chanuels in the intestinal cells which results in an increased driving force of 
chloride ions through apical CFTR channels (IS, 52). 

Direct fluid measurements in isolated intestinal segments of normal mice 
indicate a basal absorption rate which can be reversed to secretion when stimulated 
with cAMP. In CF mice, cAMP did not result in secretion of fluid but reduced the 
absorption rate in the ileum (21). In contrast, jejunal preparations of CF mice did 
not only fail to respond to cAMP with fluid secretion but are also unable to reduce 
the absorption rate of Na+ and CI· ions (9). This suggests that CFTR also functions 
as a regulator of salt and water absOlvtion in at least part of the intestine, possibly 
through direct or indirect interaction of CFTR, present on vi lIous epithelium, with 
the Na+/H' exchanger (9). 

The hypothesis that the high incidence of CF is caused by a selective 
advantage of CF carriers in surviving cholera epidemics or other secretory 
diarrheas (43, 44) was tested in the mouse knock-out model. Cholera enterotoxin 
and the E.coli heat stable toxin STa, induce cAMP levels and thus stimulate 
ch loride and therefore water transport, which can be lethal in case of continuous 
stimulation during such infections. The fluid transport in mouse intestine in 
response to cholera toxin was shown to be decreased in CF mice and to be 
intermediate in heterozygote mice (24), strongly supporting the genetic advantage 
hypothesis whether it be for cholera or E.coli toxins. The difference became 
evident after 2 hours of stimulation and is not apparent if the chloride current 
through the epithelium is measured instead of net fluid transport (13). Further, the 
effect is only observed in an isogenic background inbred CF mOllse strains as in a 
diverse genetic background compensating mechanisms obscure the measurable 
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Patients cftrmlUNC 

Mutation Various, 70 % "F508 Neomycin exon 10, 
complete KO 

Meconium 10-20% ME at birth, later in life 40 % first 5 days, 50 % at 
ileus DlOS weaning, ME > DlOS 

Growth reduced growth rate and failure to 10-50 % reduction in weight 
thrive 

Intestinal goblet cell hyperplasia and mucus distended crypts ileum and colon 
histology accumulation in crypts ileum and 

colon (54) 

Brunncrs hyperplastic glands in 82 % patiens 3/3 mice with ME had destroyed 
glands with ME (42) gland 

Appendix hyperplastic mucosa and distended coiled, wormlike, impacted with 
mucosal glands with eosinophilic hard fecal pellets 
secretions (38) 

Pancreas 85 % PI, dilation pancreatic acini, 2/5 mice some enlarged acini, 
eosinophilic material in duendes, sometimes with eosinophilic 
distruction pancreas (22) material 

Lungs normal at birth, abnormal secretion patches of goblet cells in proxi-
in first weeks, 95 % patients recur- mal airways 517 mice; 1 mouse 
rent infections dilation of gland ducts and mucus 

obstruction airways (49) 

Biliary sys- 25-30 % patients focal biliary infiltration of polymorphonuclear 
tcm cirrhosis in liver; gallbladder cells in gallbladder wall 

hypoplastic, thick mucus in content 
and calculi (62) 

Rcproductive 95 % 0 infertile, abnormalities d normal, " reduced fertility and 
system reproductive tract; » abnormal abnormal mucus accumulation 

mucus in cervix (35) cervices (49) 

Salivary submandibular, sublingual, 4/6 mice submaxillary glands 
glands submucosal glands have dilated show degrees of disruption serous 

ducts, inspissated secretions, atro- acini 
phy acini (41) 

Table II. Comparison of mouse models. 
The initial data on patient histology are reviewed by Welsh ef al. (61), and data of 

the mice are derived from the initial reports of the c/ttftllUllC (Unc. 50). c/trmICam (Calli, 45), 
C/tI.mIHGU (HGU, 19), c/ttftllBay (Bay, 40) mice unless otherwise indicated. nr=not reported. 
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eftrmleam eftr
mlHGU 

eftr
mlBay 

HGPRT exon 10, Neomycin exon 10, Neomycin exon 3, 
complete KO partial KO complete KO 

80 % first 5 days, 10 % at 5 % at birth 40 % at birth, ME or mos, 50 
weaning, ME, later more 2 % at weaning % at weaning, 
mos, also jejunal blockage 

50 % reduction in weight no mnting in first 30 70 % reduced weight 
days 

mucus accumulation at 1 4/6 mice show mild gradual progression mucus 
day abnormalities accumulation and crypt abnorR. 

malities in small intestine and 
colon 

nr nr no abnormalities 

nr nr nr 

50 % mice dilatation and no abnormalities gradual progression atrophy of 
obstruction ducts acinar cells and duct dilatation 

no abnormalities 1/6 mice mucin in no abnormalities found, only 
lung causing focal inflammation secondary to 
atelectasis intestinal inflanunatioll 

nr nr 2/3 gross enlargement of 
gallbladder but no abnormality 

nr 112 mice gross accuR no abnormalities 
mulation mucus in 
vas deferens 

nr 1/6 mice mild 217 mice severe dilatation acini 
dilatation salivary miIlor sublingual gland, no 
glands abnormalities main salivary 

glands 
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difference in CI- secretion (9). This is compatible with the concept that CF carriers 
only have a small advantage over non-carriers in surviving secretOl)' diarrheas. 

Fluid secretion by intestinal crypts in response to intestinal hormones such 
as vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and cholinergic agonists is accompanied by a 
reduction in cell volume. VI P increases intracellular cAMP while cholinergic 
stimulation leads to Ca2+ increase. CF crypt are able to respond to Ca2+-linked 
carbachol with a volume decrease but not to cAMP-linked VIP (57). Also the 
regulatory volume decrease (RVD) in response to a hypotonic shock was impaired 
in knock-out mouse ClyptS, apparently through a dysfunction of volume-activated 
K+ channels. By which mechanism the CF condition leads to a loss of K+ channels 
function is presently unclear (58). 

Neurogenic stimulation has been observed in normal mouse jejunum in the 
form of oscillations in the eh loride current. These oscillations are absent in CF 
mouse jejunum, similar to CF patients (4, 27). 

It is apparent from the above summarized results that loss of CFTR function 
does not only affect the cAMP-induced chloride current but also influences other 
cellular functions through mechanisms which are not yet clear. 

Respiratory t!'act 
The lungs of CF patients show abnOlmalities before infection with 

pathogens (51). Dilation of submucosal glands and of the acinar stmcture is later 
accompanied by mucus obstruction of the small airways and by goblet cell 
hyperplasia. The extreme detoriation of the lung fuuction is due to the chronic 
infections. However, the precise mechanisms that are involved in the development 
of lung pathology are not well understood. The stud), of CF mouse models might 
give some insight into certaiu steps of the pathogenesis of CF lung disease. 
Generally, not much pathology has been found in young knock-out mice. Some 
mice show dilated acini with accumulated inspissated material and atrophy of 
serous glands in the nasal pharyngeal region (Bay, Unc). In the proximal airwa)'s 
patches of goblet cell h)'perplasia are seen (Unc). Two older mice showed 
squamous hyperplasia in trachea and airways filled with mucus (49). The Ba)' mice 
only show lung inflammation secondary to intestinal inflammation. To test whether 
destruction of the airway epithelium would reveal different cellular reaction 
patterns between CF mice and normal mice, the lungs were treated with 100 % O2 

for 48 hI's but no difference could be observed from control mice (40). A careful 
comparison of HGU CF mice and controls, shows that even normal mice have 
quite often small abnormalities, as inflammation and goblet cell hyperplasia, but 
CF mice seem to be slightly more affected (15). 

As patients show severe lung destruction after infection with Staphylococclis 
GUJ'ellS, Haemophilus injluenzae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Burkholderia 
cepacia, CF mice were challenged with bacterial strains. In the Unc mice, single or 
repeated infection with a s.al/reus strain, isolated from a CF patient, did not lead to 
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reduced clearance or lung pathology (49). However, 50 % of the HGU mouse show 
reduced clearance when infected with S. alireliS and B. Cepacia strains. 
Histological examination of mice infected with S, aureus shows that whereas all 
mice, CF and controls, had lymphoid infiltrate, it is more widespread in CF mice. 
Obvious differences are found in goblet cell hyperplasia, mucus retention and 
bronchiolitis in the CF mice. B, cepacia infection gives severe pneumonia in CF 
HGU mice and only minor symptoms in control mice (15). Initial studies with P. 
ael'lIgillosa indicate a diminished phagocytosis capacity by CF mouse epithelial 
cells similar to human CF airway epithelium (25). 

TIlese studies indicate that CF mouse models can be used to study CF lung 
disease and pathogenic infection studies, despite their short life span and the slight 
differences in histological stl1lcture of the lungs. 

Electrophysiology of airway epithelium 
The nasal epithelium of CF patients is characterized by an increased basal 

PD and a larger effect of the Na+ channel blocker, amiloride. This has been 
interpreted as a low CI' permeability and an increased Na+ absorption in CF 
patients (I, 34). 111 vivo measurement of the nasal epithelium of knock-out mice 
also shows the increased basal PD (19, 23, 29, 48). Amiloride treated cultures of 
nasal and tracheal CF mouse cells show a difference in basal PD with normal cells. 
F1II1her, the response to forskolin, which increases intracellular cAMP levels, was 
absent in CF mouse epithelial cells (7, 40). 

To measure electrophysiological characteristics of the mouse trachea, four 
different approaches have been used: measurement of the trachea ill situ, mounting 
of the complete excised trachea in an Ussing chamber, mounting of excised pieces 
of the trachea in an Ussing chamber and cultures of tracheal cells. Measurement 
on the trachea in situ, on the complete trachea mounted in an Ussing chamber and 
on cultured fetal tracheal cells, show a small difference between normal mice and 
CF mice for the basal PD, and no difference in amiloride response and forskolin 
rcsponse (I I, 19, 23, 28, 40). Ca2+ activated CI' channels are present in the apical 
membrane of tracheal epithelia (8, 23) and a crosstalk between cAMP and Ca2+ 
pathways has been observed in trachea epithelium (28). Thus, stimulation with 
cAMP can also activate the Ca2+ regulated CI' channels in CF. A much higher Ca2

+ 

CI' response masks CFTR regulated Cl' transport in the mouse trachea (8) so that 
no difference can be observed between intact normal and CF epithelia. 

When instead of the intact trachea, excised pieces of trachea are mounted in 
an Ussing chamber, or tracheal cells are cultured, both a difference in PD between 
normal and CF mice and a lower response to forskolin in the presence of amiloridc 
is found in CF mice (7, 3 I, 45, 48). For the Cam mice, this CF effect could only 
be observed in young mice, < 20 days (10, 45). While CF patients show an 
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increased amiloride sensitive sodium absorption in nasal and airway epithelium (2, 
33) and CF mice also show a increased sodium absorption in nasal epithelium, in 
tracheal epitheliulll, CF mice have a normal or a reduced amiloride sensitive 
sodium absorption (28, 31, 48). Liposome transfection of CFTR into the lungs of 
knock-out animals, restores the sodium hypoabsorption to near normal levels (31). 

Overall, the data for mouse trachea indicate that intact trachea is not affected 
in CF mice, while manipulated tracheal tissue, either as excised pieces in an 
Ussing chamber or as cultured cells, can be treated in such a way that differences 
become apparent. Whether these differences have any physiological relevance is 
not known. 

Secretion and absorption of water is a continuous process in the lower and 
upper respiratory tract. The water transport of the intact CF mouse trachea was 
measured in CF Cam mice in our group. Although the CF mice trachea showed a 
slightly higher basal PD than normal mice, no altered fluid transport could be 
observed compared to normal mice. This indicates that CFTR does not play an 
important role as a mediator of water transpOli in the mouse trachea (23). 

Gallbladder 
While CF patients show focal biliary cirrhosis and abnormalities of the 

gallbladder or bile, similar symptoms were not found in any of the knock-out mice. 
Some enlargement, inflammation signs and rupture of the gallbladder have been 
reported (Unc, Bay) but these might be secondary to the intestinal obstruction and 
associated inflammation. 

The Cambridge knock-out mouse was studied in our group to associate the 
gallbladder abnormalities and bile duct obstructions observed in 25 % of the CF 
patients, with aberrant mucus or water transport. The results are presented in detail 
in Chapters VII and VIII. Mucus secretion was not different between cultured 
gallbladder cells of normal and knock-out mice and stimulation of CFTR with 
forskolin did not result in an increased mucus secretion. \Vater transport was 
measured in intact gallbladders and showed a similar basal absorptive state in 
normal and knock-out mice. Stimulation with a cAMP mediator resulted in a shift 
from absorbtion to secretion in the normal gallbladders, while in CF gallbladders 
the absorption stopped but no secretion was present. This implies an important role 
for crTR to regulate the osmotic value of the gallbladder content. If crTR has a 
similar role in bile ducts as in the gallbladder, liver disease in CF patients is 
possibly caused by a reduced fluid secretion resulting in bile duct obstruction. 
Further, an altered composition of the mucus as hypersuJfation might enhance these 
obstructions. 

Pancreas 
Pancreas dysfunction is present in 85 % of the cr patients aud is due to 

duct obstruction resulting in autolysis of the pancreas by its own enzymes. No 
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abnormalities were found in the HGU mouse. Pancreatic abnormalities have been 
reported in the Unc mice but are attributed to a secondary effect of poor health of 
the mice and abnonnalities have also been found in one third of normal mice (40). 
Mouse pancreas has less Cft!' expression and a relatively higher contribution of an 
altemative, Ca'+ activated, chloride channel than human pancreas (7, 50), which 
might explain the absence of major histological abnormalities in the ducts. Studies 
on pancreatic enzyme content showed that there is 20-50 % reduction in the 
amounts of different pancreatic enzymes in CF mice with a normal body weight 
(32). However, secretion of amylase was not impaired in CF pancreatic tissue (39). 
Careful analysis of older mice revealed dilation and filling of the acini with 
aggregated protein (36). An increase in expression of the gp300 protein, a pre
sumed component of digestive enzyme storage vesicles, was found in the acini. 
111is would reflect an inability to secrete the enzymes resulting in the aggregated 
material in the cells (36). 

CF mice show an absence of the cAMP regulated chloride response (8, 26, 
63) in pancreatic ducts. In reverse, a higher Ca'+ activated chloride current is 
dominant in mouse pancreas compared to human pancreas (8, 63). Fluid measure
ments on "F508 mouse cultured pancreatic epithelium show a reduced basal 
absorbing state and a lack of secretion when stimulated with cAMP (64). 

Other organs 
While 95 % of the male CF patients are infertile due to aspermia, abnormal

ities of the vas deferens or the epididymis, the male knock-out mice do not show 
reduced feltility although Cft/' is expressed in the mouse reproductive system (46, 
50, 55, 56). Female mice have reduced litter sizes and analysis of the cervix shows 
increased mucus accumulation similar to that found in female patients (35, 50). 

CF patients show occasional abnormalities of salivary glands; also occa
sional abnormalities have been observed in knock-out mice as dilation of the acini 
of the sublingual gland (Unc and Bay) and of the submaxillary glands (Unc). p
adrenergic induced secretion of glycoproteins was reduced in submandibular 
salivary glands of knock-out mice (39). Although no problems with lacrimal glands 
or parotid glands have been described for CF patients, acinar dilatatiou of the 
lacrimal gland in knock-out mice has been reported (Cam, Bay) including eye 
iufections (Cam) and severe atrophy of the parotid gland (Bay). Whether these 
aberrations in the mice are due to dysfunction of Cftr in these organs or reflects 
normal variation is not clear. 

Transgenic mouse models 
Knock-out mice have been complemented with a human CFTR Y AC via 

transgenesis. These mice do no longer show an increased mortality and have a 
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forskolin response in colon, caecum and jejunum, indicating correction of the 
mouse Cft!' disruption by the human CFTR (14). Other transgenic mice in a knock
out background have been made with human CFTR cDNA under control of the rat 
intestinal fatty-acid binding protein (FABPi) (65) promoter or the villin promoter 
(3, 37). The FABPi-CFTR mice in a knock-out Cftr background showed correction 
of the lethal intestinal defect. This is quite important since the FABhi directs 
expression in the villi while the highest CFTR expression is found in the crypts. 
TIle forskolin response in the intestine was 70 % less than in normal, but is 
apparently enough to prevent lethal obstruction. The morphology was much 
improved compared to non-transgenic knock-out mice, but still showed some 
hyperplasia of goblet cells in intestine and colon (65). The partial correction of the 
phenotype would imply that fluid transport or possibly the inhibition of absorption, 
whether in crypts or villi, is sufficient to prevent intestinal blockage. 

Conclusions: 
The CF mouse models have proved to mimic some of the CF characteristics 

and may prove to be of great help in the study of the pathogenesis of CF. The 
major electrophysiological defect, the absence of a cAMP regulated chloride 
current, is indeed absent or strongly reduced in the knock-out mice. The intestine 
of complete knock-out mice shows the typical CF obstructions in small intestine 
and colon although much more frequent than in CF patients. Small histological 
abnormalities in the lung and pancreas have been observed and these may become 
more significant and more reminiscent of CF disease when the mice are challenged 
with pathogenic bacteria and with increasing age. The gallbladder, pancreas and 
intestine show defects in absorption and/or secretion of fluid. 

Highly important is to characterize the differences between mice and men 
and to study the effect of genetic heterogeneity. A CaH activated CI' current an 
explanation for the difference in intestinal, lung and pancreas disease between mice 
and men. The exon I knock-out mice showed variability in life span which has 
been attributed to a genetic trait. Mice who survived into adulthood without 
intestinal obstruction were shown to have an upregnlated Ca'+ regulated CI' 
conductance which may compensate for the defective CFTR (47). Difficulties 
originating from the heterogeneous background as in the human situation are 
therefore present in CF outbred mouse strains but can be controlled and eventually 
lead to a better understanding of CFTR functioning. It is apparent from the 
sometimes conflicting results of different mouse models studies, that more factors 
than currently known are involved in the function of various organs. Factors which 
are for instance of influence on the survival and bio-electric propelties of the CF 
mice are nourishment, genetic background and residual CFTR activity. 

The CF mice can be used as a model for the disease processes occurring in 
human CF patients as intestinal blockage syndrome, intestinal absorption and 
presumably for gallbladder disease, some pancreatic abnormalities and lung 
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infection. Clinically important is that CF mice can be used for testing of thera
peutic strategies. oF508 mice can be used to study alternative therapies directed at 
opening the few oF508 channels which are able to escape the processing block, or 
to stimulate the processing pathway of oF508 CFTR. 
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Introduction 

To be able to study the pathogenesis of the various disease symptoms in CF 
and the effect of specific mutatiolls in the CFTR protein, we wanted to make a 
mouse model carrying a mutation in the endogenous mouse Cft,. gene. The most 
COlmnon mutation found in CF patients is a deletion of a phenylalanine at position 
508 in the CFTR protein ("F508). We used the Hit & Run procedure to introduce 
the "F508 mutation in order not to create any other alterations in the mouse 
genome. 111is chapter describes the introduction of the mutation in embryonic stem 
cells. 

The mouse cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (Cft,.) gene 
is highly homologous to the human CFTR gene (12). Of 60 missense mutations 
found in CF patients, 59 residues are conserved in the mouse Cft,. gene. Exon 10, 
which codes for 64 amino acids, including F508 and 1507, is highly conserved with 
only one nonconservative difference (12). Therefore, one would expect a mutated 
mouse CFTR protein to have similar defects and properties as the mutated human 
CFTR. In CF patients, the most predominant mutation is "F508, 90 % of the 
patients have at least one CFTR allele with the deletion of "F508 (10). The 
features of the "F508 CFTR are described in Chapter 1.10. This mutation affects 
the processing of the protein from the endoplasmic reticulum to the golgi apparatus 
(2, 14). Also a deletion of the isoleucine at position 507 (,,1507) has been found in 
CF patients and this leads to defective processing as well (2, 3). Since the "F508 
CFTR is potentially able to function as a chloride channel, the creation of a "F508 
mouse model can be used to study therapeutic strategies, designed to target the 
"F508 CFTR to the plasma membrane. 

In the experimental work which forms the basis for this thesis we have 
successfully used of an insertion vector in the first step of the Hit & Run procedure 
creating the "F508 and the ,,1507 mutations in embryonic stem cells. A complete 
description of the Hit & Run procedure (4) is described in Chapter II. 

Results & Discussion 

The first step of the Hit & Run procedure consists of the integration of a 
targeting construct, with the "F508 or ,,1507 mutated exon 10, into the homologous 
region of the endogenous Cft,. gene in the mouse genome (Figure I). We isolated a 
lambda clone with the mouse exon 10 sequence from an EMBL3A lambda Balblc 
library screened with a human exon 10 CFTR probe. A 3.3 kb BamHLYba! 
fragment spanning the Cft,. exon 10 region was cloned and the deletion of 3 
nucleotides coding for an isoleucine at position 507 in the Cftr (,,1507) was 
introduced in exon lOin the construct by site-directed mutagenesis (Figure IA). A 
diagnostic Ssp! restriction site was created adjacent to the deletion. A PyTK 
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Figure I. Hit & Run targeting strategy for the eft,. gene. A. Mouse exon to sequences are 
mutated to create the .1507 or the .F508 mutation. An Ssp! restriction site (italic) is introduced 
adjacent to the three base pair deletion, without affecting the amino acid code. B. The construct 
consists of 3.3 kb genomic sequence containing the AI507 exon to and selectable markers. The 
PGKNeo gene is the positive selectable marker used for the Hit step and the PyTK gene sen'es 
as a negative selectable marker in the Run step. Linearization was done at the Nsil site. C. 
Correct integration creates a 6.3 kb Pst! fragment while wild type alleles have a 9 kb Pst! 
fragment. I3=BamHI, S=Sspl, N=NsiI, X=XbaI, P=Psll. 

(Polyoma enhancer-thymidine kinase) gene and a PGKNeo (phosphoglycerate 
kinase-neomycin) gene were inserted in the plasmid. Neomycin enables selection 
for integration of the construct in the Hit step while the thymidine kinase expres
sion is used in the Run step. The construct was linearized at the Nsil site which 
results in a 2.3 kb homologous stretch 5' to the Nsil site and a 1 kb homologous 
region 3' of the site. El4 embryonic stem cells were transfected and G418 
selection was applied. After 10 days, 500 clones were picked of which 450 were 
screened by Southern analysis. We used a Pst! digest which gives a 9 kb fragment 
for the wild type allele and a 6.3 kb 11'agment for a eftr allele with a homologous 
integration of the construct (Figure Ie). 111e probe is located 5' of the homologous 
area outside the construct. None of the 450 clones showed any other band than the 
9 kb fl'agment from the wild type allele (results not shown). Hybridization with a 
probe from the Neomycin gene showed bands of various sizes in all of the clones. 
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Thus, we did not find a homologous integration of the targeting constmct into the 
mouse Cftr exon 10 area with a targeting construct derived from Balblc DNA. 

Homologous replacements experiments have been performed with homolo
gous areas as small as 243 bp (9) but generally should be 2 kb or longer (5), thus 
our constmct was theoretically not too short. 

Our inability to find a targeting event with the Balblc construct was 
explained when it was found that targeting efficiency is dependent on the source of 
the DNA used for the construct (8). We had used DNA originating from a Balblc 
mouse lambda library while the embryonic stem cells are derived from a 12910la 
mouse strain. Sequence variations between those mouse strains are on average 
about 0.5 %. With a mouse exon 10 probe, we isolated lambda clones from a 
12910la library and a 9 kb Psi! fi'agment was cloned and partially sequenced. In 
total, 1678 nucleotides of both mouse strains could be compared and revealed 
striking sequence divergences. The overall sequence divergence was 2.4 % and 
consisted both of mismatches as well as unmatched nucleotides. The highest 
percentage of divergence was 5' of exon 10, primarily due to the different length 
of a CT stretch. In Balblc DNA there was a stretch of 30 CT's, including 2 CA's, 
while 129/0la DNA had 9 CT's less (Figure 2). 

Balb/c GCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCeCA 
CTCTGTGTGTATAC 

II III 111111111111111111 1111111111 I II 
11111111111111 
129/01a GCACTCACTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTTTCTCTCTCTC CAeT 

Figure 2. Sequence divergence. 5' of ex on to is a highly divergent sequence between the BaJh/c 
DNA of the targeting constntct and the endogenous 12910la DNA of the mouse eftr gene. 

As the sequence divergence was so extensive between the two mouse strains 
we decided to generate 129/0la derived constructs. These targeting vectors were 
basically the same as the Balblc targeting vector. The constructs consisted of a 5.7 
kb BamH!-Nsif fragment homologous to the exon 10 area which was mutated with 
either the introduction of the ,,1507 or the "F508 mutation (Figure 3A) both tagged 
with a diagnostic Ssp! restriction site (Figure I B). In the plasmid, a cassette of 
PGKTK and PGKNeo was placed. For the first transfection series, the "F508 
construct was linearized with Nsil; 5' of the linearization site is an area of 2.3 kb 
homology and 3' is an area of 3.4 kb homology. The transfection and isolation was 
performed in the same way as for the Balblc construct. We screened the clones 
with a Psi! digest distinguishing between a wild type allele of 9 kb and a targeted 
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Figure 3. Targeting with 129/0la construct. A genomic constmct of 5.7 kb containing a bF508 
or a ll.1507 cxon was linearized at the Nsi! site or at the Sji! site. B. Correct integration leads to 
a II kb Pst! fragment while a nomlal allele generates a 9 kb fragment, detected with a 5' probe 
A. Hybridization with the intemal probe B gives an additional 8.8 kb fragment from the 3' 
duplication. Detection of the diagnostic Ssp! fragment with internal probe B gives a 1.5 kb 
fragment in case of correct integration, 2.9 kb fragments from the 5' side and from the nomml 
allele and a 8.7 kb fragment if the diagnostic Sspl site is lost. E~EcoR1. S~Sspl. N~Nsil, Sf~Sjil, 
(N)=disrupted Nsil, P~PstI. 

allele of II kb, using the HI 0 probe, 5' and outside of the targeting construct 
(Figure 3B). Out of a total of 800 clones analyzed, 68 clones showed both a wild 
type allele and a targeted allele of II kb in a I: I ratio (Figure 4A). This targeting 
frequency of 8 % is very high compared to the efficiencies reported for replace
ment of the exon 10 area with constructs of similar size, which are in the 0.3-0.04 
% range (6, 7, II). When the Hit clones were hybridized with a neomycin probe, 
only the II kb fragment hybridized, indicating that no other, random, integrations 
of the targeting construct were present (results not shown). The positive clones 
were checked for correct integration of the 3' site by using the internal probe B on 
a PsI! digest, which hybridizes with both the 3' and 5' duplication in the targeted 
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Figure 4. Genomic analysis of Hit clones. 
Hybridization of a Pst! digest with the 5' 
probe A shows a II kb fragment from a 
targeted allele and a 9 kb fragment from 
the nonnal allele in Hit clones (lane 2). A 
wild type clone only has a 9 kb fragment 
(lane 1). Hybridization with the intemal 
probe B additionally shows the 8.8 kb Pst! 
fragment from the 3' duplication. 
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Targeting the Cft,. allele 

.. 'J 

1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 5. Detection of the diagnostic Ssp] 
site. Hybridization of an Ssp! digest with 
the internal probe B shows the 1.4 kb 
fragment from clones with a correct 
integration of the construct and a 2.9 kb 
fragment of the normal allele (lanes I and 
5), Lanes 2 and 3 show an aberrant Ssp! 
fragment of 8.7 kb caused by the loss of 
the diagnostic Ssp! fragment. Lane 4 is a 
wild type ES cell clone with the normal 
2.9 kb Ssp! fragment. 

allele. Also an SspJ digest was done to check whether the .F508 mutation was 
accurately integrated (Figure 3B). The clones showed the integration of the 
complete construct since in addition to the 9 kb wild type Pst! fragment and the 5' 
duplicate of I I kb, also a 8.8 kb fragment from the 3' duplicate was detected 
(Figure 4B). However, the diagnostic SspJ site next to the introduced mutation, was 
absent in 84 % of the clones analyzed and the detected rragment of 8.7 kb was 
formed through the use of an Ssp! site in the plasmid sequences further upstream 
(Figure 3 Band 5). This means that during the integration process the diagnostic 
Ssp! site was lost. During integration, a heteroduplex DNA intermediate is formed, 
a Holliday junction, containing paired DNA strands from the construct and the 
chromosomal DNA. Branch migration of the Holliday junction can happen over 
several kilobases. The Nsil linearization site where the Holliday junction starts is 
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600 bp from the mutation and well within this range of branch migration. Normal
ly, one would expect a mismatch from aligning DNA strands to be repaired at 
random. Since we found 84 % of the clones to have lost the Ssp/ site, this impli
cates preferential repair towards the endogenous strand. In mammalian cells repair 
is mostly done through gap formation and repair (I, 13). To ensure the correct 
repair of the mismatch, the system checks which is the lagging strand since the 
mismatch is most likely to be caused by aberrant synthesis of the DNA during 
replication. TIle lagging strand has a break in the replication fork. In our case, the 
break is at the linearization site in the targeting constlllct. 111erefore, this strand is 
deleted from the mismatched gap until the break, deleting also the Ssp/ site and the 
"F508 mutation, and a new strand is synthesized with the endogenous leading 
strand as the mould. 

To reduce the effect of this repair mechanism we chose a linearization site 
further downstream from the exon. A Sfi/ site 1600 bp downstream from the exon 
and was used to linearize both a constlllct with the "F508 mutation and a ,,1507 
targeting construct. Transfection and analysis of the clones was performed as 
described, showed a targeting efficiency of 5 % for both constructs. Out of 13 
targeted clones analyzed, only two had lost the Ssp/ site and the remainder were 
correct Hit clones. Tlms, the increased distance resulted in less repair of the Ssp/ 
site without a clear difference in integration efficiency (Table I). 

Both for the "F508 and for the 81507 mutation we have Hit clones with a 
correct integration of the construct and no other random integrations of the 
targeting vector. Karyotyping of the clones showed that rew had aberrant chromo
some numbers, those were excluded from fUlther experiments, which left 5 Hit 
clones for the "F508 and 5 Hit clones for the ,,1507 mutation. 111e results of the 
subsequent Run step to resolve the duplication into a "F508 allele are described in 
Chapter v. 

Source DNA:cut at 

Balblc DNA: 
Nsil site 

129/0la DNA: 
NsiI site 

129/0la DNA: 
Sfi/ site 

Targeting efficiency Loss of mutation 

o % (01500) 

8 % (68/800) 84 % (21125) 

5 % (13/279) 20 % (211 I) 

Table I. Comparison of number of correct Hit clones obtained with two sources of 
genomic DNA and the frequencies of loss of the Sspll"F508 mutation with two 
different linearization sites in the targeting construct. 
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Most cystic fibrosis (CF) patients produce a mutant 
form (AFS08) of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFfR), which Is not properly 
processed in normal cells but Is acth'e as a chloride 
channel In se\'eral experimental systems. We used a 
double homologous recombination ('Hit and Run') 
procedure to generate a mouse model for the MS08 
mutation. Targeted embryonic stem (ES) cells (Hit 
clones) were found; of these either 80 or 20% of the 
clones had lost the AFS08 mutation, depending on the 
distance between the linearizalion site in the targeling 
construct and the AFS08 mutation. Correctly targeted 
clones underwent a second selection step resulting in 
ES cell clones (Run clones) heterozygous for the AFS08 
mutation wllh an efficiency of 2-7%. Chimeric mice 
were generated and offspring homozygous for the 
iWS08 mutation showed electrophysiological abnor
malities in nasal epilhelium, gallbladder and in the 
intestine, and histological abnormalities in the intestine, 
typical of CF. Our data suggest that the AF508 mice 
haw residual AFS08 CFfR acthity which would 
explain the mild pathology of the AFS08 mice. The 
AFS08 mouse may provide a useful model for the study 
of the processing defect of AFS08 CFfR and for the 
de\'clopmenl of novel thcrapeutlc approaches based on 
clrcum\'entlon of the processing block. 
Keywords: animal model/embryonic stem cells/gene 
targetinglHit and Run procedure/protein processing 

Introduction 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a lethal autosomal recessive disease 
affecting -I in 2500 Caucasians (Boat et af .• 1989). 
The mutated gene is the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFfR) gene, which is expressed 
in several epithelial tissues (Riordan el of., 1989; Crawford 
el al., 1991; Denning el af., 1992a). CFfR protein func
lions as an apical cAMP-regulated CI- channel (reviewed in 
Riordan, 1993;Sferra and Collins, 1993) and is presumably 
involved in osmotic water transport (Quinton, 1990). 
Malfunction of this chloride channel in CP patients is 
associated with intestinal maiabsorplion, obstruction and 
inflammation of airways, pancreatic ducts, intestine and 
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bile ducts and absence of the vas deferens. Mortality in 
CF patients is at present mainly due to recurrent pulmonary 
infections (Boat et 01 .• 1989). 

Over 450 different mutations have been described in 
CF patients (Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Consor
tium). The most common mutation is a deletion of a 
phenylalanine residue at amino acid position 508 of the 
protein (M508). It is found in 70% of the CF chromosomes 
(Kerem et of .• 1989; Riordan et al., 1989), and therefore 
90% of the CF patients have at least one AF508 allele. 
The mutant protein cannot be processed to its mature 
glycosylated fonn (Cheng et al.. 1990; Gregory et 01., 
1991). It behaves like a temperature-sensitive processing 
mutant (Denning et 01., 1992b) which is active as a cAMP
regulated chloride channel under permissive conditions 
(Dalemans et al., 1991; Drumm el al., 1991; Bear et af., 
1992; Li et al.. 1993). Consequently, it has been suggested 
that circumvention of the processing block could lead to 
a therapeutic strategy for CF (Denning e( af., 1992b; Yang 
et af., 1993; Pind etal., 1994). A mouse model expressing 
the AF508 fonn of CFTR would be very helpful to develop 
novel therapeutic approaches. Animal models for CF with 
a complete disruption of the mouse eftr gene are available 
and these show several pathological and e1ectrophysio
logical abnonnalities characteristic of CF patients 
(Snouwaert et af., 1992; O'Neal et al., 1993; Ratcliff 
et af .• 1993). The mouse exon IO amino acid sequence is 
highly homologous to the human sequence and there is 
no mismatch around the M508 site (Tata et ai" 1991), 
Therefore, we would expect that mouse CFfR with a 
deletion of the same phenylalanine at position 508 has 
properties similar to the human counterpart. 

To introduce a mutation into the mouse genome, one 
can choose several strategies. Since we wanted to obtain a 
mutant cftr gene without possible effects of transcriptional 
interference, the use of a replacement construct with a 
neomycin gcne in the intron next to the mutated AF508 
exon (Deng e/ al., 1993) did not seem ideal. One alternative 
is a two-step selection procedure, 'Hit and Run' (HaslY 
et al .• 1991), which would result in a mutated exon without 
selection marker genes or plasmid sequences in the intron 
structure of the gene. In this report, we describe the 
successful use of this procedure to generate mouse 
embryonic slem cells (ES cells) carrying the AF508 
mutation in the endogenous cftr gene. Injection of the ES 
cells into blastocysts resulted in germline transmission. 
OUf data show that mice homozygous for the 6.F508 
mutation have abnonnalities characteristic of CF. 

Results 

Targeted integration of a mutant exon in the ES 
cell genome 
We used the 'Hit and Run' procedure (Hasty el al., 1991) 
to introduce the b.FS08 mutalion into the endogenous 
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Fig. 1. Hit and Run procedure. (A) Th<: 5.7 kb targeting construct 
cQlltaining non iO .... ith the M508 mutation was linearized at the Nsii 
or the Sfil site and Iransfecled into ES cdls which were then selected 
for the expression of the neomydn gene. The DNA of the construct 
aligns with the endogenous rflr aUele and is integrated. The result is a 
dupliCJtion of 5.7 kb spaced by the plasmid and the sele(tab1e maIkers 
[P = PsII, E '" £CoRI, N = Nsfl, (N) = disrupted Nsilsite, Sf = SjiI, 
S = Sspl; only relevant EcoRland SspI sites are shown}. (8) A 
COTfe(t integration is dete(tt"d .... ith a Pst! digest and probe A OI.ltsidt" 
the integration construct. The 5' duplicate generates a new II kb P511 
fragment, .... hereas the normal allele has a 9 kb Pst! fragment. A 
randomly integrated construct does not hybridize v.ith this probe. A 
Sspl dige~t shows the presence of the M'508 mutation .... ith prob<: B. 
A correctly integrated construCI has a 1.5 kb S5pT digest, .... hile Ihe 
normal allele and the 5' duplicate have a 2.9 kb fragment. A repaired 
integration shows a 8.7 kb fragment. In a correct Bit clone there is a 
2: 1 ratio of the 2.9 and 1.5 kb fragment. (C) Cel1s which lost the TK 
gene \lill be resistant to selKlion with I-lAU. A homologous CfOSS
ol'er 3' of the exo!ls generates a normal allele. while a cross.-Qycr 
el'en\ 5' of the exons \\iIllesul! in the desired eflr allele .... ith a 
normal genomic organization bUI with a mutanl t.wn 10. Clones are 
digesled with SspI and hybridjzed with probe C. Correct Run clones 
hal'e a I: I ratio of the 2.9 vusus a new 1.4 kb fragmenl and no 
noom)'cin, TK or plasmid sequences. 
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Fig. 2. Southern blot analysis of Hit clones. (A) PslT digesl of E14 
control DNA (Jane I) and Hit DNA (lane 2) hybridized with probe A 
lying outside of the transfe(ted CO!llIIUCI. Lane 3 is'as lane 2 bul 
h) bridized .... ith the internal probe B. (B) Sspl digests h)bridized \\ith 
prob<: B to check the introduced M'508lSspT sile (see Rgure 18). Lane 
I is a EI4 control, lane 2 is a corrKt Hil clone and lane 3 is a Hit 
clone which lost the M508lSspT site . 

mouse cftr gene. The first step involves targeted integration 
of a mutant construct containing 5.7 kb of isogenic 
genomic mouse DNA, into the mouse cftr exon 10 region 
(Figure IA). The AF508 mutation in the construct was 
created six nucleotides from a new SspJ restriction site, 
which did not change the amino acid sequence and was 
used in the screening (see Materials and methods). After 
transfection of mouse ES cells, the linearized construct 
aligns with its homologous endogenous counterpart and 
integrates at the site of linearization. This results in a 
duplication of 5.7 kb of genomic DNA, one part with the 
nonnal exon 10 and the other part with the h.F508 
exon, separated by plasmid sequences and a neomycin 
(POKNeo) plus thymidine kinase (PGKTK) selection 
marker cassette (Figure I), ES cell colonies obtained by 
selection for 0418 resistance were analyzed by Soulhern 
hybridization. Probe A, which lies outside of the targeting 
construct, shows a 9 kb Psll fragment for a normal allele 
and an II kb fragment in the case of successful integration 
(Figures IB and 2A). We found that 8% (68/800) of 
the 0418-resistant colonies, obtained with the construct 
linearized at an Nsil site 600 bp downstream of the 6.F50S 
mutation, showed the II kb PstI band with probe A, 
indicating a correct targeting event (Figure 2A, lane 2). 
The internal probe B showed the additional 8.8 kb band 
from the 3' duplication (Figure 2A, lane 3). Any random 
integrations would give an extra band with this probe, but 
none were found in any of the correctly.targeted clones, 
TIle Nsi-Hit clones were checked for the presence of the 
Sspl site diagnostic for the h.F50S mutation. This new 
Sspl site results in a 1.5 kb SspI fragment from the 3' 
duplicate while the 5' duplicate and the nonnal allele both 
give a 2.9 kb fragment (Figures IB and 2B, lane 2). Out 
of 25 Nsi-Hit clones, 21 clones (84%) had lost the SspI 
site diagnostic of the 6.F508 mutation, which resulted in 
a new 8.7 kb fragment (Figure 2B, lane 3). Since the NsiI 
site was rather close to the mutation (600 bp), we chose 
another linearization site further away from the mutation 
to test whether this would affect the process. With 
linearization at the SfiI site, 1600 bp downstream from 
the ~F508 mutation, only 20% of the Sfi-Hit clones had 
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Table I, Genotype and phenotype of AAU-resistant clones 

Hit clone Hit clone cultured on 2 v.M FlAU for 2 days Hit done cultured for 3 p. on G·IIS; 2 p. on 041S-; 0.4 ~t FlAU for 10 days 

No.ofTK Oenotype No.ofTK 04IS·sensili\·e Genotype 
dones analyzed 

Wild Hit Scrambled 
dones analyzed 

Wild 61'508 

155 3 0 0 3 206 
830 157 157 0 0 NO 
B47 39 39 0 0 NO 
873 3l 2 28 3 "8 
884 69 11 51 7 170 

p. Indicates passages; NO, nol detwnined. 

lost the SspI site (2I11 colonies), while the targeting 
efficiency was in the same range (5%, 13/279 colonies) 
as for Nsil linearization. These data suggest that a repair 
mechanism is active around the integration site with a 
preference for the endogenous chromosomal sequence. 

ES cell clones heterozygous for the ~F50B 
mutation 
The next step of the procedure (Run) involves the removal 
of the duplication plus the intervening plasmid sequences 
via an intra-chromosomal homologous recombination 
(Figure Ie). This leads to the loss of either the mutant or 
the wild-type exon (Figure Ie). The latter case gives us 
the desired clone with a mutant 6.F508 exon to in an 
otherwise nonnal genomic organization of the cftr gene. 
In both cases, recombinants will be resistant to the 
toxic thymidine kinase substrate 1-(2-deoxy, 2-fluoro-p
D-arabinofuranosyl)-S (FIAU) and sensitive to 0418. The 
correct Run clone is identified by a new 1.4 kb SspJ 
fragment. generated by an SspJ site outside of the integrated 
construct and the Sspl site in the mutated exon to (Figure 
I e). Different Hit clones with a correct karyotype were 
subjected to selection with 2 ~M FIAU for 2 days. 
Resistant clones were picked after 7-1 0 days and screened 
by Southern analysis. In initial experiments, we found 
either wild-type cells with two copies of the 2.9 kb S5pI 
fragment, or cells which had no genomic rearrangement 
compared with Hit clones (Table 1). The latter presumably 
represented TK mutants. A few clones showed a rearranged 
and scrambled genotype. To reduce the possibility of 
contaminating wild-type cells in the popUlation, we cul
tured the Hit cells for three passages in the presence of 
0418 before the FlAU selection. This decreased the 
number of FIAU-resistant clones 10- to IOO-fold. In 
addition, we screened the resultant clones for 0418 
sensitivity to avoid Southern analysis of clones with a 
mutation in the TK gene. When we started the FIAU 
selection the day after ending the 0418 selection, we did 
not find any 04 I 8-sensitive cells (0/42 colonies). However. 
if we cultured the cells for two passages in non-selective 
medium prior to FIAU selection, 30-70% of the clones 
were 0418 sensitive (Table I). Of these, 2-7% had the 
1.4 kb SspI fragment of the desired 6F508 Run clone. 
(Table 1, Figure 3A). No rearrangements of the eftr gene 
were observed, as other digests show a wild-type restriction 
pattern (Figure 3B). Further, hybridization with the neomy
cin probe does not show a signal with any of the Run 
clones (Figure 3A. lanes (}...S). 1l1cse results confirm the 
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Fig. 3. Southern bIOI analyds of Run clones hybridized with probe C, 
5' of exon 10. (A) SJpI digests of Hil clone DNA {lane n, 814 
control DNA (lane 2) and IWO Run clones (lanes 3 and 4). Lanes 5-8: 
the same blot hybridized with a neomycin probe demomtrating the 
absence of PGKNeo in the Run clones. (B) PSII dignts (lanes 1-3) 
and Nsil digests (lanes 4-6) of respectively EI4 DNA, Hil clOne DNA 
and Run clone DNA h)'bridized with probe C were used to assay the 
rorrect chrommomal struclure of the Run clones. 

loss of the duplication and the nonnal genomic organiza
tion of the 6.F508 allele in the Run clones. 

Generation of 8 AF50B CFTR mouse strain 
Cells of I I Run clones derived from three different Hit 
clones, with a correct karyotype and heterozygous for the 
6F508 mutation. were injected into blastocysts and gave 
rise to sex conversion and coal color chimerism ranging 
from 20 to 100%.1\0,'0 male chimeras showed full gennline 
transmission in a cross with FVB mice, as indicated by 
coat color and Southern analysis (using the same procedure 
as for the Run clone analysis, results not shown). To 
check the correct transcription of the 6F508 allele, we 
isolated intestinal RNA from nonnal and mutant mice and 
pcrfomed a nested RT-PCR analysis with primers in 
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A 
403 bp 
359 bp 

Eg. 4. (A) A RT·PCR was ~rformcd with inte5tinal RNA of a .... F/6F 
mouse (lanes I and 2). a Nf .... F mou!'e Oanes 3 and 4) and a NIN 
mouse Oanes 5 and 6) with primers located in e)(OIl S and 10. The 
403 bp PCR products (odd lanes) were digested Vrith SlpI (eyen lanes) 
Vihlch cuts the products of a .... F50S allele resulting in a 359 bp 
fragmenL (8) The sequence of the PCR products shows Ihe deletion of 
the phenylalanine and Ihe silent ba.se pair substitutiOllS which 
generated a SlpI restriction site (AATATI) in the 6Ff6F mouse. Since 
the second (Run) reC{}mbinalion took place in intron 9, Ihe sequence 
Vra.s verifie<l from e)(on 9-10 (not shOVrn). 

exons 8 and 10. Since the .6.F508 allele contains the SspJ 
site in exon 10, we can distinguish the normal from 
the mutant PCR product. Mice heterozygous (.6.FIN) or 
homozygous (.6.FI.6.F) for the .6.F508 mutation produced 
the predicted 359 bp fragment after SspI digestion of the 
PCR product (Figure 4A), Sequence analysis of the PCR 
products showed that the mutant fonn of CFfR mRNA 
had the predicted sequence (Figure 4B), 

I1F/J1F mice have Ii phenotype typical of CF 
Mice homozygous for the .6.F508 mutation (.6.F/.1F) are 
viable and do not show severe disease symptoms, such as 
runting or meconium ileus. However, the .6.F1.6.F mice 
are growth retarded, as is apparent from the significant 
difference in weight (P<O.05) between the llF/.6.F mice 
(average age 42 days: 17.9 g ± 4.4, n = 6) and their 
normal, N/AF and NIN, littermates (average age 39 days! 
23.4 g ± 2.6, II == 7). Mice were sacrificed al 5-7 weeks 
and used for histological and electrophysiological studies. 
In the small intestine of .1.F/AF mice, focal hypertrophy 
of goblet cells was observed in the crypts of Lieberkuhn 
(Figure 5b). The hypertrophy of goblet cells was pre
dominantly seen in deep crypts, though a few hypertrophic 
cells were found at the crypt-villus border. The crypts 
containing hypertrophic goblet cells appeared 10 be located 
in clusters. The majority of the intestine appeared normal. 
Crypts in the colon showed some mucus retention and 
slight dilatation (Figure 5e). A layer of thk;k mucus on 
top of the crypts could also be noticed. We did not observe 
dramatic distention of the crypts in the small intestine or 
complete intestinal obstruction either in the ileum or colon, 
as reported in cftr knock-out mice (Figure 5c and f, data 
from a cftrn1C3m mouse, Ratcliff el al., 1993). So far, we 
have not seen abnonnalities or stasis of inspissated mucus 
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in lungs, pancreas, liver bile ducts, vas deferens and 
salivary glands. 

Electrophysiological abnormalities In I1F/I1F mice 
The reduced chloride permeability of the epithelium due 
to CFTR dysfunction causes typical abnonnalities in the 
ion transport of different epithelia (Quinton, 1990). An 
increased nasal potential difference (PD) is characteristic 
of CF patients (Knowles eJ 01 .• 1983; Alton el 01., 1990) 
and is also observed in cftr knock-out mice (Grubb et 01., 
1994a; P.J.French, unpublished data). The basal ill ~'i\'o 
nasal PD of .6.F1.6.F mice was significantly higher than in 
normal Iittennates (Figures 6 and 7c), Consequently, the 
net effect of the sodium channel inhibitor amiloridc. which 
would block net ion movement in a CF mouse, was higher 
than nonnal (Figure 6). The nasal PD in AF/M mice 
increased in response to a large chloride gradient created 
by substitution ofch1oride by gluconate in the superfusion 
solution (Figures 6 and 7c). This gluconale response was 
quantitatively similar 10 the response of controlliuermates 
(Figure 6). Since cftrn1Cam knock-out mice do not show 
a significant response to gluconate under our conditions 
(Table II), we conclude that the response we observe in 
the .6.F/.6.F mouse is indicative of a residual chloride 
conductance in nasal epithelium. 

Human CF epithelial tissues do not respond to forskolin, 
which activates CFfR through an increase of [cAMPJi 
(Riordan, 1993). The adult excised .6.F/.6.F mouse trachea 
shows a forskolin response comparable with normal mice 
(P.J,French, unpublished data). This is also observed in 
the cftr knock-out mouse trachea (Grubb eJ 01 .• 1994b), 
In this tissue, forskolin can apparently activate calcium
dependent chloride channels (Clarke et 01., 1994) through 
a cross-talk mechanism which is currently not understood. 
In the gallbladder, the M/AF mice showed a markedly 
reduced PD response to forskolin compared with nonnal 
Iittemlates in Ussing chamber experiments (Figures 6 and 
7a). This reduced forskolin response was not due to 
aspecific tissue damage, as both the electrical resistance 
and the peak response to the Ca2+ agonist carbachol were 
nonnal (Figures 6 and 7a). In the ileum, the initial 
PDs and equivalent short circuit currents (Ieq) were 
significantly lower in .6.F/llF mice compared with nonnal 
littermates (Figure 6), Luminal hyperpolarization induced 
by forskolin was significantly reduced in .6.F/.6.F 'mice, 
whereas the response to glucose addition, which activates 
the Na+/glucose co-transporter (Wright. 1993), was nomlal 
(Figures 6 and 7b). In Table II, the responses to forskolin 
of .6.F/.6.F mice are compared with those responses in 
cftrnlCam knock-out mice. Knock-out mice lack forskolin 
responses in ileum and gallbladder, whereas the homo~ 
zygous llF/.6.F mice exhibit residual activity. This is in 
agreement with the observed residual chloride permeability 
in .6.F/llF nasal epithelia (Table II). 

Discussion 

We have generated mice with a mutation analogous to 
the frequently occurring temperature-sensitive processing 
mutation in CF, .6.F508, We intend to use Ihis mouse to 
study the interaction between M'508 CFfR and processing 
proteins such as calnexin (Pind et al., 1994) and hsp70 
(Yang ef al., 1993) in intact tissues. This might lead to 
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FIg. 5. Histopathology of AF50S mice. Sections of the smallintmine (8-(:) and colon (d-I) of nonnal {](ttennate.s of AF/AF) (a and d), AF/AF 
{b and e) and eft;: .. ." knock.-out mouse {c and O. In the AF/AF mi-ce, focal hy~l1rophy of goblet cells was found in crypts of the smalllnteSline {b), 
though not as severe as the ifeum of a ej,;:.am knock·out mouse $howing e~tensive goblet cell hyperproliferatiou, increased mucus accumulation and 
luminal obstruction (c). Colon of a AF/AF mouse I'oith moderate mucus accumulation and distension of the C!)'Pts (e) compared I'oith the oolon of a 
cjl;:~m knock·out with massive goblet cell hyperplasia and hypertrophy (I). 

novel therapeutic approaches for the 90% of CF patients 
carrying a nF508 mutation. 

Hit and Run procedure 
We found integration of the targeting construct into the 
mouse cftr locus in 5-8% of the 0418-resistant ES cell 
colonies. This is comparable with the frequencies found 
by Dickinson er al. (1993) for integration of a targeting 
construct ncar exon 10. When we used a linearization site 
relath'ely dose (600 bp) to the nF508/SspI site, 84% of 
the Hit clones had lost the diagnostic SspI restriction site. 
Since we observed no rearrangement in the exon 10 area, 
we concluded that the plasmid DNA is preferentially 
repaired using the endogenous DNA as a template. The 
mechanism of this repair might be through gap formation 
and repair (Valancius and Smithies, 1991). We never found 
the appearance of the SspI site in both exons nor did we 
find it only in the 5' duplication. This implies that, during 

our Hit procedure, mismatch heteroduplex repair and 
migration of the Holliday junctions across the mutations 
are rare (Hasty and Bradley, 1993). The usage of a 
restriction site 1600 bp away from the fiF508/SspI site 
resulted in only 20% loss of the mutation, confirming 
previous observations that the frequency of loss depends 
on the distance between the break and the mutation 
(Valancius and Smithies, 1991; Deng e( al., 1993) 

The overall frequency of a correct Run clone (nFIN) is 
_1I1OC 107 cells in the original population used for selec
tion, and 2-7% of the clones screened by Southern 
analysis. In order to find these Run clones, we had to 
adapt our screening protocol by selecting against wild
type contaminants and by allowing time for the cells to 
perform an intra-chromosomal recombination. Screening 
for the loss of 0418 resistance further reauced the number 
of clones analyzed by Southern analysis (fable I). On the 
basis of the length of the homologous regions involved 
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Fig. 6. Summary of the ele<;trophy~iologkJ.1 data obtained from si" MIM', (he AFIN and Ihree NIN mice. Left panels: PO, righl panels; leq. Top: 
gallbladder. The basal PO and leq as weI! as the peak responf.e 10 carbachol of AFIM mice and nonnal (NIN or AFINJ lintonates are comparable. 
Forskolin (HJ~ M) rtspons.es. howel'er, were markedly reduced in the MIAF gaHbladdu (P<O.OOI. nine dssue samples from 5i" mice) compared 
wilh normal (eight lissue samples from eighl mice). Middle: ileum. AF/AF ilea (12 lissue samples from su mice) had a significantly reduced basal 
PD and leq (P<O.02) compared with !heir noonal tineonates (14 tissue samples from eight mice). Respons.es to forskolin were reduced in !he AF/llP 
ileum (P<O.OI). lol'm: nas.al PD. In AF/AF mice the in I·ko basal PDs were significantly hig~f than their conlro! lintonates (p<O.OI). Both 
normal (n '" 6) and AF/AF (n '" 6) nasal epithelia rtsponded 10 a chloride gradient /153 mM chloride replaced gluconate (133 mM), final CI
concentration \0 mMJ. Responses to the sodium channel inhibitor amiloride wert significantly higher in AF/AF nasal epithelia (P<O.02), resulting in 
a similar residual PD. Values are al'erages ± SD. Statislical analyses were performed with the student's t·test. 

in the two possible Run recombinations, one would expect 
to find -25% .1F508 Run clones (Figure IC). However, 
the actual ratio of M'508 to wild-type recombinants 
(± InO) does not seem to follow this simple rule. 
This may be due to cryptic sequence preferences in the 
recombination process. 

The Hit and Run procedure has previously only been 
used to produce the mutant Hoxb-4 mouse (Ramirez-Solis 
el al., 1993). The possible drawback of the 'Hit and Run' 
procedure compared with a one-step replacement protocol 
is the number of passages under selective pressure that is 
involved. The starting passage of our EI4 cells was 24; 
selections with both G418 and FIAU plus several expan
sion steps lead to M'508 clones of around passage 57 
{assuming about three divisions per passage}. The blasto
cyst injections showed that germline chimeras can still be 
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made with these cells. However, in Run clones derived 
from the B84 Hit clone, loss of totipotency was observed 
(20% chimerism, sex-reversal rate 1.4 and no gennline 
transmission). 

t'JFIt'JF mice have a CF phenotype 
The Hit and Run procedure resulted in mice which produce 
.1F508 CFTR mRNA with the predicted sequence (Figure 
48). The heterozygous h.FIN mice do not show significant 
abnomlalities in any of our assays. We therefore consider 
them phenotypically normal. 6.F/6.F mice show a pheno
type typical of CFTR dysfunction. including failure to 
grow to nomlal weight. histological abnomlalities in the 
intestine (Figure 5) and electrophysiological abnomlalities 
in nasal epithelium. gallbladder and intestine (Figures 6 
and 7). We did not observe lethal obstruction of the 
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Fig. 7. Representative Ussing chamber tracings from nonnal mice 
(upper tracings) and M'/~F mice (lower tracings) [i~ue. 
(a) GallbJaddus of M'1.dP mice had a reduced response 10 forskolin 
(for) ~ompared Vtith nonna! liUermates, wheteas peak responses to 
carbachol (el were similar. (b) Ilea of M'/AP mice had a reduced 
response to forskolin (for) compared with normal littennates. 
Responses to 30 roM glucose (g\u) and subsequent 0.2 mM phloridzin 
(p), activating and inhibiting the Na + {glucose transporter (Wright. 
1993) respe,;ti\'ely, were similar. Responses 10 carbachol (e) on 
average caused luminal depolarization and an im;rease in tissue 
resistance. (el Nasal epithelia of MIAI' mice had a higher ba..<al PD 
and an increased response to amiJoride (a) but did respond to a 
chloride gradient {from 153 to 10 mM CI-, chloride replaced gluconate 
(glc, 133 mM)j. w = wash. 

intestine in M'/AF mice. Meconium ileus, i.e. obstruction 
of the intestine, is diagnosed in only 10% of neonatal CF 
patients, and those patients show mucus obstruction in the 
crypts. Other CF patients do not show severe mucus 
accumulation but have distended glands and goblet cell 
hypertrophy similar to our M/.6.F mice (Thomaidis and 
Arey, 1963). Another typical feature of CF, progressi\'e 
lung inflammation accompanied by accumulation of 
viscous mucus (Boat et al., 1989), is not ohsen'ed in 
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either AF/.6..F or knock·out mice under nomlal conditions. 
However, it has been shown recently that CF mice, 
when challenged with lung pathogens, do show increased 
pathology compared with nornlal Iiltennates (Davidson 
ef af., 1995). It would therefore be interesting to subject the 
.6.F/6.F mice to a similar protocol. As many ahnonnalities in 
CF patients develop with age. further histological analysis 
will be done with mice older than those of 5-7 weeks 
which we used for this study. 

The virtual absence of lethal intestinal obstruction in 
.6..FJ.6..F mice differs from the cftr knock-out models 
described earlier. The laller were reported to ha\'e a 50-
90% mortality rate in the first 4 weeks, mainly due to 
intestinal obstructions (Snouwaert ef al., 1992; O'Neal 
et al., 1993; Ratcliff ef al., 1993). The cft,-mlllGU insertion 
mutant (Dorin et al., 1992) expresses low levels of nomlal 
CFIR (Dorin ef 01., 1994) and has a low mortality rate. 
This suggests that the mild phenotype of the AF/.6..F mice 
is related to the residual chloride penneability observed. 
However, mortality rates may grove a rather misleading 
parameter. The colony of cft,-ml am mice in the Rotterdam 
animal facility has a considerably lower mortality rote 
than reported «40% in the first 4 weeks versus 80% in 
the first 5 days, Ratcliff et 01., 1993). Apparently, the 
breeding conditions have a major impact on mortality 
rotes. The phenotypic effect of residual chloride penne· 
ability may be revealed by challenging knock-out and 
.6..F/.6.F mice with pathogens in parallel experiments. 

Res/dusl CFTR activity in ~F/~F mice 
The small but significant forskoJin response observed in 
ileum and gallbladder, and the response to a chloride 
gradient in the nasal epithelium (Figures 5 and 6) of the 
.6.F/f..F mouse might be due to residual .6..F508 CFTR 
activity. An alternative chloride channel (Clarke ef af., 
1994) seems a less plausible explanation since cft,-mlCM!I 
knock·out mice completely lack a forskolin response in 
the gallbladder (Table II) and intestine (fable n, Clarke 
et al., 1992; Cuthbert etal., 1994) and show no significant 
gluconate response in the nasal PD measurements (Table 
II). Ca2+ -activated chloride channels appear absent in the 
ileum, as the ileum does not respond to carbachol with a 
luminal hyperpolarization (Figure 7). Thus, the cAMP
induced activation of Ca2+ -dependent chloride channels 
as described in mouse trachea (Grubb ef 01., 1994b) seems 
not to occur in the ileum or the gallbladder. It is conceivable 
that the mouse M'508 CFTR is partially processed into 
mature .6.F508 CFTR protein reaching the plasma memo 
brane. At present, it is not known whether the same 
phenomenon occurs in CF patients. Residual intestinal 
chloride transport activity, observed in the minority of 
.6.F/.6.F patients, is correlated with mild disease (Veeze 
ef al., 1994). Since this has not yet been analyzed at the 
level of single chloride channels, this activity cannot be 
attributed unequivocally to CFIR. Further experiments 
should determine the channel characteristics of the mouse 
.6.F508 CFTR and the processing kinetics of .6.F508 CFTR 
in differentiated mouse epithelial cells. The mouse and 
human processing systems may differ with respect to the 
kinetics of their interactions with the .6..F508 CFTR protein, 
and the mouse .6..F508 CFIR may have different properties 
from the human M'508 fonn. The .6..F508 mouse model 
gives us an opportunity to study the CFTR processing 
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Table II. Responses to forskoHn or glu,onate of AFIM and cftrnlC."'--I_ mice (MID in mY) 

M'IIJ.F Controls p' -/- Controls p. P# 

Gluoonate: 

NDse -5.3 -S.3 M -25 -1.0 <0.001 M 

11 = 6 11=6 n = 11 n=1I 

ForskoHn: 

Gatlbladder -<l.2 -1.5 <0.001 0.0 -\.2 <0.001 <0.01 
n = 9 11 '" 6 n '" 6 11 = 10 

Inl<!>line -<l.5 -1.5 <0.001 0.05 <0.001 
11 = 13 n = 13 n = 6 

CDntrDI mice were heterozygDus and hOmDZygOUS wild· type littennates. Median values are given. with n indicating the number of uperiments. 
Mann-Whitney test: p. = P value CDmparing CF miu with littermates, and Pit = P value CDmparing IJ.FIIJ.F mice with -/- cftr"'lC .. ", "',,¢. ns, nDt 
significant. 

defect observed in a majority of CF patients in more detail 
and allows us to test novel approaches for therapy of 
CF in vivo, 

Materials and methods 

Embryonic stem cefts 
EI4 ES cells (3 gift of M.Hooper, Edinburgh) were cultured Dn 0.1% 
gelatine~Dated dishes in DMEM/60% BuffalD rat lI\"er~onditiDned 

medium/tO% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Smith and Hooper. 1987) 
supplemented with 1% nDn·essential aminD adds (GibeD BRL, Life 
Te.:hnDIDgies), 0.1 mM 2·mercaptoethanDI, antibiDtics and 1000 Ufml 
L1F (ESGRO, Gibeo BRL, Life TechnDIDgies) and passaged every 
2-3 days. 

Targeting constructs 
CFfR genomic DNA was dDned from 3 129/0la ).library (pro~'ided by 
G.GroweJd). A 2 kb EcoRl fragment cDntaining ewn 10 Df the cflr 
gene was mutatoo using standard site..dil\Xted mutagenesis technDIDgy 
tD introduce a &1'50& deletiDn and a Sspl restrktiDn site (AAT ATC ATC 
TIT = amino acids NIlF tD MT ArT AT ... T = amino acids Nil.). This 
fragment of the mDUSe cflr gene was enlarged to 5.1 I;b by insertion Df 
3 4 kb Nii! fragment between tbe Nsil site Df the EwRI fragment and 
the Pill site of the pBluescript \·e.:tDr (pESEN7). A casseUe with a 
thymidine kinase (fK) gene driven by a phosphoglycerate kinase 
promDter (PGKTK, a gift of N . ."an der Lugt, Amsterdam) and a neomycin 
gene dri\"en by a PGK promoter (PGKNeobpA, SDriano el of., 1991) 
was introduc«1 as a PGKTK-PGKNeo San fragment intD the X/wi site 
Df pESEN7, generating pESTN&F+ (Figure IA). This comtruct contains 
a unique Nill linearization site at 600 bp from the 6.F508 and a unique 
Sfil site at 1600 bp from the AF50S. The mutant e.,oo and surrounding 
sequences were checked by S«Juence analysis. 

Selection of integrlltlon mutanfs (Hit dones) 
EI4 ES cells (107) were eJectrDporated in PBS (Ca)+~ and Mglt ·free) 
with 5-10 ~g linearized plasmid in a ProgenetDr II. PG200, Hoefer Gene 
pulser at 350 Wcm, t200 ~F, 10 ms. SelectiDn was started at 300 ilgfml 
G418 (GibeD BRL, tife TechnDIDgies) the nnt day. GenDmic DNA Df 
G418·reshtant clDnes was digested as indicated, SDulhem blDtted and 
hybridized to probe A, a JlaelJl fragment upstream of the construct, to 
prDbe B, a lIindlll-NJil fragment starting from the s«ond lIindlII site 
in e:l:Dn 10 Dr tD probe C, a 8gnl-HindlU fragment ending Dn the fir>! 
HilldlIl site in e:l:Dn 10 (Figure 18). Targeted clones Hlit dones) with 
a nonnal kaJ)'otype were used for the ne:l:t step. 

Selection of TK revertants (Run clones) 
TD Dbtain independent 6F50S clDnes, a Hit dDne was grDwn Dn G418 
fDr three passages, followed by two passages Dn medium withDut 0418, 
on 10 different plates which were kept separate during the whDle 
procedure. To select fDr TK·negati~·e clones, the cells were plated at 
3Xlt:f cells per 10 cm dish and AAU (BristDI Myers, Squibb) was 
added at a cDncentratiDn Df 004 IlM fDr 10 days. CDlonies were picked 
at da)s 1-10 and transferred tD 24·well plates. FlAU·resistant dDnn 
deriYed frDm the same plate were nDt considered tD k independent. 
\\!hen wnHuent, a clone was divided into three parts, for testing 11.1.15 Df 
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G~[S resistance, for freuing and fDr DNA analysis. G-iIS·resistant 
clDnes were discarded. 

Generalion and screening of 9508 mice 
Bl3.Stoc),st injectiDn and re·implantatiDn were perfDnned as de!Cribed by 
Bradley (1981). Male chimeras were crDssed with FVB mice. DNA was 
iSDlated frDm tail segments (Laird e/ 0/., 1991) and analyud Dn SDuthern 
blots as described for the Run dDnes. 

Analysis of the I1F508 effere 
TD ch~k tbe corr~t transcriptiDn Df the IJ.F508 allele, intestinal RNA 
was isolated from AF/6F mke and cDntrDI mice with the LiClfurea 
method (Auffray and RDugeau, 1980). A PCR (30 cycles: 2 min 9·FC, 
2 min 47'C, 4 min 12'C) was carried Dut with primers MCFI and 
MCF4 located in e~Dn S and at the 3' end of UDn 10. A nested PCR 
was done with the ~ame C)"cJ~ parameters and with primers MCF2 and 
MCF4 located inside and adjacent tD the first primer pair. (5'-t3' 
sequence MCFI:gcagaaacaagagtataaag. MCF2: aatgaccacaggcataatc, 
MCF3: caacactCtlalatctgt, MCF4: ctg"glagttggcaag). Part of the product 
was digested with Sspl, which cuts the introduced Sspl site adjacent to 
the IJ.F508 mutatiDn, The PCR products deri~'ed from t.F/IJ.F mice and 
NfN mice were clDned and sequenced. 

Histological analysis of the I1F/I1F mice 
The AF508 mDuse strain has a 129/0laXFVBIN background and was 
kept in a pathDgen·free em·ironment. TIssues were fhed in 40% ethanol, 
5% HAC. 3.7% fDnnaldehyde, 45% saline pH 1.3, and paraffin sectiDns 
were stained with Aldum blue, haematDxyJin and eosin. 

Electrophys!ologlC6f llnlltysfs 
Gallbladder and ileum were mDunted in an U!$illg chamber. under Dpen 
circuit conditions. E.lperiments were perfDrmed at 31"C. The electrkal 
resistance of the epithelium was measured at interYals by the "DlIage 
deHection fDIIDwing a calibrated current pulse. The basic perfusiDn 
SDlutiDns fDr gallbladder and ileum consisted Df(mM): 105 NaCI,4.1 KCI, 
t.3 CaCll• 1.0 MgCI1, 20.2 NaHCO), 004 NaH1PO~, 0.3 NalHPO~. 10 
HEPES, ssmrated with 95% 0 1 and 5% CO2, pH 704. TD the serosal 
side Df the ileum, 5 mM glucose was added. Nasal PO measurements 
were perfDrmed in \"iro essentially as de!Cribed by Grubb el 01. (t99~b). 
Data were cDrrected fDr liquid junctiDn potentials. The basic perfusiou 
sDlution consisted of (mM): 133 NaCI, 5 KCI, 1.5 CaCI}, I MgCI1, 
0.4 NaH1P04, 0.3 Na1HP04• 5.5 glucDse and 5 mM HEPES pIl.1.4, 37T. 
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Abstract 
The most prevalent mutation (aF508) in cystic fibrosis patients inhibits 
maturation and transfer to the plasma membrane of the Illutant cystic fibrosis 
transmembrane condnctance regulator (CFfR), We have analysed the proper
ties of a aF508 CFTR mouse model, which we described recently, We show 
that the mRNA levels of mutant CFfR arc normal in all tissues examined. 
Therefore the ,'educed mRNA levels reported in two simila,' models may be 
related to their intronic transcription units. Maturation of mutant CFTR was 
greatly reduced in freshly excised oviduct, compared to normal. Accumulation 
of mutant CFTR antigen in the apical region of jejunum crypt entreroeytes 
was not observed, in contrast to normal mice. In cultured gallbladdel' epitheli
al cells from aF508 mice, CFTR chloride channel activity could be detected at 
only two percent of the normal frequency. However, in mutant cells that were 
gI'O\\'1l at reduced temperature the channel frequency increased to ovcr sixteen 
percent of the normal level at that temperature, The biophysical characteris
tics of the lIlutant channel were not significantly different from normal. In 
homozygous aFS08 mice we did not obsenoe a significant effect of genetic 
background on the level of residual chloride channel activity, as determined by 
the size of the forskolin response in Ussing chamber experiments. Our data 
show that, like its humau homologue, mouse aF508-CFfR is a temperature 
sensitive processing mutant. The aF508 mouse is therefore a valid ill vivo 
model of human aFS08-CFTR. It may help us to elucidate the processing 
pathways of complex membrane proteins. Moreover', it may facilitate the 
discovery of new approaches towards therapy of CF. 

Introduction, 
Cystic Fibrosis is the most common lethal genetic disease in the caucasian 
population I,', It is caused by mutations in the gene encoding the Cystic Fibrosis 
Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR) 3, CFTR is a cAMP regulated 
chloride channel, which is expressed in the apical membrane of many epithelia. 
The most common mutation in CF patients is a deletion of a phenylalanine at 
position S08 (t.FS08) '. This mutation affects correct processing of the protein to 
its mature, fully glycosylated form 5", The t.FS08 form of CFTR is retained in the 
endoplasmic reticulum and degraded, and does not reach the apical plasma 
membrane 7,8, However, t.FS08-CFTR can function as a cAMP regulated chloride 
channel, both in the endoplasmic reticulum 9 and when expressed on the apical 
plasma membrane. The latter occurs when .6.F508~CFTR expressing cells are 
cultured at low temperatures 10 and when Vaccinia expression vectors are used II. 

Cells cultured at lower temperatures, Sf9 insect cells 12 and Xenopus Docytes \3, 

also express functional t.FS08-CFTR on the plasma membrane when transduced 
with a t.FS08-CFTR expression vector. The clinical significance of this observation 
is that it may lead to a new approach towards the therapy of CF based on relieving 
the processing defect. In an attempt to facilitate research in this field we have 
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recently reported the generation of a mouse model with the L'lF50S-CFTR mutation 
using the 'hit and run' mutagenesis procedure 14, In this model the intron structure 
is not disturbed in contrast to two similar models presented 15, \6, In our previous 
studies we demonstrated severely reduced chloride permeability in several epitheli
al tissues, confirming a CF phenotype. However, in Ussing chamber experiments 
with intact gall bladder and intestinal tissue fi'ol11 mutant mice we observed a small 
residual cAMP regulated chloride secretion, possibly due to the presence of some 
functional L'lF50S-CFTR ". Our present study shows that the mouse L'lF50S-CFTR 
is not processed efficiently to the fully glycosylated form in vivo. However, the 
mutant protein is expressed as functional chloride channels in the plasma mem
brane of cells cultured at reduced temperature. Furthermore, we could show that 
the electrophysiological characteristics of the mouse L'lF50S-CFTR channels were 
indistinguishable from normal. 

Methods. 
Anbnals. All animal experiments were performed according to the guidelines issued 
by the Dutch government concerning animal care. Mice with the L'lF50S mutation 
were described by Van Doorninck ot al. ". Mice with a targeted disruption in the 
CFTR gene (cftr'"I"m knockout mice, CF-I-) resulting in complete loss of function 
were obtained from Dr Ratcliff et al. 17. All animals were bred under pathogen-free 
conditions in our transgenic unit. The genotype of each individual animal was 
tested by Southern blotting of tail DNA. The CF-I- animals in our facility display 
less severe runting and lower mortality due to intestinal obstruction as reported for 
the Cambridge colony, which may be due to breeding conditions. All physiological 
parameters measured, nasal PD's, intestinal and gall bladder PD measurements 14 

(Peters, submitted) confirmed the CF-/- phenotype of these animals. The animals 
used for the experiments reported here were 5-6 weeks old, without obvious signs 
of disease or discomfort, with an average weight of 23± 3 g. All experiments 
involving L'lF508 mice were performed with the strain in 129/FVB genetic 
background 14 llsing littermates as control in parallel experiments. The experiments 
presented in figure 7 were performed with three different L'lF50S CFTR mouse 
colonies as described in text. 
Qualltitative peR allalysis. Two mouse specific oligonucleotides MCF2 (5'
AATGACCACAGGCATAATC-3'), and MCF3 (5'
CAACACTCTTATATCTGTAC-3') were synthesized. The sequences are localized 
in exons S and 10 respectively and generate a mouse CFTR mRNA specific 403 bp 
fragment in RT-PCR analysis. Total RNA was isolated by extraction of various 
mouse tissues or cultured cells in guanidine isothiocyanate and centrifugation 
through a 5.2 mol/l CsCI step-gradient. TIle RNA was reversed transcribed to 
cDNA by adding 10 units Avian myoblastoma virus reverse transcriptase (AM V -
RT) in 20 f" cDNA buffer (7 fIg heat denatured RNA, O.S flmol/l antisense 
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oligonucleotide primer MCF3, 10-3 molll dNTP's, 0.05 molll KCI, 0.02 molll Tris
HCI pH S.4, 0.0025 molll MgCI" 0.1 gil bovine seHlm albumin and 20 Units of 
RNasin) for one hour at 37"C. The 50 f" PCR assay contained 0.3.10" molll sense 
and antisense oligonucleotide primer (MCF2 and MCF3, 0.2.10-3 molll dNTP's, 4 
fll eDNA mix, 0.05 molll KCI, 0.02 molll Tris-HCI ph S.4, 2.5.10-3 molll MgCI" 
and 0.1 gil bovine senun albumin. After denaturing at 94'C, 5 units Taq polymer
ase was added at 72'e. Standard cycling program: 30 cycles of denaturation for 2 
minutes at 93°C, primer annealing for 2 minutes at 47°C, and elongation for 4 
minutes at 72'C. Aldolase A oligonucleotide primers, which amplify a 442 bp 
eDNA fragment, were as in Bremer et al. ". To check the quality of the RNA and 
the PCR procedure, the amplification of aldolase A sequences was done in parallel, 
under the same conditions as described above for CFTR. PCR products were 
separated on a 1.5% agarose gel . For quantitative analysis of the PCR reaction, 
equal amounts of total RNA isolated from different tissues were subjected to an 
RT-PCR protocol in parallel incubations. Aliquots were withdrawn at regular 
intervals from the PCR and subjected to Southern blotting. Radioactivity was 
measured with a Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics). 
Trestel'll biot analysis of oviduct. Female mice of different phenotypes were 
anaesthetized with ether. The lower abdomen was opened and the oviducts were 
dissected. Following rapid excision the oviducts from one mouse were pooled and 
immediately solubilized by vortexing followed by brief sonication in 30 fll of 
modified Laemmli sample buffer (Tris-HCI 0.06 molll, 2% (w/v) SDS, 15% (w/v) 
Glycerol, 2% (v/v) B-mercaptoethanol, 0.05 gil leupeptin, 0.05 gil soybean trypsin 
inhibitor, 0.03 gil phosphoramidon, 104 molll Pefabloe (Boehringer, Mannheim), 
10-3 molll benzamidine, 0.1% (w/v) bromophenol-blue, pH 6.S). The samples were 
incubated for ten minutes at 37'C and centrifuged (2 min, SOOO g). Samples of the 
supernatants (10 pi, containing about 20 fIg protein) were separated on 6 % 
poly-acrylamide slabgels using a Bio-Rad Miniprotean apparatus. Proteins were 
subsequently electroblotted onto nitrocellulose paper (0.1 fun pore size, Schleicher 
and Schuell) in 0.025 molll Tris, 0.192 mol/l Glycine, 20 % (v/v) methanol. The 
blots were then incubated overnight at 4'C with 0.02 mol/l Tris-HCI, 0.5 mol/l 
NaCI, 0.05% (w/v) Tween20 (TIBS), followed by an overnight incubation at 4'C 
with a I :3000 dilution of affinity purified antibody R3195 in TIBS. The blots 
were washed three times in TIBS, incubated with peroxidase conjugated anti-rabbit 
IgG (Tago, Burlingame; I :3000 in TIBS for 2 Ill'S), and washed four times with 
TTBS. Peroxidase activity was detected with bioluminescence reagents (Amersham, 
Braunschweig) on X-ray film. The rabbit polyclonal antibody R3195 was devel
oped against the 13 aminoacid C-tenninal peptide sequence of rodent CFTR, 
conjugated to bovine thyroglobulin. The antibody was affinity-purified on a 
peptide-epoxide activated Sepharose columu, eluted with 4.9 moll I MgCI" dialysed 
and concentrated. 
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Immunocytochemistry. Non-fasted mice were killed after inhalation anaesthesia, 
Intestinal tissues were quickly removed and frozen in OCT embedding medium 
(Miles Lab., Elkbardt, In.) using liquid nitrogen cooled 2-methylbutane. 
Cryosections (5 fun) were fixed with 3 % (w/v) parafollnaldehyde (10 min.) and 
methanol (20 min), washed with phosphate buffered saline supplemented with 1% 
bovine serum albumin and protease inhibitors before incubation with the anti 
CFTR antibody R3195 (1/500). Antibody labelling was detected with FITC 
conjugated anti-rabbit F(ab)2 fragments (Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany). 
Gall bladder epithelial cell cllllllre. Gall bladders were removed from the animal. 
After the bile was washed out with RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 100 
Vlml penicillin, 0.1 gil streptomycin, and 0.02 molll Hepes pH 7.2, the gallblad
ders were cut into small pieces and embedded in I mm collagen gels (Sigma, Calf 
skin type I). The explant cultures were incubated at 37°C in a humidified 10% 
CO/air mixture in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented 
with 100 Vlml penicillin, 0.1 gil streptomycin, 0.002 molll glutamine, and 10% 
fetal calf serum. Mouse gall bladder epithelial cells could be cultured for up to 3 
weeks, with medium changes every 2-3 days. 
Patch clamp analysis. Patch clamp experiments, data sampling and analysis were 
performed as previously described 19. Patch pipe!!es, borosilicate glass (Clark 
GCI50-TF) were pulled to a resistance of 3-8 MOhm. Excised patches were 
transferred to a solution exchange compartment 19. This allowed us to add various 
substrates (ATP, protein kinase A) and to change the buffer composition to a 1-, F-, 
N03-, Br-, or gluconate buffer. Pipette (external) and bath (internal) solutions 
contained (molll) 0.14 NaCI, 5.10-3KCI, 1.2.10-3 MgCI" 0.15. 10-3 CaCI" 10-) 
EGTA and 5.10-) Hepes. Final Ca'+ concentration was 10.8 M, pH 7.4. Low 
chloride buffer was identical except that it contained 0.14 molll Na-gluconate 
instead of NaC!, except for the low chloride pipet buffer used to analyse normal 
mouse CFTR. This buffer contained (mol/l) 0.140 N-methyl-d-glucamine 
(NMDG), 5.10-3 CaCI" 2.10-3 MgCI, , 10-2 Hepes and 0.1 D-Aspmtic acid adjusted 
to pH 7.2, final chloride concentration 49.10.3

• High (0.427 moll I) chloride buffers 
contained 0.420 molll NaCI. In other buffers 0.140 molll NaCI was replaced with 
either Nal, NaBr, NaN03, NaF, or Na-Gluconate, all 0.140 molii. All experiments 
were performed at 37"C. A List LM-EPC 7 (Darmstadt, Germany) amplifier was 
used for current amplification and voltage clamping. Data were digitalized (Sony 
PCM-FI) and stored on videotape. For analysis, data were filtered at 50 Hz, 
sample frequency 100 Hz, and transferred to a personal computer (Tulip 386sx). 
Pipe!!e potential refers to the voltage applied to the pipette interior with respect to 
the (grounded) bath. Positive (upward) currents represent negative charge flowing 
out of the pipette. VI_O was corrected for the liquid junction potential. Experiments 
presented in figure 6 were performed blinded with respect to the genotype of the 
cells under study. 
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Ussing chamber experiments. Mouse gallbladder and caecum were mounted in an 
Ussing chamber, basal electric potential and responses to forskolin (10-' mol/l) 
were determined as described by van Doorninck et al. 14 

Statistical analysis. Significance analysis was tested with linear regression analysis 
for the current-voltage data presented in figure 5, and with a Student's t-test 
(unequal variance) for the channel frequency determination (figure 6) 

Results. 
!J.F508 lIIice 17m'e 1101'11101 CFTR IIIRNA levels. 111e !J.F508 mouse model from our 
laboratory was generated by the 'hit and run' procedure. With this method the 
mutation is introduced in an otherwise normal mouse eftr gene. Therefore, CFTR 
mRNA transcription and processing rates are expected to be normal. This is 
particularly important as low "'F508-CFTR mRNA levels were reported in tissues 
of two other "'F508-CFTR mouse models which were made while introducing a 
selectable marker in the intron stl11cture 15,16, In order to investigate this we have 
performed quantitative RT-PCR analysis with RNA isolated from heterozygous and 
homozygous !J.F508 mice. As controls we have used normal littermates and 
homozygous cfir knockout mice ". 111e PCR product from the mutant allele 
contains an Ssp/ restriction site which is not present in the wild type allele 14. This 
aUowed us to accurately determine the ratio of normal and mutant CrTR mRNA in 
a single PCR experiment with RNA from a heterozygous animal. With this 
approach we can rule out variations introduced by differences in reaction condi
tions and quality of RNA preparations. Our data show that the steady state levels 
of normal and !J.F508-CFTR mRNA arc virtually identical in different regions of 
the intestine and in salivary gland (Fig I A-C). Therefore, the mutation that we 
have introduced does not significantly affect mRNA synthesis processing or 
stability in epithelial tissues. In experiments with RNA isolated from homozygous 
animals !J.F508-CFTR, mRNA levels did not differ Significantly from normal 
values (Fig I D-F). This confirms that also in homozygous deficient animals 
expression of the gene in these tissues is not reduced. 
Abllol'lIIal processillg of 6.F508-CFTR ill 1II0l/se ovidl/ct. Western blot analysis 
(N~3) of mouse CFTR from normal oviduct (Fig 2, +1+) showed the characteristic 
pattern as observed for human CFTR, a core-glycosylated form (band B) and forms 
containing complex N-linked oligosaccharides (band C) J, In oviduct from a mOllse 
with a complete loss of function mutation (Fig 2, -1-) 17 these bands were not 
observed. Oviduct from a homozygous !J.F508 mouse (Fig 2, !J.F/"'F) produced a 
prominent band B and some band C antigen. The ratio of B over C is increased 
over fifty fold compared to the normal ratio as estimated by scanning the original 
radiograph_ This strongly suggests that processing and subsequent glycosylation of 
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Figure 1. Quantitative analysis of CFTR mRNA expression. Total RNA from nonnal and 
mutant mice was isolated from different tissues and subjected to RT-PCR analysis in parallel 
experiments as described. Specific primers in mOllse eftr exons 8 and 10 yielded a 403 bp 
fragment, which contained an Ssp! site only when the product was initiated on a L'lFS08-
CFTR mRNA l~. Samples collected at different cycle intervals were subjected to Southem 
blol1ing using lhe labellcd 403 bp fragmenl as a probe. Data shown hcre represent the 
amount of radioactivity per band in arbitrary units. Data from different panels arc lIot 

corrected for differences in blotting efi1ciency, peR products from heterozygous mice (dF/+) 
were digested with Ssp! before Southcll1 analysis (A·C). Data indicate the amount of PCR 
product trom the nonnal allele (403 bp, G-ID) and from the ilF508 allele (359 bp, A-A) 
when RNA was isolated from salivary gland (A), caecum (8) and jejunum (C) of heterozy
gous mice. peR products from homozygous nonnal ( •.• ) and homozygous tlF508 mice 
( ....... ) were compared in parallel, using RNA isolated from salivary gland (D), caecum (E) 
and jejunum (F). The data show that there is no significant diffcrcnce in the levels of mutant 
and nonnal CFTR mRNA. RNA from CFTR knockout mice 17 did not produce a PCR 
product in a parallel experimcnt whereas the aldolase primers produced comparable amounts 
of PCR product in all samples tested (not shown), 

mouse ilF508 CFTR is severely affected in this tissue, as dcscribed previously for 
the human form of L'>F508 CFTR 5.6. Gallbladder, pancreas and intestine did not 
give reproducible data with this tcchnique. 
Mouse L'>F508-CFTR is 110t efficiently transported to the apical membrane. Immu
nocytochemical detection of CFTR antigen in normal jejunal crypt shows intense 
staining of the apical region of all elypts (N~7, Fig 3 A,B and E, F). This is in 
accordance with immunocytochemical localization studies published previously for 
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+/+ 
Figure 2. CFTR in mouse oviduct. 
Oviduct from nannal (+1+), homozy
gous l>F508 (1lIl», and CFTR deficient 
(-1-) mice were subjected to Western 
blot analysis as described in the meth
ods section. C indicates the fully 
glycosylated foml of mouse CFTR 
antigen, B indicates the core
glycosylutcd precursor. The data show 
that l>F508-CFTR is not gJ)'cos)'Jated 
to the same extent as the nannal fonn. 

human intestine 20 . In jejunal 
crypts from mice with a loss of 
function mutation 17, no CFTR
specific apical staining is observed 
(N~6, Fig 3 C,D). TIlis confirms 
the specificity of the staining. Jeju
num crypts of homozygous l>FS08 
mice generally showed no clear 
apical CFTR antigen (N~6, Fig 3 
G,H). In some preparations (three 
out of six) a diffuse cytoplasmic 
stain was observed in the epithelial 
Clypt cells. TIle immunocytochemi-

. cal method used here is I characterised by nn inherently r nonlinear relationship between 
signal intensity and local antigen 
density. Moreover the absolute 

level of staining intensity varies per experiment. Therefore we can neither 
quantitate the level of correct processing nor the level of antigen expression in 
homozygous l>FS08 mice with any accuracy. The data presented show that despite 
the normal CFTR mRNA levels in l>FIl>F mice (Fig I) the amount of apical CFTR 
antigen in the jejunum crypt is greatly reduced. This is in agreement with our 
functional studies in intestinal tissue of mouse 14 and human 21 l>FS08-CFTR 
mutants. Moreover, it is in agreement with immunocytochemical studies in ainvay 
cells 22 and in cell culture. 2) Other tissues that we have tested for CFTR specific 
staining with this method (gallbladder, cystic duct, pancreas) did not show consis
tent specific staining above background signals observed in tissues from knockout 
mice. 
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Figure 3. CFTR in mouse jejunuIll. Immunocytochemical detection of CFTR antigen in 
jejunal crypts from nannal (A~B, +1+ cfirm1c.llll colony; E-F, +/+ ~F508cftr colony), CFTR 
deficient (-1- cftrmlc.lffi) mice (C-D), and homozygous ~F508 mice (G-H), and was per
formed as described in the methods section, using a polyclonal antibody against the murine 
CFTR carboxytenninal. Nanna! crypts show intense staining of the apical region of the 
epithelial cells. This is not observed with crypts from CFTR -1- mice or in ~F/t;F mice. 

Palch clalllp analysis of 1II0llse !1F508-CFTR. CFTR mRNA is expressed in mouse 
gallbladder epithelial cells, both in sitll and in primary cuitme (Peters, Americ. J. 
Phys., in press, chapter VIII). We have determined the number and properties of 
normal and t.FSOS-CFTR chloride channels by patch clamp analysis of mouse 
gallbladder epithelial cells in primary culture. In excised membrane patches from 
unstimulated normal (+1+ and +1t.F) cells, a linear S.I ± 0.1 pS (SE) could be 
activated by the addition of protein kinase A in the presence of ATP (Fig 4A). In 
cell attached membrane patches of forskolin-stimulated normal cells channels were 
observed at an average of 27.6 ± 16.S (SEM) per patch (Fig 6A). Excision of the 
membrane inactivated the channel but it could be reopened by addition of ATP 
(Fig 4B). Considering the resemblance with human CFTR J we conclude that these 
linear chloride channels represent nonnal mouse CFTR. The only difference 
observed between mouse and human CFTR is the lower conductance of the 
channel (human CFTR S.O ± 0.6 pS). J In homozygous mutant cells cultured at 
37'C the number of functional CFTR channels per patch is about I % of normal 
(+1+ and +/I'IF, P<0.02) (Fig 6), but not zero. TIlese data confirm our conclusion 
that the expression of CFTR activity on the plasma membrane of homozygous 
mutant cells is greatly reduced but not completely absent. 14 

In cells expressing human I'IFSOS-CFTR an increase of apical channel activity has 
been observed when cells were grown at reduced temperature, which is associated 
with a conversion of core- to complex chain glycosylation and increased apical 
localisation of t.FSOS-CFTR. 10 In normal (+1+) and heterozygote (I'IF/+) mouse gall 
bladder cells grown at 27°C for 3-7 days we observed a twofold decrease in CFTR 
channel frequency compared to 37"C (Fig 6). In contrast, t.F/I'IF cells cultured at 
27'C show a considerable increase in I'IFSOS-CFTR channel frequency compared to 
cells cultured at 37°C (P<O.OS). The average number of channels per patch was 16 
% of the average observed in normal cells cultured at 27°C (Fig 6). The high 
frequency at which the I'IFSOS-CFTR channel was observed in cells cultured at 
lower temperatures enabled us to study its properties in detail. I'IFSOS-CFTR could 
be observed in cell attached patches after addition of forskolin. The channel 
became silent upon excision but could be reactivated by the addition of A TP (Fig 4 
0). Excised membrane patches from unstimulated I'IF/I'IF cells were silent, but 
CFTR-Iike channel activity was observed by the addition of protein kinase A plus 
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Figure 4. Characterisation of normal and AF508 CFTR chloride channel activity. 
Current tracings of CFTR activity in excised patches from oaonal (A,B) and ~F508 (C,D) 
mouse gallbladder epithelial cells cultured at 27' C. Unstimulated excised, inside·ollt patches 
from cultured gallbladder epithelial cells generally showed no channel activity. Upon a short 
incubation with the catalytic subunit of protein kinase A (cAK, 2 mU/ml) in the presence of 
2.10'3 moll) ATP, a low conductance channel was observed in both normal and AF508 cells 
(A resp. C). Active patches of forskolin stimulated cells became silent upon excision (B and 
D, -ATP), but could be reactivated by the addition of 2.10-3 molll ATP alone both in nomlal 
(13) and IIF508 CHR (D, +ATP). E: current tracings al different holding polenliaIs from 
nomlaI (left tracings) and IIF508 CHR (right tracings). Holding potcntiaI was +40 mV scale 
bar as indicated, except for C where the holding potential was + 60 mY, scale bar 4 sec, 1.5 
pA. 

A TP (Fig 4 C). TIlese data show that mouse i'lF508-CFTR has a normal protein 
kinase and ATP regulation. Mouse i'lF508-CFTR is a linear 4.9 ± O. I pS chloride 
channel, similar to nonnal mouse CFTR, 5. I ± 0.1 (SE) (Fig 5, A-B). Lowering or 
increasing the chloride concentration in the bath results in a shift in the reversal 
potential (VI~)' indicative for anion selectivity (Fig 5, A-B). The relative cation to 
anion permeability, P"/PCI~0.14 and 0.16 for normal and i'lF508-CFTR respective
ly (calculated from the least permeant anion, i.e. r-). When chloride was substilut-
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Figure S. Current-Voltage charActeristics and relative anion pel"lllcability of normal 
and .6.F508 mOllse CFTR. CliITent~Voltage relationships of nannal (A and C) and 6FS08-
CFTR (B and D). At equal pipet and bath chloride concentrations (._., 0.150 molll) both 
nannal and 6FS08-CFTR show a linear conductance of 5.1 ± 0. I resp. 4.9 ± 0.1 pS. A shift 
in the reversal potential (VI=!) expected for a chloride channel was observed when bath 
chloride concentration was higher ( ... - ... ) or lower (T-T) than the pipet concentration (A, B). 
By replacing chloride in the bath with other anions as indicated (C, D), the relative ion 
selectivity was detemlined as N03">Br">CI-»gluconate>F- for both nonnal (C) and d.FS08-
CFTR (D). Iodine has a high aflinity but low penneability in both nonnal and LlF508-CFTR, 
as in human CFTR. 

ed for other monovalent anions the relative permeability was determined as NO,
>Br->Cl-»gluconate>F' for both normal (Fig SC) and I'iFS08-CFTR (Fig SD). 
Iodine had a high affinity but low permeability for both normal and I'iFS08-CFTR 
(Fig SC and D) which is a characteristic for CFTR. 3 The open probability (Po) of 
I'iFS08-CFTR (0.33 ± 0.04) is comparable to normal mOllse CFTR (0.3S ± 0.04) 
(n~S, values ± SE, excised patches from forskolin activated cells in the presence of 
A TP). The Po of both normal and mutant CFTR was voltage independent. 
Channel 'flickering', i.e. the number of closing events during a period of activa-
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tion, also did not differ significantly between LlF/LlF (3.99 ± 0.70 s", n~12) and 
normal (+1+) cells (3.23 ± 0.55 ,', n~7 patches, ±SE). We conclude that, similar to 
human LlF508-CFTR, trafficking of the mouse LlF508-CFTR to the plasma 
membrane is greatly increased at reduced temperature. Moreover, the biophysical 
properties of the mouse LlF508-CFTR channel do not differ significantly from the 
wild type form. 
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Figure 6. CFTR chloride channels in gall bladder plasma membrane. 
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CFTR channel activity on plasma membrane of cultured gallbladder epithelial cells was 
recorded with patch clamp analysis as described. Cells were cultured either at 37° (left panel) 
or at 27° (right panel) for 3M ? days prior to analysis. Forskolin stimulated cells were recorded 
for two minutes in the on cell patch clamp configuration, followed by a onc to ten minute 
recording in the excised patch configuration in the presence of 2 mM ATP. CFTR channel 
frequency was calculated from the equitation n=lj(I\*Po) where n is the calculated number 
of levels, 1'1 is the average current in the patch, 1\ is the current of one channel at holding 
potential, and Po is the open probability. When 4 or less levels of activity were observed in 
the patch the equitation was not used, in these cases the number of channels correspond 
directly to the numbcr of current levels observed. Patches which showed no CFTR activity 
were scorcd as zero. Cells were obtained from parallel cultures of IittelTIlates. .: homozy· 
gous mutant, AF/AF (cells from 3 mice at 37() and 8 mice at 27°); ... : heterozygous mutant 
+/t'lF (3 and 4 mice); T: homozygous nonnal +1+ mice (2 and 1 mouse). 
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Inefficient processing of IIIOllse 1;.F508 CFTR is observed in different genetic 
backgrollnds. The most sensitive available measure of apical CFTR activity is 
probably the steady state response to forskolin in Ussing chamber experiments. 
Using this method, we have previously shown low but significant residual "'FS08-
CFTR activity in different tissues of homozygous "'FS08 mice when compared to 
cfirmk1m knockout mice that showed no activity,I4 Next, we studied whether genetic 
background influences the level of "'FS08-CFTR processing. The 129*FVB and 
129*CS7B1/6 "'F strains were obtained by introduction of the original mutant 
clone (129/0Ia) in FVB and CS7BLl6 blastocysts respectively, "'F/+ (l29*FVB) 
mice were crossed with cfirm!"m knockout mice (KO) that are 129*CS7BLl6. The 
forskolin response of gallbladder and caecum of these different "'F mouse strains 
was monitored in Ussing chamber experiments. For all strains the forskolin 
response was equally reduced in homozygous "'F/"'F and in "'F/- mice (Fig 7). All 
individual measurements from i'\F mutant mice are in the same range with only one 
exception observed sofar (Fig 7). The data show no evidence for dominant alleles 
in either the I 29/01a, FVB or CS7BLl6 inbred genetic backgrounds that 
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Figure 7. Forskolin responses in homozygous .6.F/.6.F mice gallbladder and caecum in 
mice strains with different genetic backgrounds. Gallbladder (A) and caecum (B) of mice 
from /1F508 CFTR strains with different genetic backgrounds were mounted in the Ussing 
chamber and monitored for their electrical response to forskolin (APD, 111 V). 129/FVB and 
!291B16 were obtained by blastocyst injection and crossing into FVB and C57BLl6 type 
animals. 129/FVB/B16 was obtained by crossing AF/+ (I 29/FVB) with +/M ct'trmIC;Ull 
(129/C57BL6) .• : +1+, +It, and +1- mice; ': t,FIt,F mice; + t,P/- mice. 
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significantly increase or reduce the level of t-FS08-CFTR processing. However, 
one homozygous t-Flt-F mouse in a 129*FVB background did show a response to 
forskolin in the normal range using gallbladder (Fig 7 A,) and ileum (not shown). 
Therefore, more complex relationships involving several genetic loci can not yet be 
excluded and require fUliher study. 

Discussion. 
CFTR mRNA expression is normal in mutant mice. 
Using the 'hit and run' procedure, we have generated a t-FS08-CFTR mouse model 
without modifying the intron structme of the CFTR gene ". Our quantitative PCR 
data show that in heterozygotes the expression levels of normal and mutant alleles 
are comparable in intestine and salivary gland. Also in homozygote normal and 
mutant mice the expression levels are not significantly different. In two other 
~FS08-CFTR mouse models created by homologous recombination, low CFTR 
mRNA levels were reported in salivary glands and intestine 15.16. In these models 
an expression cassette encoding a selectable marker was introduced into the 
flanking intron, in addition to the t-FS08 mutation in exon 10. Comparison with 
our data suggests that the presence of this transcription unit affects the CFTR 
mRNA levels by interfering with RNA polymerase activity or RNA processing. 
Maturation of mouse IJ.F508-CFTR is abnormal. Immullochemical analysis of 
CFTR expression in intact mouse tissues is difficult with the available antisera. 
This can be attributed in part to relatively low expression levels as in gallbladder 
tissue (Peters et al submitted) and to proteolytic activity, especially in intestinal 
tissue (De Jonge, unpublished data). This limits the scope of our investigations to 
tissues that give consistent and reproducible data. We were able to make reproduc
ible western blots of total oviducts from normal and mutant mice with a purified 
antibody raised against the carboxy terminus of rodent CFTR (Fig 2). TIle data 
show that CFTR antigen is produced in both normal (+1+) and mutant (t-F/t-F) 
mice, but not in CFTR deficient (·1-) mice. However, the proportion of matme, 
fully glycosylated CFTR is severely reduced in homozygous mutant. We conclude 
that the t-FS08 mutation in the mouse CFTR protein results in a processing defect 
similar to that observed with human t-FS08-CFTR. The available evidence suggests 
that transfer to the Golgi system and subsequent full glycosylation of the human 
mutant protein does not occur, because proper chaperon in-dependent folding is 
arrested in the endoplasmic reticulum 7.8. 10. With the same antibody as used for 
western blot analysis, we could show specific staining of the apical region of 
normal mouse jejunum crypt epithelial cells (Fig 3A-B, E,F). Specificity of the 
staining was verified with serum preabsorbed with the antigenic peptide (not 
shown) and jejunum of CFTR-deficient mice (Fig 3, C-D). This is in agreement 
with localisation studies in human intestine 20 and rat. 24 In jejunum Cl)'pts of mice 
homozygous for the t-FS08 mutation we did not observe a preferential staining of 
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the apical region. Most crypts seemed devoid of specific staining. However, with 
this method we cannot rule out that cytoplasmic CFTR is present (note that also in 
control cells no specific cytoplasmic staining above background can be seen Fig 3). 
In several preparations some crypts did stain more intensely than background but 
the signal was not concentrated to the apical region as in normal crypts. These 
observations are in agreement with a processing defect of mouse tlFS08-CFTR that 
prevents translocation of the protein to the apical region. 
Telllperatllre dependent apical targeting of tlF508-CFTR. Airway cells of tlF508 
mutant mice in primmy culture have increased cAMP-induced chloride conduc
tance when cultured at reduced temperature 16. We were unable to detect CFTR 
chloride channel activity in primary airway cells using patch clamp single channel 
analysis (French, unpublished data). In contrast, cultured mouse gall bladder cells 
provide a convenient system for the study of CFTR with this method. This allowed 
us to show that the actual frequency of active mutant CFTR molecules at the 
plasma membrane is increased by incubation of the gallbladder cells at low 
temperature. In homozygous mutant cells cultured at 37°C few CFTR channels 
were observed, i.e. I % of the normal level at this temperature (Fig 6). The 
expression of tlF508-CFTR channels increased to 16 % of Hormal levels when 
cells fi'om homozygous mutants were grown at 27°C (Fig 6). A similar behaviour 
was observed with human tlF508-CFTR. 10 

Cllannel activit)' of tlF508-CFTR. TIle channel conductance and anion selectivity of 
mouse tlF508-CFTR is in our analysis indistinguishable from normal mouse CFTR 
(Fig 4). In addition, the open probability (Po) and number of closing events during 
a burst of activity of tlF508-CFTR are normal. Studies of human tlF508-CFTR are 
inconsistent at this point as two groups reported normal conductance but reduced 
Po for human Ll.FS08-CFTR 10, II whereas others claimed a normal conductance and 
Po. 2S Since the activity of the CFTR chloride channel depends on a number of 
parameters in particular the state of phosphorylation of the protein, the reported 
difference in relative Po may result fi'om differences in experimental conditions. 
Residllal activity of tlF508-CFTR. Both Ussing chamber experiments 14 (Fig 7), 
and patch clamp analysis (Fig 6) in our model indicated a low but significant level 
of apical activity of mouse tlFS08-CFTR at physiological temperature. This is 
confirmed by the western blot analysis (Fig 2), which shows a low level of fully 
glycosylated CFTR. Interestingly, a minority of human tlF508 CFTR homozygotes 
possess a small residual intestinal chloride permeability, which correlates with a 
relatively mild clinical status 21. Unpublished data showed that in some, but not all, 
cases this activity is insensitive to the channel blocker DIDS (H. Veeze pers. 
COIIIIIIIlII.). This would suggest that in these cases the residual activity is due to 
tlFS08-CFTR. It is possible therefore, that a significant level of correct processing 
is also present in a subgroup of human tlFS08 CFTR homozygotes. Immunocyto
chemical analysis of airway cells fi'om tlF508 CFTR patients seem to confirm this 
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26. It will be of great interest to analyze the genetic and environmental factors 
which contribute to this phenomenon. Our current data indicate that the level of 
mutant CFTR activity, as determined by Ussing chamber experiments, is quite 
constant in the different genetic backgrounds tested (Fig 7). The one exception to 
this rule we found sofaI' is intriguing, but extensive further studies are required to 
establish a genetic basis for this effect. The level of tlFS08-CFTR processing could 
differ in various tissues and small variations in apical activity levels could have 
profound effects on pathology. Our electrophysiological data, supported by 
ill1ll1unochell1ical data, show that in all epithelial tissues studied sofar the tlFS08 
mice have severely reduced apical activity. However, a careful analysis of tlFS08-
CFTR processing kinetics may reveal subtle differences between cell types. 

Applications of the tlF508 mouse model. Our data show that the tissues of the 
tlFS08 mouse model provide a valid model for the processing defect of the human 
tlFS08-CFTR mutation. It gives us the opportunity to study several aspects of 
CFTR function in more detail in intact tissues. CFTR is active in intracellular 
compmiments " possibly affecting the pH of vesicular compartments. This could 
explain why CFTR deficient cells produce mucins and surface glycoproteins with 
abnormal carbohydrate stmctures 27.31, These abnormalities may contribute to the 
formation of abnormal secretions and to the reduced clearance of airway pathogens 
characteristic of CF. CFTR is involved in regulated endocytosis and exocytosis in 
some cell types 32. ". In addition, recent evidence suggests that CFTR either 
directly or indirectly interacts with other ion transport systems 34. ". tlFS08-CFTR 
expressed in epithelial cells may be partially active in these processes. Therefore, 
we may expect to observe differences between tlFS08 mice and mice with com
plete loss of function mutations (knockout). It will be interesting to compare 
tlFS08 mice with knockout mice in an experiment in which the mice are chal
lenged with lung pathogens 36. Furthermore, the tlFS08 mouse model will allow us 
to snldy conditions that may enhance the activity of tlFS08-CFTR at the apical 
epithelial membrane in vitro and ill vivo. Processing of normal CFTR involves 
chaperon in mediated folding and core glycosylation at the endoplasmic reticulum. 
This is followed by full glycosylation in the Golgi system and transport to the 
apical membrane. It is a rather inefficient process since approximately 75 % of 
normal CFTR is degraded in immature form by cellular proteases 7, 8. Processing of 
tlF508-CFTR to a fully glycosylated apical form is severely reduced. The striking 
stimulating effect of reduced temperature on tlFS08-CFTR expression, both with 
human and mouse mutants, suggests that the processing block can be relieved 
within the range of physiological conditions. We can consider several approaches 
towards finding therapeutic substances. Compounds which interfere with tlFS08-
CFTR-chaperonin interaction may improve processing by relaxing the quality 
control mechanism. An example of this may be glycerol, which has an effect 
comparable to low temperature.)7 Inhibition of CFTR degradation may improve 
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processing of mutant CFTR, although this approach has not been successful to date 
7. CFTR at the plasma membrane is activated by ATP binding and multi-site 
phosphorylation of the large cytoplasmic regulatory domain J.". Therefore, 
substances that stabilize the open state of CFTR 39. 40 or inhibit protein 
phosphatases 41,42, 43 are expected to improve the activity of both normal and 
"F508-CFTR. TIlese studies may lead to new developments, not only in our 
understanding of membrane protein processing, but also towards effective therapies 
for CF. 
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Abstract. 
We have studied the physiological role of the cystic fibrosis (CF) gene product 
(CITR) in gallbladder epithelium using a knockout mouse model for CF. We 
found that normal mouse gallbladder epithelium expresses functional CFfR as 
shown by RT-PCR analysis and Ussing chamber experiments. Gallbladders 
from Cftr -/- mice were stl'Ucturally intact as shown by microscopic and 
physiological parameters but lacl«d the cAMP induced chloride current 
observed in normal gallbladders. In fluid transport measurements, normal and 
Cftr -/- gallbladders were equally active in basal resorption. The addition of 
forslmlin, which activates CFfR anion channel activity through the cAMP 
system, resulted in net fluid secretion in normal gallbladders. In contrast, Cftr 
-/- gallbladders were unable to secrete fluid while a complete inhibition of 
resorption by forsiwlin was obsen'ed. We conclude that in normal mouse 
gallbladder epithelium, cAMP provoked fluid secretion involvcs simultaneous 
inhibition of apical sodium chloride resorption and activation of CFfR. Our 
data support the hypothesis that gallbladder disease in CF is at least in part 
due to a deficient secretory response to the endogenous cAMP linked hor
mones VIP and secretin. 

Introduction 
Hepatobiliary abnonnalities are quite common and severe in cystic fibrosis (CF) 
patients, although lung disease is still the main cause of mortality and morbidity in 
CF (5). These abnormalities include obstruction of intrahepatic bilimy ducts and 
subsequent hepatic fibrosis (4, 28), but also gallbladder dysmorphia and frequent 
gallstones (36, 39, 49). One may presume that as the treatment of lung disease in 
CF improves, hepatic disease will become even more manifest. The primary defect 
in CF is related to mutations in a gene encoding the Cystic Fibrosis Transmem
brane conductance Regulator (CFTR). CFTR is an anion channel, localised in 
active form at the apical plasma membrane of polarised epithelial cells. TIle 
channel is activated by phosphOlylation of the intracellular domain by protein 
kinases (13, 45). CFTR is thought to playa role in net fluid transport across 
epithelia (45) but direct evidence for such a role is limited to mouse intestine (21) 
and cultured airway epithelium (25, 50). The involvement of CFTR in plasma 
membrane recycling (6, 42) and acidification of intracellular vesicles (2) has also 
been suggested. Recent evidence shows that CFTR can influence the activity of a 
parallel chloride conductance possibly through a regulated ATP efflux function, 
however the physiological significance of this mechanism remains to be established 
(47). 
In the liver, CFTR mRNA and protein are expressed in bile duct epithelial cells, as 
shown for rat (20) and man (12, 51). In isolated rat bile duct epithelial cells a 
cAMP dependent chloride conductance, with properties typical of CFTR, was 
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A 

B 

Fig. t. Iontnmsport systems in gall
bladder epithelium 
A. A model for isosmotic fluid resorption 
in the gallbladder, as suggested by Reuss 
e( at. for variolls species (44), Net trans
port of Nael to the serosal side is medi
ated by the combined action of a cr 
tHeO)' and a Na+II·I+ exchanger at the 
apical membrane, activated by ion gradi
ents that arc generated by the Na+/K+ 
ATPase at the basolateral membrane. Part 
of the luminal bicarbonate dissociates as 
CO2 plus H20. 
B. Data presented in this paper suggest 
that fluid secretion that is induced by an 
increase of the intracellular cAtvIP COIl

centration, involves inhibition of the 
apical exchange carrier systems and acti
vation of CFTR, the apical chloride COIl

ductance (sec text for discussion). The 
basolateral chloride conductance has not 
been described in detail in this tissue. By 
analogy with other chloride seccting epi~ 

thelial cells, a Na~K~CI cotransport sys~ 

tem could be involved in chloride secre~ 

tion (23). 

observed (20, 32). In mouse (41, 53) and human (18, 51) gallbladder epithelium 
CFTR expression and chloride transport activity has been reported. Similarly, in 
Necturus gallbladder a cAMP dependent homologue of CFTR was described (15, 
24, 26). However, the relationship between the complex and variable hepatic 
abnormalities in CF patients and the primary function of CFTR, i.e. chloride 
transpOli at the apical epithelial membrane, is not resolved now. By analogy with 
its role in other tissues, CFTR in biliary and gallbladder tissue is likely to be 
involved in regulated isosmotic fluid transport, which determines bile output and 
composition. However, this has not been shown directly. The mechanism of fluid 
resorption in the gallbladder has been described in literature (Fig lA) (44, 46). 
Inhibition and even reversal of fluid resorption has been observed upon beta
adrenergic stimulation in several species (52). Using a CF mouse model, we show 
here that CFTR is required for cAMP induced isosmotic fluid secretion in the 
intact gallbladder, and that cAMP mediated inhibition of resorption is independent 
of CFTR in this tissue. 
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Methods. 
Animals. 

CFTR mediates secretion but not resorption in gallbladder 

All animal experiments were performed according to the guidelines issued by the 
Dutch government concerning animal care. A colony of mice with a lesion in the 
CFTR gene resulting in complete loss of function (43) was bred under pathogen
free conditions in our transgenic unit. The genotype of each individual animal was 
tested by Southern blotting of tail DNA. The eftr -1- animals in our facility display 
less severe mnting and mortality due to intestinal obstmction than initially reported 
for the Cambridge colony. This is probably due to breeding conditions. All 
physiological parameters. nasal PD. intestinal and gallbladder PD responses (53), 
(this paper) confirmed the eftr -1- phenotype of these animals. The animals 
selected for the experiments reported here were 5-6 weeks old, without obvious 
signs of disease or discomfort, average weight 23.5 +1- 2.7 g for eftr -1- and 23.0 
+1- 4.4 g for their normal (eftr +1+ and +I-) littermates. 
RT-PCR analysis. 
Two mouse-specific oligonucleotides MCFI (5'-GCAGAAACAAGAGTATAAAG-
3'), and MCF4 (5'-CTGCTGTAGTTGGCAAG-3') were synthesized. The sequenc
es are localised in exons 8 and 10 respectively (58) and generate a mouse CFTR 
mRNA specific 459 bp fi'agment in RT-PCR analysis. Total RNA was isolated by 
extraction of various mouse tissues in guanidin isothiocyanate and centrifugation 
through a 5.2 molll CsCI stepgradient. The RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA 
by adding 10 units Avian myoblastoma vims reverse transcriptase (AMV-RT) in 
20 fd cDNA buffer (7 pg heat denatured RNA, 0.8 frmolll antisense oligonucleo
tide primer MCF4, 10') mol/l dNTP's, 0.05 molll KCI, 0.02 mol II Tris-HCI pH 8.4, 
2.5x I 0') mol/l MgCI" 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin and 20 U RNAsin} for one 
hour at 37'C. The 50 pi PCR assay eontained 3x I 0.7 molll sense and antisense 
oligonucleotide primer (MCFI and MCF4), 0.2xI0·) molll dNTPs, 4 fd cDNA mix, 
0.05 molll KCI, 0.02 molll Tris-HCI pH8.4, 2.5xI0·) molll MgCI" and 0.1 gil 
bovine serum albumin. After denaturing at 94°C, 5 units Taq polymerase was 
added at nac ('hot statt'). Standard cycling program: 30 cycles of denaturation for 
two minutes at 93°C, primer annealing for two minutes at 47°C, and elongation for 
four minutes at noc. Aldolase A oligonucleotide primers, whieh amplify a 442 bp 
eDNA fragment, were as in Bremer et al. (8). Amplification of aldolase A frag
ment was done as a control, in parallel with CFTR amplification, under the same 
conditions. peR products were separated on a 1.5% agarose gel. For quantitative 
analysis of the PCR reaction, equal amounts of total RNA isolated from different 
tissues were subjected to an RT-PCR protocol in parallel incubations. Samples 
were withdrawn at regular intervals from the PCR and subjected to Southern 
blotting. Radioactivity was measured with a Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynam
ics). 
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Electrollmicroscopy. 
Gallbladders fi'om normal and eftr -1- mice were obtained and incubated as 
described for the fluid transport experiments. After a preincubation of 10 minutes 
the tissues were incubated for 15 minutes either with forskolin or with an equiva
lent amount of solvent. Subsequently, the gallbladders were fixed in 0.15 molll 
cacodylate buffer pH 7.3 containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde. The tissues were post 
fixed with I % osmium tetroxide and embedded in Epon 812. Ultrathin sections 
stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate were examined and photographed in a 
Philips CMIOO electron microscope at 80 kV. 
Ussing chamber experiments. 
Freshly excised mouse gallbladders were used for measurements of transepithelial 
potential differences and shOlt circiut currents. Adult eftr -1- and normal (eftr +1-
and +1+) littermates were used in this study. TIle mice were anaesthetized by 
intraperitoneal injection of 80-1 00 ~!l Hypnodyl (50 gil metomidate, Janssen 
Pharmaceuticals). Gallbladders were removed from the animal and cut open 
lengthwise. Bile salts were washed out with ice-cold Meyler's solution (x 10') 
molll) (l05 NaCI, 4.7 KCI, I.3 CaCI" I MgCI" 20.2 NaHCO" 0.4 NaH,P04 , 0.3 
Na,HP0 4 and 10 Hepes, pH7.4). In low chloride (7xIO" mol/l) buffer NaCI is 
replaced with isosmolar Na-gluconate. The transepithelial potential difference 
across the gallbladder was measured in an Ussing chamber, essentially as described 
by Verbeek et al. (54). Briefly, the fresh gallbladder was mounted between two 
compartments (apelture size 0.8 mm') so that the potential difference and electrical 
resistance could be measured with two sets of calomel and platinum electrodes. 
Electrical resistance of the gallbladder was calculated from the potential shift 
induced by a standard current pulse corrected for the resistance of the buffer. The 
two compartments were filled with MeyJer's solution, saturated with a 95% O2 plus 
5% CO, gas mixture (pH 7.4). Forskolin (lO" mol/l), diphenylamine-2-carboxylic 
acid (DPC, Fluka, 2xlO" molll) and carbachol (5xI0" molll) were added to both 
the serosal and mucosal compartment. 
Fluid transport in mouse gallbladder. 
Adult mice were anaesthetized with Hypnodyl as described above. The gallbladder 
with the cystic duct attached was removed, and placed in ice-cold Meyler's 
solution. The gallbladder was cut open where it joined the cystic duct, and a small 
plastic cannula was inserted into the gallbladder. The bile was washed out with 
cold Meyler's solution. After filling the lumen of the gallbladder, the cannula was 
removed, and a ligature around the neck of the gallbladder was secured to prevent 
leakage. In some experiments ethyl-isopropyl amiloride (EIPA, 5xlO" molll, 
Merck) in DMSO was added to the lumen. The gallbladder was placed in a bath of 
carbogenated Meyler's solution at 37'C. Net transfer of fluid across the gallbladder 
was determined by periodic measuments changes of the weight of the gallbladder. 
At intervals, the gallbladder was lifted from the bathing solution and weighed to 
the nearest 0.05 mg. In some cases, ethanol or forskolin was added to the bath 
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after 45 minutes. Because of the marked differences in the sizes of individual 
gallbladders, each was cut open to measure the surface area using a calibrated 
micro-grid. The net fluid transport was expressed as Id/cm'.h. 

Results 
Cftr -/- mouse gallbladders have normal morphology. 
The eft/' -/- animals bred in the Rotterdam pathogen fTee facility do not display the 
high mortality due to intestinal obstruction previously reported for this strain (43). 
M0I1ality is less than 40% in the first four weeks. This may be due to differences 
in breeding conditions. The animals selected for study were between five and six 
weeks old, without obviolls signs of severe disease or discomfort. We have 
observed no histological evidence of obstructive liver disease or severe gallbladder 
dysmorphia in our colony. Freshly excised eftr -/- gallbladders did not show 
obvious morphological abnormalities or signs of inflammation as shown by light 
(not shown) and electronmicroscopy (Fig. 2). We could observe intact tight 
junctions, typical extensive lateral protrusions, apical microvilli and many subapical 
vesicles in both normal and eft/' -/- gallbladder epithelial cells (Fig. 2 A, C). 
Treatment of the tissues with forskolin under conditions used for fluid transport 
measurements (Fig. 5) did not cause any obvious morphological changes in the 
tissue (Fig 2 B, D). TIle large opaque amorphous inclusions seen in Fig 2C and D 
are not typical for eftr -/- tissues but were also observed in normal cells. We 
conclude that the eftr -/- gallbladder tissue used in this study is intact and has a 
normal morphology. 
Expression of CFTR in mouse gallbladder. 
CFTR mRNA is expressed in mOllse gallbladder and cystic duct as shown by RT
PCR analysis (Fig 3A). Although the aldolase RT-PCR control of liver RNA was 
positive (Fig 3B) we did not detect a CFTR specific product at 24 PCR cycles with 
ethidium bromide staining (Fig 3A). To obtain an estimate of relative CFTR 
mRNA levels in different tissues we did a quantitative RT-PCR experiment (Fig 
3C). TIle relative amount of CFTR transcripts in mouse gallbladder was approxi
mately thiJ1y-fold lower than in intestine and tenfold higher than in liver as deter
mined with a quantitative RT-PCR assay (Fig. 3C). This is in agreement with the 
notion that also in mice CFTR is expressed exclusively in bile duct and gallbladder 
epithelium, as bile duct cells represent only a few percent of the total liver volume. 
Tn RT-PCR experiments with tissues from eftr -/- mice, CFTR mRNA was not 
detectable (Peters, unpublished data). 
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Fig. 2. Electronmicroscollic alHtlysis of normal aud CF tissues. 
The effect of forskolin on normal and Cftr M/_ mouse gallbladders, under the conditions 
described for the fluid transport measuremcnts (Fig. 5). The upper panels show 
electronMmicrographs of eftr +1+ gallbladders incubated with solvent (A) or with forskolin 
(13, 10·j mol/l). Thc lower panels show Cftr _1M gallbladders in the presence of solvent (C) or 
forskolin (D) . Thc bars in panels A, B, C and Dare 1.3, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.5 I-lI11 respectively. 

Electrophysiological analysis of normal and mutant gallbladder. 
To demonstrate the presence of active CFTR, the bio-electrical prope.ties of intact 
mouse gallbladders were measured in an Ussing Chamber. The baseline electrical 
potential difference (PO, mY) and the resistance (R, Q/cm') were low as expected 
for a leaky epithelium (Fig. 4B, C), and did not differ significantly between normal 
(Cft/' +1+ or +1-) and mutant (Cft/' -1-). mice. All gallbladders from normal mice 
displayed a forskolin-induced PD change ("'PO, Fig. 4A, B). Also short circuit Clll'
rent (Isc) measlll'ements showed a forskolin induced response (Fig 4C). This 
electrogenic forskolin response can be attributed to activation of an apical chloride 
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Fig. 3. Expression of CFTR mRNA in 
monse gallbladders. 
Agarosc gel electrophoresis (ethidiul11 
bromide stain) of RT-PCR products 
obtained with CFTR primers (A) or al
dolase primers as a control (B). Total 
RNA was isolated from mouse cystic 
duet (Ial1e 1), gallbladder (Ial1e 2), lungs 
(Ial1e 3), kidney (Ial1e 4), liver (Ial1e 5). 
Size marker (1018, 517/506, 396, 344, 
298 bp) (Ial1e 6). Although the Aldolase 
signal in the liver sample is clearly seen 
with ethidium bromide staining, the 
CFTR signal is undetectable under these 
conditions (24 cycles). (e): The amount 
of CFTR RT-PCR product as a function 
of the number of peR cycles was deter
mined as described in the methods sec
tion. The data indicate that in mOllse 
gallbladder the CFTR mRNA level is 
higher than in total liver and lower than 
in intestine. In tissues from ejir -/- mice 
no signal was observed in this assay (data 
not shown). 

channel based on the following arguments. First, in low chloride buffer both the 
PD and short circuit current responses to forskolill were greatly reduced in normal 
gallbladders (Fig 4B,C). Furthermore, the response was inhibited to a large extenl 
by the chloride channel blockcr OPC, which has been shown to inhibit CFTR 
activity specifically (30, 48). Finally, none of the gallbladders from mice homozy
gous for a lesion in the CFTR gene (eftr -/-) responded to forskolin (Fig. 4). This 
defect was not due to nonspecific damage to the epithelium as shown by morpho
logical analysis (Fig. 2) and the electrical resistance of the eftr -/- tissue, which 
was in the same range as normal littermates (Fig. 40). We conclude that in the 
normal, but not in the eftr -/-, mouse gallbladder, the apical chloride conductance, 
presumably CFTR, is increased by forskolin-induced protein Kinase A activity 
(45). Low chloride buffer causes a more negative PO and an associated increase in 
basal lsc (Fig. 4B,C). This is probably due to hypcrpolarisation of the apical 
membrane revealing apical sodium conductance (3). The calcium agonist carbachol 
added after forskolin causedelicitcd a complex response in both normal and eftr -/
gallbladders. The initial transient phase (Fig 4A, B, C, peak) was also observed in 
low chloride buffer in normal gallbladders, suggesting that it is associated with 
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Fig. 4. Effect of forskolin on transepithelial electrical potential in mouse gallbladder. 
Electrical potential difterences (A, B), short circuit currents (C) and electrical resistance (D) 
were measured using an Ussing chamber as described. A: a representative PI) trace shows 
the kinetics of the responses observed. B-D: nonnal (eft!' +/- and +/+, solid bars) and eftr -J
(hatched bars) gallbladders in stal,dard Meyler's solution, and nonnal gallbladders in low 
chloride (7 111M) Meyler' solution (open bars). Bars represent mean ± S.D. PD: steady state 
basal potential difference in mY; bPD is the change from steady state PO in mY upon 
addition of an agonist. Net anion transport to the mucosa gives a negative value. Isc: short 
circuit current, 61sc change in short circuit current (IJNcm 2

; nomlal N=6, eftr -/- N=4, low 
CI N=6) R: electrical resistance calculated from the PD response to a series of 1 IJA current 
pulses (Q/cm2; nomlal N=15, eftr -/- N=ll, low CI N=6), t'lR change in resistance. Addition 
of 10-5 molll forskolin was followed by addition of either 2x I 0-3 molll DPC or 5x I 0-5 mollJ 
carbachol. Means that are significantly different (Mann-Whitney, P<O.05) from normal 
gallbladder in standard Mcyler's solution are indicated (*). 

activation of basolateral potassium channels rather than with activation of the 
apical chloride conductance. Compared to the effect of forskolin in normal tissue, 
the effect of carbachol on the steady state PD and Isc was small in Cft}' -/- mice 
(Fig 4B,C). This response can be attributed to chloride channels other than CFTR 
(31, 33, 34). It should be noted that these channels are not activated by cAMP in 
intact gallbladder, as shown by the absence of a forskolin response in Cft}' -/- mice. 
The effect of agonists on electrical re'sistance is characteristically small in this 
leaky epithelium (Fig 4C), as it is determined mainly by paracellular ion conduc
tance. Our data do not show a significant effect of forskolin on tissue resistance. 
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Fluid transport in intact mouse gallbladders. 
To study the role of CFTR in fluid transport in mouse gallbladder epithelium we 
have applied a classical protocol (17). Normal (Cftl+l+ aud +1-) mouse gallbladders 
are active in fluid resorption, as shown by a steady decrease in weight during 
incubation in a physiological buffer solution (Fig. 5). This process has been studied 
extensively in gallbladders from several species. The combined action of a Na+/H+ 
exchanger plus a CI-/HCO,- exchanger at the apical epithelial membrane, and the 
Na+/K+ ATPase plus a potassium chloride transporter at the basolateral surface, 
result in active NaCI resorption from the lumen of the gallbladder (44, 46). This in 
turn drives isosmotic fluid transport (Fig. IA). We did not observe a significant 
difference between homozygous normal (Cftr +1+) and heterozygous (eftr +1-) 
animals in this assay. We therefore consider them both as phenotypically normal. 
The Na+/H+ exchanger is required for the basal resorption in the mouse galJbladder 
as is shown by the effect of EIPA (Fig. 58), which is a specific inhibitor of this 
transportsystem (9, 59). Gallbladders from Cftr -1- mice show normal fluid 
resorption rates (Fig_ 5)_ This confirms that the Cftr -1- tissues are intact and 
functional. Furthermore, this indicates that CFTR is not required for NaCI resorp
tion, which is in agreement with the model (Fig. IA). The addition of forskolin to 
normal gallbladders results in reversal of the fluid flow from net resorption to net 
average secretion (Fig. 5A). This was not observed when solvent (ethanol) was 
added (Fig. 5A). Since EIPA had no significant effect on forskolin induced 
secretion (Fig. 5B) we can conclude that the Na+IW exchanger is not involved in 
this process. Flame-photometric measurements in luminal fluid of normal gallblad
ders that were trcated with forskolin, showed no increase in potassium or sodium 
concentration compared to the bath (N~5, data not shown). If secretion was caused 
by apical KCI extrusion, we would have expected a considerable increase in the 
luminal potassium concentratioll (from 5 to 15 mM)_ 111erefore, isosmotic fluid 
secretion is most likely associated with a paracellular sodium flux (Fig. IB). In 
contrast to normal, addition of forskolin to Cftr -1- gallbladders resulted in a 
complete inhibition of resorption to zero flow in all experiments, but never in fluid 
secretion (Fig. 5B). Addition of forskolin plus solvent does not affect the morphol
ogy (Fig_ 2D), the electrical resistance (Fig. 4C) or the ion transport capacity of 
Cftr -1- gallbladders, as showll by the carbachol response (Fig. 4A,B). These 
observations allow liS to draw two conclusions. First, the resorption mechanism in 
mouse gallbladder is completely inhibited by forskolin and independent of CFTR 
activity. Second, the secretion component of the l1et fluid transport is completely 
dependent upon CFTR activity (Fig. I B). In addition, the low variance in the data 
obtained with Cftr -1- gallbladders in the presence of forskolin (Fig. 5B, table 2) 
clearly show that the considerable variance observed under all other conditions in 
not due to instrumental artefacts but reflect biological variability of the tissues_ 
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Fig.S: Fluid transport by normal and CF mouse gallbladder. 
A. The net water transport (lv, ~t1/cm2.h) in nomlal (eftr +1+ and +1-) and mutant (eft/' -1-) 
gallbladders was determined as described before and after addition of 10-5 molll forskolin or 
an equivalent alllount of solvent to the bath. A decrease of weight in time (negative Jv) 
shows net resorption of fluid. In nannal gallbladders a steady rate of resorption is observed, 
which is reversed to net secretion by forskolin at 45 minutes (N=12), Solvent (ethanol) alone 
had no significant effect on basal resorption (N= II). In eftr ~/~ gallbladders tbrskolin 
completely inhibits basal resorption, but no net secretion is observed (N=IO). Average values 
are shown as open symbols ± SD (Bars). Significance analysis was done with the Mann~ 
Whitney/Wilcoxon rank test (2~tailcd, corrected for ties). There is no significant difference in 
basal resorption between the Cftr ~/- and the control groups. Cft,. -/- plus tbrskolin differs 
significantly from normal plus solvent (P<O.OO I) and from 110nnal plus forskolin (P<O.O J). 
B: Net water nux (Jv, IlVcm2.h) in nonnal gallbladders before and after addition of 
forskolin. Either 5.10.5 1110111 EIPA, an inhibitor of the Na+/H+ exchanger, or an equivalent 
amount of solvent (DMSO) was added to the lumen at (=0. The basal resorption rate is 
significantly reduced by EIPA compared to solvent alone (rvfann-Whitney, p<O.05), whereas 
secretion after addition of forskolin is not different from control in the presence of ElP A. 
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Discussion. 
Our RT-PCR (Fig 3) show that, like in rat (20,32) and man (12, 18,51), CFTR is 
expressed in mouse biliary and gallbladder epithelium. Normal mouse gallbladders 
respond to the cAMP agonist forskolin with a change in PD and short circuit 
current. This response is dependent on chloride concentration and is inhibited by 
the CFTR specific channel blocker DPe. Gallbladders fi'om mice with a targeted 
disruption of the CFTR gene (43) do not display a response to forskolin (Fig 4). 
The Cftr -/- gallbladders used in this study were intact and functional, as judged by 
morphological criteria (Fig. 2), by the electrical resistance and response to carba
chol (Fig. 4), and by the normal rate of basal fluid resorption (Fig. 5). We con
clude that CFTR is involved in the cAMP induced increase of apical chloride 
permeability in gallbladder epithelium of the mouse. In the airway epithelium of 
the mouse a parallel calcium dependent chloride channel is activated by forskolin 
treatment (10,22). A similar chloride anion channel has also been described in rat 
bile duct epithelial cells (31, 33, 34). TIle complex response to the calcium agonist 
carbachol (Fig. 4) could be attributed in pmt to such a pathway. However, we do 
not observe activity of this channel in gallbladder epithelium of Cftr -/- mouse 
treated with forskolin. Possibly, the "crosstalk" between the cAMP and calcium 
second messenger systems is less pronounced in gallbladder epithelium than in 
trachea epithelium. This would make the gallbladder a more convenient tissue to 
test CFTR function than trachea in the mouse. 
Normal and Cftr -/- gallbladders absorb fluid at a comparable rate (Fig. SA). 
Resorption is sensitive to a specific inhibitor of the sodium-proton exchanger (Fig. 
5B). This is in agreement with the current model of isosmotic fluid transport, 
which allows resorption of N ael through a system of electroneutral exchangers, 
independent of chloride channels (Fig. IA). In Cftr -/- mice, forskolin inhibits fluid 
resorption in the gallbladder completely (Fig. SA). This can be explained by a 
cAMP mediated inhibition of the apical ion exchangers, as has been observed 
previously in Necturus and Guinea pig gallbladder (44). Recent studies showed that 
the Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE-3), which is expressed on the apical membrane of 
epithelial cells (37), is inhibited by protein kinase A mediated phosphorylation (35, 
56). Therefore, the CFTR independent inhibition of resorption by forskolin that we 
observe is most likely due to this mechanism. A markedly different result was 
found in a recent study of the mouse jejunum. Here, cAMP mediated inhibition of 
Na resorption was observed in normal but not in eft,. -/- mice, suggesting that 
CFTR was involved in this phenomenon (II). This indicates that tissue specific 
differences in the regulation of fluid resorption exist. 
The active fluid secretion seen in normal gallbladders in the presence of forskolin 
is not observed in Cftr -/- gallbladders (Fig. SA). Fluid secretion in the mouse 
gallbladder apparently requires activation of CFTR. Our data indicate that the 
normal nuid secretion response in gallbladder epithelium involves simultaneous 
inhibition of resorption and CFTR dependent increase of apical chloride conduc-
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tance (Fig. IE). Though the most simple explanation for our observations is that 
the forskolin induced chloride cUlTent is carried by CFTR, we canllot rigorously 
exclude the possibility that CFTR activates parallel chloride channels in an indirect 
way (47). Our morphological data (Fig. 2) and electrical resistance measurements 
(Fig. 4C) do not show a change in the paracellular conductance pathway by 
forskolin. 
TIle involvement of CFTR in isosmotic fluid transport has been shown previously 
in cultured human airway cells (25, 50) and in the intact intestine in a CF mouse 
model (21). The physiological significance of fluid secretion in gallbladder 
epithelium remains to be determined. III vivo, the hormones VIP and secretin, 
which are released in response to feeding (55), regulate cAMP levels in bile duct 
and gallbladder (44). On the basis of our data it seems reasonable to suggest that 
these hormones affect fluid transport in gallbladder ill vivo, not only by inhibiting 
resorption, but also by inducing secretion through activation of CFTR. In CF 
patients, as in Cftr -/- mice, the secretion response will be absent. This may 
contribute to the fi'equent gallstones formation and gallbladder malformations 
observed in CF patients. 
The intrahepatic duct epithelium has many morphological and functional features in 
common with the gallbladder epithelium, induding CFTR expression. However, 
expression of the apical Na+/H+ exchanger NHE-3 is undetectable in rat and human 
liver (7, 40). Therefore, fluid resorption is probably not a prominent feature of this 
tissue, in contrast to gallbladder. Bile fluid volume is determined by the amount of 
bile salts secreted by parenchymal cells and by a component contributed by the 
ductal system (19). Secretin (27) and VIP (38) increase ductular bile flow through 
the cAMP mediated second messenger pathway. In addition, cAMP stimulated 
bicarbonate secretion in isolated rat bile duct cells involves activation of a chloride 
conductance (I). TIlese data, and the fact that CFTR is expressed in intrahepatic 
bile duct epithelium (12, 20, 51) suggest that CFTR is iuvolved in biliary bicar
bonate secretion and fluid volume regulation. Consequently, CFTR deficiency is 
expected to result in insufficient hormone induced fluid secretion from the biliary 
tree. TIlis could explain the progressive bile duct obstruction observed in CF 
patients (4, 28, 36, 39, 49). Future studies of hormone regulated bile secretion in 
the CF mouse model could supply fllliher evidence for this. In the CF mouse 
model that we have studied no liver pathology reminiscent of CF in humans was 
observed. Steatosis was seen in all Cftr -/- animals (data not shown), but this may 
be related to malnutrition caused by intestinal malabsorption in these mice (43). 
The apparent absence of hepatic fibrosis or plugging of biliary ducts in Cft!' -/
mice may have several reasons. No mice that were older than five weeks were 
studied in our experiments. This may be insufficient for detectable liver disease to 
develop. Furthermore, the relative contribution in mice of canalicular versus 
ductular bile flow or the bile cOlllPosition lllay be different from human. Finally, 
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the genetic background of the mice may playa role. In a recently published repOlt 
on a G551D CFTR mOllse mutant, abnormalities similar to human liver disease 
were observed in a minority of the animals investigated (16). 
Current treatment of hepatic disease in CF is aimed at increasing canalicular bile 
flow with ursodeoxycholate (14, 19). Our data would support the validity of this 
approach. Gene therapy with adenoviral vectors that express CFTR in the ductal 
epithelium has been put forward as a possible alternative (29, 57). Further study of 
chloride conductances other than CFTR in biliary epithelium (31, 33, 34) may lead 
to new ways to improve ductular flow in CF patients. 
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Abstract. 
Dysfunction of the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator 
(CFTR) in humans is frequently associated with progressive liver disease which 
appears to I'esult from obstruction of biliary ducts with mucous material. CFTR 
in the liver is expressed in the biliary epithelium. Using a mouse model for cystic 
fibrosis (CF) we have studied the I'elationship between CFTR expression and 
glycoprotein secretion in primary culture of mouse gallbladder epithelial cells 
(MGBC). MGBC in culture maintain a well differentiated phenotype as shown by 
microscopy. The cells produce CFTR mRNA to levels comparable to the intact 
tissue. With patch clamp analysis we could frequently observe a linear protein 
kinase A regulated chloride channel which shows all the major characteristics of 
human CFTR, although its conductance is lower (5 pS compal'ed to 8 pS). MGBC 
in cultUl'e produce and secl'ete high molecular weight glycoproteins (HMG) in a 
time dependent and temperature sensitive manner. Secretion of HMG was not 
stimulated significantly by either cAMP, Ca" 01' protein kinase C agonists in this 
system. High concentrations (3 mM) of extracellular ATP stimulated secretion 
threefold but low concentrations (0.3 mM) had no effect. Approximately one 
third of the HMG produced and secreted consisted of mucin. Cultured MGBC 
from CFTR deficient mice produced and secreted mucin to a similar extent as 
normal cells. We conclude that cultured mouse gallbladder cells are a convenient 
model to study both CFTR function and mucin secretion. In this system, we 
found no evidence for a direct link between mucin secretion and CFTR activity, 
as has been suggested for other cell types. 

Introduction. 
The intrahepatic bile ducts as well as the cystic duct and gallbladder are lined with 
epithelial cells with distinct morphology. This epithelial cell layer plays an impootant 
role in the regulation of bile volume and bile pH using a combination of ion-transport 
systems situated in both apical and baso-Iateral membranes. In addition to performing 
regulated ion-transport, bile duct cells have a secretory fimction. Many subapical 
vesicles can be observed in electron micrographs of biliary epithelium. Mucins are 
prominent among the products secretcd from this intracellular pool (37). The physio
logical function of mucin secretion is supposedly the formation of an extracellular gel 
protecting the tissue against the aggressive biliary environment. The regulation of 
mucin secretion in biliary epithelium has not been studied in detail. 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a recessive inherited disease with a high incidence in the 
caucasian population (6. 60). It is caused by mutations in a cAMP regulated chloride 
channel (CFTR) situated in the apical membranes of a variety of epithelial cells (49). 
CFTR is involved in the regulation of isosmotic nuid transport. CFTR dysfunction 
results in a complex phenotype characterized by recurrent lung infections, pancreatic 
insufficiency and malabsorption. Morbidity and mortality in CF is mainly associated 
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with lung disease. However, hepatobiliary abnormalities are quite common in CF 
patients. Obstruction of biliary ducts, focal or multilobular biliary cirrhosis was 
reported in over 50% of adult CF patients at autopsy (5, 33, 59). Micro-gallbladder 
and high incidence of gallstones is also observed (41, 42, 52). CFTR in the liver is 
mainly expressed in bile duct cells, as shown for rat (21) and man (13, 55). The 
pathogenesis of liver disease in CF remains to be elucidated. Defective isosmotic fluid 
transport may result in decreased solubility and subsequent precipitation of bile 
components. In support of this, studies with a mouse model for CF in our laboratory 
showed that CFTR is required for cAMP induced fluid secretion across the biliary 
epithelium (Peters, in press, chapter VII). On the other hand, there may be additional 
reasons for the abnormal properties of mucous secretions in CF epithelia. First, CFTR 
dysfunction affects membrane recycling (7, 45) and possibly secretion (20, 39, 50) in 
several cell types. Second, CFTR mutations can result in abnormal glycosylation and 
sulphation of glycoproteins (II, 16, 35, 64). Bilimy mucins are implicated as promot
ing factors in the formation of bile stones (I, 9). Therefore, both increased secretion of 
mucins and abnormal mucin structure could contribute to hepatic disease in CF. 

We have studied the relationship between CFTR and mucin secretion in 
cultured mouse biliary epithelial cells using a mouse model of CF. We show here that 
primary cultures of mouse gallbladder epithelium maintain many characteristics of the 
original tissue, including CFTR expression and mucin synthesis. 

Methods 
Materials. Sepharose CL-4B was from Phannacia (Uppsala, Sweden) and 

Guanidinium chloride from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Heparitinase I (Heparinase 
lll) from FlavobacteriulII heparinlllll, Keratanase (Pseudolllonas species) and hyaluron
idase from Streptomyces hyalul'olyticlis were purchased from Sigma Chimie (Saint 
Canteen Fallavier, France), chondroitinase ABC from Proteus vulgaris was from 
Seikagaku Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). The BCL" glycoprotein system, the enhanced 
chemiluminescence Western blotting detection system and the nitrocellulose membrane 
Hybond"-C extra were from Amersham (Little Chalfont, UK). Scintillation cocktail 
was Aqualite from Baker (Deventer, Holland). 

Animals. All animal experiments were performed in compliance with the 
guidelines issued by the Dutch government concerning animal care. All experiments 
not involving CF-!- mice shown in this paper were performed with C57!b16 animals. 
Pilot studies showed that good explant cultures could also be obtained with BCBA or 
Balbc mice. A colony of mice with a lesion in the CFTR gene resulting in complete 
loss of function in C57!B16 genetic background (47) was bred under pathogen-free 
conditions in our transgenic unit. The genotype of each individual animal was tested 
by Southern blotting of tail DNA. 

Mouse gallbladder epithelial cell cuiture. Gallbladders were removed from the 
animal and cut open lengthwise. After the bile was washed out with RPMI-1640 
medium supplemented with 100 U!ml penicillin, 0.1 gil streptomycin, and 20 mM 
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Hepes pH 7.2, the gallbladders were cut into small pieces and embedded in I mm 
collagen gels (Sigma, Calf skin type I). The explant cultures were incubated at 37'C 
in a humidified 10% C02/air mixture in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium 
(DMEM) supplemented with 100 Vim I penicillin, 0.1 gil streptomycin, 2 mM 
glutamin, and 10% fetal calf serum. Mouse gallbladder epithelial cells could be 
cultured for up to 3 weeks, with medium changes every 2-3 days. 

Light- and electron microscopy. Cells cultured on collagen were either fixed in 
phosphate-buffered saline containing 4% paraformaldehyde for light microscopy, or in 
0.15 molll cacodylate buffer pH 7.4 containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde for electron 
microscopy. The glutaraldehyde fixed cells were post fixed with I % osmium tetroxide 
and embedded in Epon 812. Ultrathin sections stained with uranyl citrate were 
examined and photographed in a Philips CMIOO electron microscope at 80 kV. The 
paraformaldehyde fixed cells were dehydrated and embedded in paraffin. Sections 
were made at 5-10 fun and stained with hematoxylin/eosin. 

Quantitative peR analysis. Two mouse specific oligonucleotides MCFI (5'
GCAGAAACAAGAGTATAAAG-3'), and MCF4 (5'-CTGCTGTAGTTGGCAAG-3') 
were synthesized. The sequences are localized in exons 8 and 10 respectively and 
generate a Mouse CFTR mRNA specific 459 bp fragment in RT-PCR analysis. Total 
RNA was isolated by extraction of various mouse tissues or cultured cells in guanidine 
isothiocyanate and centrifugation through a 5.2 molll CsCI step-gradient. 111e RNA 
was reversed transcribed to cDNA by adding 10 units Avian myoblastoma virus 
reverse transcriptase (AMV-RT) in 20 ft! cDNA buffer (7 fIg heat denatured RNA, 0.8 
flmol/l antisense oligonucleotide primer MCF4, 10') molll dNTPs, 0.05 molll KCI, 
0.02 molll Tris-HCI pH 8.4, 0.0025 molll MgCI" 0.1 gil bovine serum albumin and 20 
U RNasin) for one hour at 37'C. The 50 fll PCR assay contained 0.3.10~ molll sense 
and antisense oligonucleotide primer (MCFI and MCF4), 0.2.10-' molll dNTPs, 4 ft! 
cDNA mix, 0.05 molll KCI, 0.02 molll Tris-HCI pH 8.4, 2.5.10-' molll MgCI" and 0.1 
gil bovine senun albumin. After denaturing at 94'C, 5 units Taq polymerase was 
added at n'c Chat start'). Standard cycling program: 30 cycles of denaturation for 2 
minutes at 93°C, primer annealing for 2 minutes at 47°C, and elongation for 4 minutes 
at n'c. Aldolase A oligonucleotide primers, which amplify a 442 bp cDNA fragment, 
were as in Bremer et al.(8). The amplification of aldolase A sequences was done in 
parallel, under the same conditions as described above for CFTR. PCR products were 
separated on a 1.5% agarose gel. For quantitative analysis of the PCR reaction, equal 
amounts of total RNA isolated from different tissues were subjected to an RT-PCR 
protocol in parallel incubations. Aliquots were withdrawn at regular intervals from the 
PCR and subjected to Southern blotting. Radioactivity was measured with a 
Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics). 

Patch clamp analysis. Patch clamp experiments, data sampling and analysis 
were performed as previously described (27). Patch pipets, borosilicate glass (Clark 
GCI50-TF) were pulled to a resistance of 3-8 MOhm. Excised patches were trans-
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ferred to a solution exchange compaltment, (27), this allowed us to add various 
substrates (ATP, protein kinase A, glybenclamide) as well as to change the buffer 
composition to a 1-, F-, N03-, Br-, or gluconate buffer. Pipet (external) and bath 
(internal) solutions contained ( .10-' moU) 140 NaCI, 5 KCI, 1.2 MgCI" 0.15 CaCI" I 
EGTA and 5 Hepes. Final Ca" concentration was 10-8 molll, pH 7.4. Low (0.05 molll) 
chloride buffer was identical except for NaCI (0.043 mol/l); 0.155 molll mannitol was 
added to adjust the osmolarity of the buffer. High (0.427 mol/l) chloride buffers 
contained 0.42 molll NaCI. Other buffers replaced 0.14 molll NaCI for either Nal, 
NaBr, NaNO" NaF, or Na-Gluconate, all 140 mM. All experiments were performed at 
37'C. 

Mucin secretion. Normal mouse gallbladder epithelial cells were incubated with 
6 IICi (6-'H)-glucosamine hydrochloride (25.10' Cilmol) in 2 ml culture medium for 
20 hours. After the radio-labeling, the cells were rinsed three times in serum fTee 
medium (RPMI-1640 supplemented with 100.000 U/I penicillin, 0.1 gil streptomycin, 
and 0.02 molll Hepes). TIle secretion experiment was started by adding 0.75 ml 
medium to the cells. The incubation was performed at 37'C or at 4'C in 95% air plus 
5% CO, in a humidified atmosphere. After I hour a potential secretagogue was added 
to the cells. At different time points, the incubation medium was replaced, and the 
cells were rinsed to remove the adherent mucin. At the end of the incubation period 
the cells were lysed with 0.1 % Triton-X I 00. The labelled glycoproteins in the medium 
samples and the cell Iysates were washed with deionized water by centrifugation 
through a 10.000 MW Millipore filter, until no unincorporated 'H-glucosamine was 
detectable in the eluate, and lyophilized. Part of the samples were used for scintillation 
counting, part was subjected to SOS-PAGE on 5.5% gels. The gels were fixed in 10% 
methanol-IO% acetic acid, incubated in Amplify (Amersham) and dried. The radio
labeled glycoproteins in the gel were made visible by exposing the gels at -70'C to 
X-ray films (Kodak). 

Analysis oj lIIucins FOIII CF-/- and norlllal cells. Gallbladder explant cultures (8 
days) from 8 CF(-I-) and 7 control littermates (+1- and +1+) were incubated for 16 
hours with 5 IICi/ml 'H-glucosamine (20-30 Ci/mmol) in culture medium. The 
medium was collected, the cells were washed and incubated for 20 hours at 37"C in 
serum free medium. After the incubation, the cells were lysed with 0.1% Triton-X I 00. 
The medium samples (overnight labeling medium and chase) and cell Iysates were 
lyophilized in three aliquots, after extensive washing to remove the unincorporated 
label and used for further investigation. Enzymatic digestion: 
an aliquot of each sample was solubilized in 0,3 ml of 0.2 molll Trislacetate buffer, 
pH 7.4, containing 2.IO-J mol/l CaCl, and 0.02 % sodium azide and digested with a 
glycosaminoglycan degrading enzyme cocktail (GAG cocktail) composed of hyaluroni
dase 1.5 U, chondroitinase ABC 0.75 U and heparitinase 1.5 UfoI' 18 h at 37 "C. 
Each fraction was then dialysed, freeze dried and subjected to gel filtration on 
Sepharose CL-4B (46). Non reduc,tive alkaline degradation: samples obtained from cell 
Iysates were subjected to fl-elimination in I ml of 0.05 molll NaOH at 45 "C for 16 h. 
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After neutralization with acetic acid, the treated material was analyzed on Sepharose 
CL-4B columns. Fractionation on Sepharose CL-4B: an aliquot of each sample was 
fractionated on a Sepharose CL-4B (32 x I cm diameter) in 6 mol/l guanidinium 
chloride. The flow rate was 24 ml/h and 1 ml l]-actions were collected. Radioactivity 
was assayed in a Beckman S 3801 liquid scintillation counter after mixing 0.1 ml of 
each eluted fraction with 2 ml of Aqualite. 

Results. 
In this study we used a knockout mouse model for CF (47). These mice suffer trom a 
complete loss of CFTR function due to a dislllption of exon 10. TIle CF-I- animals in 
our facility display less severe mOltality due to intestinal obstruction as reported for 
the Cambridge colony (20% in the first two weeks in Rotterdam, compared to 80% in 
the Cambridge colony (47)). This may be due to differences in breeding conditions. 
However, all physiological parameters measured, nasal PO's, intestinal and gallbladder 
PO measurements (57) (French submitted) confirmed the CF phenotype of our 
animals. In particular, no cAMP induced chloride transport (57) or fluid secretion 
(Peters, in press, chapter VII) was observed in intact gallbladders of CF-I- animals, in 
contrast to control. The animals used for the experiments reported here were 5-6 
weeks old, without obvious signs of disease or discomfort, average weight 23.5 ± 2.7 
g for CF-I- and 23.0 ± 4.4 for their nonnal (CF+/+ and CF+/-) littennates. 

CU/lured 11I0use gallbladder cells. Mouse gallbladder epithelial cells (MGBC) 
grow from small (1-4 mm') pieces of embedded mouse gallbladder tissue as a 
monolayer on a collagen gel (Fig 1 A, see methods section). The outgrowth finally 
results in holes in the collagen gel (Fig lA top right) as cells cover both the upper and 
lower surface of the gel . Mouse gallbladder epithelial cells proliferate for up to 20 
days under these conditions to approximately ten times the original surface area of the 
epithelium. Microscopic analysis of the cells growing on collagen for seven to 
fourteen days showed a morphology highly reminiscent of the intact tissue (58, 61): a 
polarized high cuboid epithelium (Fig 1 B,C) with tight junctions (Fig I E), apical 
microvilli (Fig 1 C,O,E), extensive lateral villi (Fig 1 C,O), and numerous mitochondria 
(Fig 1 C,E). Clusters of vesicles similar to those found in native tissue were routinely 
observed as seen with electromicroscopic analysis (Fig 10). The morphology of 
cultured gallbladder epithelial cells from CF -1- mice is normal (light microscopy, not 
shown). On morphological criteria (light and electron microscopic analysis) no 
significant outgrowth of fibroblasts was observed under these conditions. After 
prolonged incubation (> 20 days), clusters of fibroblasts were sometimes observed in 
the open spaces in the collagen gel. All experiments described below were performed 
with explant cultures of less than three weeks old with typical epithelial morphology 
(Fig I). 
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Fig 1: Light- and electron micrographs 
of cultured mOllse gallbladder epitheli
al cells. 
a) Primary culture of mouse gallbladder 
epithelial cells (MGBC) (12 days), un
stained cells, light microscopy. Epithelial 
cells grown from fragments of mouse 
gallbladder are cultured on coHagen gcl 
as described in the mcthods sections 
(BaF 40 ~Ill) 
b) Paraffin section of MGBC in culture 
(cosin, hematoxylin), showing high cu
boid polarized epithelium on collagen 
matrix (lower part). (BaF 7 !Im). 
c) Electronmicrograph of cultured mouse 
gallbladder cells with apical and lateral 
microl'iIIi (Bar 1.6 !un). d) 
Electronmicrograph showing apical mi
crovilli and vesicles (Bar- 0.5 J.lm). e) 
Elcctronmicrograph showing tight junc
tions, apical villi and mitochondria (Bar-
0.5 !11ll). 

CFTR expression ill Clllillred mOllse 
gal/bladder cel/s. The expression of 
the cAMP dependant chloride chan
nel CFTR in cultured mouse gall
bladder cells was examined with two 
different methods. RT/PCR analysis 
demonstrated that cultured mouse 
gallbladder cells produce CFTR 
mRNA at levels comparable to the 
intact tissue (Fig 2A-C). Intestinal 
tissues of normal mice (Ileum, Cae
cum) give a more than tenfold higher 
level of expression than gallbladder 
in this assay (Peters, in press, chapter 
VII). However these tissues were 
negative in CF-/- mice, which COIl

firms the absence of full length 
CrTR mRNA in these animals (data 
not shown). 
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Fig.2: Expression of CFTR mRNA in 
cultured mouse gAllbladder epithelial 
cells. Agarose gelelectrophoresis (ethidium 
bromide stain) of RT~PCR products ob~ 

tained with CFTR primers (A) and aldolase 
primers as a control (B). Total RNA was 
isolated from murine cystic duct (lane I), 
gallbladder (lane 2), lungs (lane 3), kidney 
(lane 4), total liver (lane 5), and cultured 
mouse gallbladder epithelial cells (lane 6). 
Size marker (lOIS, 517/506, 396, 344, 289 
bp) (lane 7). (C): The amount of CFTR 
R'r~PCR product as a function of number 
of PCR cycles was determined as de~ 

scribed in the methods section . .::rhe data 
indicate that the cultured cells produce 
CFTR mRNA at levels comparable to the 
epithelial cells of cystic duct or intact g 
gallbladder. ~ 

~ 

Patch-clamp analysis allows us to de
tect single channel activity in 
membrane patches sealed to a micro
electrode. During on-cell recording the 
cAMP agonist forskolin induced the 
activity of small linear channels. 
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These channels were inactive after the membrane patches were excised but could be 
activated with the cAMP dependant protein kinase A (PKA) plus ATP (Fig 3A). The 
voltage-current characteristic of this channel is linear with a conductance of 5 pS in 
150 mM NaCI (Fig 38). The ionselectivity of the channels was determined by 
exchanging the bath solution with low chloride buffer. ll1is resulted in a shift of the 
reversal potential (I~O) expected of an anion selective channel (Fig 3b). In this way 
the relative ionselectivity was determined as NO;>8r·~CI>FI'»I·~gluconate. This 
channel is very similar to the human CFTR although we and other authors find a 
higher conductance for human CFTR (S pS) (4, 17, 4S). On average 6 (± 5, 'FIO) 
CFTR channels per patch were observed in this way. In five successful patch clamp 
protocols with CF-/- cells not one chloride channel of this type was observed. These 
observations are consistent with the conclusion that cultured normal mouse gallbladder 
cells express the mouse homologue of human CFTR. A different chloride channel 
frequently observed was a 25 pS outward rectifying channel which often appeared 
upon sustained hyperpolarization of the membrane. This channel was not 
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Fig.3: Patch clamp analysis Detection of mOllse CFTR channel activity in cultured mouse 
gallbladder cells with patch clamp analysis was perfbnned as described in the method section. 
A: a typical pipet current recording (pA) of mOllse CFTR activity at different clamp voltages 
(mY). -C- indicates closed state of the channel, arrows indicate single channel open state levels. 
Left: 150 111M chloride in pipette and bath. Right: 0.05 molll chloride in bath. B: Current voltage 
relationship of the 5 pS channel flfter activation with protein kinase A and ATP at 0.15 molll 
chloride in pipette and bath ( ... - .... ) and at 0.05 maUl chloride in bath, 0.15 010111 in pipette (e M 

e). The shift of the reversal potential (at which current is zero) indicates the ionselectivity of 
the channel. 

activated by PKA plus ATP_ Glybenclamide (104 molll) reduced the conductivity and 
induced channel flickering. The ionselectivity of this channel was determined as NO; 
>r~Br>CI»F>gluconate (n~3), and was also observed in cells from the CFTR 
deficient (CF-/-) mice (n~2)_ This channel is very similar to the outward rectifying 
chloride channel (ORCC) described previously in human cells (23, 51). 

Glycoprotein secretion ji'01l/ cllltllred MOllse gallbladders. Cultured mouse 
gallbladder cells produced high molecular weight glycoproteins (HMO) as shown by 
SDS PAGE analysis of 'H-glucosamine labelled proteins (Fig 4B). Labelled HMO is 
also observed in the culture medium (Fig 4A). Transport of HMO to the medium is 
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time and temperature dependant, as expected for active secretion (Fig SA), Cells 
passaged once on collagen gels had similar morphology (light microscopy) but 
secreted HMG at a lower rate than primary cells (compare Fig SA and 5B). Upon 
testing the effect of possible activators of secretion (Fig 5B) we found a 

A B 

- top 

- 200 kD 

- 97kD 

~ 68 kD 

Fig.4: SDS-PAGE of 'H-Iabeled 
glycoproteins secreted from cul
hired mouse gallbladder epithelial 
cells. 
Cultured mouse gallbladder epitheli
al cells pre-incubated for J 6 hours 
with )H-glucosamine were washed 
and incubated in fresh medium for 
30 minutes at 37°C. After the incu
bation medium was collected and 
the cells were lysed with triton
X 100. The incubation media from 
five separate dishes (A) and the 
associated cell lysates (8) were 
subjected to SDS-PAGE on a 5.5% 
acrylamide gel (90 % of the total 
samples). The 'H-Iabeled gl)'copro
tcins were visualized by autoradiog
raphy. Both the medium samples 
and the cell Iysates contain a promi
nent high molecular weight compo
nent on the top of the gel, indicative 
of mucins. 

twofold stimulation by 3 mM ATP. However, lower concentrations of ATP (0.3 mM) 
had little effect on basal secretion rates (not shown). Forskolin which increases the 
intracellular cAMP concentration had no significant effect. This suggests that in these 
cells there is no direct link between CFTR activation and glycoprotein secretion and 
also that the glycoprotein secretion mechanism is not directly regulated by intracellular 
cAMP. Calcium ionophore or phorbol esther (PMA) alone or in combination (not 
shown) did not induce mucin secretion. In conclusion, the cells show active secretion 
of HMG, probably from the pool of sUbapical vesicles. ll1C secretion apparently 
occurs mainly via a constitutive (non regulated) pathway. The HMG were fmiher 
analyzed by column chromatography. Part of the labelled HMG found in the cell 
Iysates was excluded from a Sepharose CL4B column (Fig 6A). This material is 
insensitive to enzymes known to break down glycosaminoglycans but is sensitive to 
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Fig.S: Glycoprotein secretion front cultured mOllse gallbladder Cl)ithelial cells. 
A) Time and temperature dependence of glycoprotein secretion. Cultured mouse gallbladder 
epithelial cells and NIH-3T3 cells as a negative control (approximately 30 % confluent per 3.5 
em dish) were preincubated for 16 hours with 3H-glucosamine to label cellular glycoprotcins. 
Dishes were washed and incubated for 3 hours at 4°C or 37°C as described in the methods 
section. Samples were collected and analyzed at the intervals indicated. Finally, the cells were 
lysed and the secretion from the cells, as a percentage of total labelled glycoprotein was 
calculated (values are averages of 7 dishes ± SD), Data show a steady secretion of high 
molecular weight glycoproteins from Mouse gallbladder cells at 37" C (.-.) whieh is signifi
cantly reduced at 4°C (e-e), Less than 2% of total labelled giycoproteins were secreted by 
NIH-3T3 cells at 37°C (II-II). B) The effect of different agonists on glycoprotein secretion, In 
a parallel experiment, MGBC passaged once on collagen gels were labelled with 3H-glucosamine 
(N indicates number of dishes), washed and incubated for 60 minutes in label free medium as 
indicated, The medium was then replaced by medium without additions at 37°C (N=5) or at 4°C 
(N~5), with 10" 0101/1 forskolin (N~4), 3.10-3 moVI ATP (N~3), 5.10-7 moVI calcium ionophore 
(A23187) (N~4) or 5.10-7 molil phorbol-dibutyrate (PHD) (N~5) followed by a 2 hour incnba
tion. Medium was collected, cells were subsequently lysed and the release of high molecular 
weight glycoprotein to the medium was expressed as the percentage of the. *) indicates a 
significant difference with control at 37°C (Student's T-test). 

alkaline degradation, suggesting an O-glycosyl attachment of carbohydrate chains. 
TIlese data show that the labelled HMG excluded from the column consist mainly of 
mucins. The partially included peak possibly cOlTesponds to the 300 kD band on the 
PAGE gel (Fig 4) and has similar properties with respect to enzyme and alkali 
sensitivity (Fig 6A). This material may be precursors or breakdown products of 
mucins. The labelled HMG secreted into the medium consists in part of mucins as 
shown by column chromatography, sensitivity to enzymes (Fig 68) and carbohydrate 
staining on westernblots (data not shown). The 300 kd mucin component is less 
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prominent than in cell Iysates (compare Figs 4 and 6) suggesting that this material is 
not actively secreted. The peak in the column volume (23 ml) presents a smear of 
labelled material on a 5-15% PAGE gel in which no specific products could be 
identified (not shown). As this component was not prominent in short secretion 
experiments (Fig. 4) it may represent a mixture of low molecular weight glycopro
teins and breakdown products of High molecular weight components . 
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Fig.6. Column chrollHltogl'aphy of labelled glycoproteins of Normal and CF-/- mouse cells. 
Labelled glycoproteins were collected from cell lysates (A,C) and culture media (B,D) of nonnal 
(A,B) and CF-/- (C,D) mouse gallbladder epithelial cells in culture as described in the methods 
section. Samples were analyzed on Sepharose CL4B columns either without further treatment 
(e-e), aftcr incubation with a mixture of heparitinase, hyaluronidase and chondroitinasc (11-
II) or alkaline degradation (0.0), 

Mucin secretion by CF-/- cells. Cells of CF-/- mice also produce and secrete 
lllucins as shown by column chromatography, enzyme and alkali sensitivity (Fig 
6C,D). Quantitative analysis of total tritium labelled HMG and the material excluded 
from the Sepharase column (Table I) shows that there is no significant difference 
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between normal and CF-/- cells with respect to the rate of basal secretion of 'H
Glucosamine incorporated in HMO and in 11111cins.} either expressed as percentage of 
total amount produced or by comparing the amount secreted per dish of culture cells. 
We conclude that CFTR is not required for either accumulation or basal secretion of 
glycoprotein including mucins in cultured mouse gallbladder cells. 

Table 1. 
Secretion of high molecular weight glycoproteins by cultures of normal and CF-/
mouse gallbladder epithelial cells. 

Control (DPM) CF-/- (DPM) 

'H-HMG Medium (Chase) 92.000 96.000 

'H-HMG Medium (overnight) 100.000 96.000 

'H-HMG Cell Lysate 92.000 175.000 

Total 'H-HMG 282.000 367.000 

% 'H-HMG secreted 68 % 52 % 

JH-mucin Medium (Total) 42.000 60.000 

'H-mucin Cell lysate 36.000 69.000 

Total 3H-mucin 78.000 129.000 

% JH-mucin secreted 53 % 48 % 

Primary explant cultures of normal (N~7) and CF-/- (N~8) gallbladders were labelled 
with 'H-glucosamine overnight. The medium was collected and replaced by unlabelled 
medium (chase). High molecular weight glycoproteins (HMG) of medium samples and 
cell lysates (expressed as dpm 'H) were determined by ultrafiltration as described. The 
combined medium samples and the cell Iysates were analyzed by gelfiltration (Fig 6) 
to determine the mucin component of the HMG. % mucin and HMG secreted is the 
percentage of material in the combined media of the total. 
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Discussion 
We have established and characterized a primary culture system for mouse 

gallbladder epithelial cells. The cells we obtained have many of the morphological 
characteristics of fully differentiated biliary epithelium and can therefore be considered 
a valid model for this tissue (Fig I). Similar results have been obtained with gallblad
der cells from other species including man (62) and dog (28, 43). In contrast to these 
systems, however, we found that the mouse cells could not be passaged regularly 
without senescence of the cells and fibroblast overgrowth. Therefore, the experiments 
described in this paper were performed with cells grown from primary explants or 
with cells passaged once to collagen gels. 

Our data show that CFTR mRNA is produced in cultured mouse gallbladder 
cells with levels comparable to intact tissue (Fig 2). Patch clamp analysis revealed the 
presence of a small chloride channel with characteristics very similar to human CFTR 
(Fig 3). We conclude that these cells express the mouse counterpart of human CFTR, 
providing the first description of this chloride channel. The number of chloride 
channels per patch in these cells compares favourably to other primary epithelial cells 
in culture (24) or even colon carcinoma cell lines (HT29, T84) which are often used 
as a model for CFTR expression (2, 56). Cultured MGBC therefore are a convenient 
model for the study of CFTR activity in a well differentiated epithelial cell in primary 
culture. This is particularly important in view of the availability of several mouse 
models of CF. These include loss of function mutants (44, 47, 54) and more recently 
the prevalent "F508 processing mntant (14, 57, 63) and a G551 D mutant (15). Other 
CFTR mutations are likely to follow. 

An additional interesting feature of the cultured MGBC is that they produce and 
secrete glycoproteins (Fig 4,5), including mucins (Fig 6). Mucin secretion has been 
shown for cultured human (62) and dog (29, 43) gallbladder epithelial cells. Mucin 
secretion in cultured dog epithelial cells was reported to be stimulated by 
prostaglandins (PGE2), possibly by increasing the intracellular cAMP concentration 
(29). In contrast, our results suggest that in cultured MGI3C glycoprotein secretion 
occurs via a constitutive pathway. Forskolin, Ca-ionophore and phorbol-esther had no 
significant effect on glycoprotein release in these cells. This suggests that an increase 
in intracellular cAMP, Ca or protein kinase C activity is not sufficient to induce 
secretion (Fig 5). The effect of extracellular ATP is difficult to interpret. Since 0.3 
mM ATP had no effect (not shown) the activity of a P2 purinergic receptor seems 
excluded. Possibly, aspecific effects of ATP on membrane penneability (18) are 
involved. 

As pointed out in the introduction, several observations in the literature suggest 
a relationship between CFTR activity and mucin secretion. This could contribute to 
the development of liver disease in CF. In bronchial segments the beta-adrenergic 
secretion stimulus observed in normal tissue is reduced in CF patients (50). In this 
case the coupling could be indirect as CFTR is mainly expressed in serous cells of 
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submucosal glands (19), reduced output from serous acini could impair mucin 
transport. Mucus secretion in airway goblet cells is under purinergic rather than cAMP 
control (32). In the intestinal crypt, mucin secreting Goblet cells are stimulated by 
Ca" agonists but not by cAMP (25). In isolated submandibular salivaIY gland a 
significant reduction of cAMP induced secretion was observed in human CF patients 
(39) and in a CF mouse model (40). In these cells, mucin release is triggered by an 
increase of intracellular Ca" (34). Therefore, the exact relationship between CFTR and 
secretion is not yet clearly established. Our current data show that MGBC from mice 
with a loss of function mutation of the CFTR gene produce and secrete labelled 
glycoproteins including mucin to a similar extent as nonnal cells, as determined by 
3H-Glucosamine labelling (Fig 6, table I). Therefore, neither activation of CFTR by 
forskolin nor absence of CFTR has a marked effect on glycoprotein secretion. This 
does not suppOli the notion that in gallbladder cells CFTR function and secretion are 
closely coupled, as suggested by experiments with Neomycin selected dog gallbladder 
cell clones expressing CFTR from an expression vector (28). However, since the 
amount of mucins we can recover are too small to analyze their molecular structure, 
we can not exclude that the mucins from CF deficient cells differ from normal with 
respect to carbohydrate structure and protein-carbohydrate ratio. CFTR deficiency in 
humans results in increased sialation and sulphation of glycoproteins, and abnormal 
carbohydrate structure were observed (10, II, 35, 36). The exact cause of this 
phenomenon is not known but it has been suggested that it relates to an effect of 
CFTR of acidification of intracellular vesicles (3). Therefore, It is possible that the 
mucins produced by CFTR deficient gallbladder and biliary cells are abnormal due to 
increased sulphation or aberrant branching as in human salivaI), and respiratory 
mucins (10, 35). Abnormal biliary mucin structure could contribute to the development 
of liver disease in CF patients. The amount of material that can be recovered from the 
present mouse gallbladder cell cultures does not allow a careful analysis of mucin 
carbohydrate molecular structure. We are presently attempting to increase the yield of 
cultured cells by crossing the "F508 CFTR mouse model that we recently produced 
(57), with a mouse producing a temperature sensitive version of Large T antigen. In 
this model we can study the effect of CFTR dysfunction on mucin structure and 
membrane recycling. 

Cells expressing CFTR show a marked cAMP dependent inhibition of endocy
tosis and CFTR internalization, whieh is not observed in CFTR deficient cells (7, 45). 
CFTR apparently can affect regulated membrane trafficking. An interesting observa
tion in this context is that the cAMP agonist secretin induced release of a fluid phase 
marker from an endocytotic compartment in isolated rat biliary duct cells. Similarly, 
the columnar intestinal crypt cells which express CFTR release vacuolar content in 
response to cAMP agonists (25). It would be interesting to observe the effect of cAMP 
on uptake and release of fluid phase markers in normal and CF MGBC. It is possible 
that the cells contain vesicular compartments with different regulation of secretion. 

CF mice do not develop histological liver abnormalities, at least not at the age 
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we usually study them (less than three months). The same is probably true for a 
majority of young human CF patients. The development of liver disease in CF patients 
does not necessarily correlate with a severe clinical phenotype (lung disease, pancreas 
dysnmction) (59). CFTR dysfunction apparently is not the only determinant. One other 
contributing factor may be the presence of other chloride channels in the biliary cells 
(38) which may pmtially compensate for CFTR dysfunction in some tissues (12). 
Where expression of this compensating activity becomes the limiting filCtor, i.e. in 
CFTR mutants, species and individual differences in pathology can be expected 

It is possible that cultured gallbladder cells behave differently from cells in 
intact biliary tissue. There is evidence that prostaglandins (30) and cholecystokinin 
(CCK) (58) stimulate mucin release from intra hepatic duct cells. CCK activates the 
phospho-inositol pathway rather than intracellular cAMP. There is no compelling 
evidence that cAMP directly affects mucin release in the intact biliary tract. cAMP 
agonists do activate biliary fluid and bicarbonate secretion in vivo (31). Fluid secretion 
is dependent on CFTR activity as was shown for the mouse gallbladder (Peters, in 
press, chapter VII), intestine (22) and cultured airway epithelinm (26, 53). Future in 
vivo studies in the CF mouse model may allow us to determine the effect of agonists 
on muciu and fluid output fi'om the intrahepatic biliary system. Available data point at 
reduced fluid output rather than increased mucin secretion as the major factor in the 
development of CF liver disease. 
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Discussion 

Since the discovery of the CFTR gene in 1989, research in the CF field has 
made enormous progress. Genotyping of patients and prenatal diagnostics made 
diagnosis far more accurate than before. Pregnancies in families at high risk for CF 
are being screened for the most common CF mutations. The protein defective in 
CF patients is a chloride chatmel on the plasma membrane of epithelial cells. 111is 
confirmed electrophysiological data that indicated a defect in chloride transport in 
CF patients (see chapter I). However, the exact involvement of the chloride channel 
in characteristic features of CF, such as mucus accumulation, susceptibility for lung 
infections and intestinal malabsorption is still not understood. Tissues from CF 
patients are not easily obtained, primary cultures from the affected epithelial tissues 
are difficult to maintain and those cultured cells may not have the same properties 
as intact tissues. 111erefore, an animal model, even with some different char
acteristics, is vital for basic and applied research of CF. It can be used to study the 
primalY and secondaty effects of CFTR dysfunction and to develop new therapy 
strategies. 

The most predominant mutation in the Caucasian population is a deletion of 
an amino acid at position S08 ("F508). This mutation inhibits the processing of the 
protein, resulting in absence of CFTR on the plasma membrane. It does not, or 
slightly, affect its function as a chloride channel. This implies that 90 % of CF 
patients cany at least one "FS08 mutation and thus have a CFTR protein that could 
be functional, if only it passed through the processing machinely. Some experimen
tal cell systems have shown that it is possible to direct "FS08 CFTR to the plasma 
membrane (see chapter J.I 0). If necessmy, the "F508 CFTR can subsequently be 
hyperactivated with genistein, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (French, in preparation). 
These results give hope for an alternative therapy, aimed at bringing "FS08 CFTR 
to its functional site and stimulating it to its maximum capacity. 

Mouse models have been made for CF (see chapter III), with a complete 
disruption of the gene and with specific mutations as a G5SID mutated mouse and 
the "FS08 mouse model. The "F508 mouse model that was made by our group 
("FS08-EUR) has normal "FS08 CFTR mRNA levels. In contrast, "FS08 mouse 
models made by two other groups (4, 24) and the GSSID mouse model (6), show 
decreased mRNA levels from the mutated allele. These mice were made by 
homologous recombination of a construct containing the "FS08 or GSSID mutation 
and the selectable marker in intron 10 or intron lib. The levels of mRNA ex
pression from the mutated allele varied in different organs. The lowest levels were 
found in the intestine in all these three mouse models, ranging from IS % to SO %. 
We have found no reduction of mRNA levels in the "FS08-EUR mouse, which 
does not contain any other genomic alteration but the introduced mutation. 
Therefore, the selectable marker in the intron must have some adverse affect on 
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mRNA transcription regulation although no regulating elements are yet defined in 
either intron 10 or lib. 

TIle AFSOS-EUR mice have lower body weights than nonnal mice, reflecting 
the malabsorption syndrome also seen in CF patients. In electrophysiological 
assays, the .FSOS-EUR mouse has clear defects characteristic for CF but it has 
some residual chloride activity. The .FSOS-EUR mice do not show intestinal 
obstructions, which are fatal in the CFTR knock-out mice and to a lesser extent in 
the other mutated mouse models. These observations indicate that mouse .FSOS 
CFTR has sufficient residual function to relieve severe intestinal syndromes. 
Similar to human .FSOS CFTR, mouse .FSOS CFTR is clearly abnormally 
glycosylated, is not observed at the apical membrane and has the temperature 
sensitive processing defect. Tissues of .FSOS patients generally do not show a 
residual chloride activity. The mouse .FSOS CFTR may therefore be less severely 
impeded in its processing than human AFSOS CFTR (see chapter V and VI). It is 
not yet known whether this property is related to the mouse .FSOS CFTR or to the 
mouse processing system. On the one hand, we know that human .FSOS CFTR 
expressed in mouse 3T3 cells is not processed to the mature form (2). On the other 
hand, some .FSOS patients show residual chloride activity, not attributable to a 
Ca'· regulated chloride channel (Veeze, pers.comm.). This would suggest that the 
level of residual processing is determined by genetic background. One way to 
address this question is to make a transgenic human .FSOS CFTR mouse to see 
whether the human .FSOS CFTR is processed similarly as mouse .FSOS CFTR. 

The molecular aspects of CFTR processing begin to emerge but they do not 
yet provide an understanding of the folding pathway. Basic research of the 
processing must involve the characterization of proteins that show an interaction 
with .FSOS CFTR and immature normal CFTR. Two chaperones associate with 
CFTR, i.e. cytosolic hsp70 proteins and the ER resident calnexin . • FSOS CFTR has 
a prolonged binding time with both of these chaperones (16, 22). Cain ex in is not 
likely to be involved in the processing defect, as a glycosylation mutant of CFTR 
does not bind calnexin but is still processed correctly (17). The prolonged 
chaperone binding of .FSOS CFTR reflects the inability of the cellular machinery 
to assist in proper folding of the mutant protein. Inhibition of the degradation path
way does not result in increased mature .FSOS CFTR (13, IS). Other known 
chaperons, as Bip and Grp94 were not associated with CFTR forms. To understand 
more of the processing pathway and to open ways of intervening with the folding 
process, interactions of chaperons with CFTR should be further studied. A way to 
bypass the quality control mechanism in the ER might come from the observed 
alleviation of the processing defect under low temperature (30'C) or when cells are 
treated with glycerol (7, IS). No studies have yet been published concerning the 
mechanism of this partial relieve of the processing block. An alternative approach 
would be to study revertants of the .FSOS phenotype. In an experiment in which 
the .FSOS mutation was introduced in the yeast Ste-6 mating protein, a member of 
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the ABC family, revertants could be found by screening for regained mating 
ability. These revertants contained new mutations in Ste-6 itself (19, 20). In a 
mammalian system, one would expect to find revertants with mutations in proteins 
like chaperones apart from reveliant mutations in "F508 CFTR itself. Such a 
revertant as been found in a CF patient with a mild phenotype (8). Since CFTR is 
not an essential protein, this can not be done directly. However, a "F508 based 
processing defective mutant could be made in proteins with homology to CFTR but 
with a selectable property. The multidrug resistance pump MDR or the multi drug 
related protein MRP could be used for this purpose (3, 10). A chimeric MDR
Iike_"F508 domain protein could be made, that possesses the "F508 processing 
defect and can be used as a selectable marker. lliis would be invaluable in an 
efficient and rapid screening for drugs which alleviate the processing defect. 
Alternatively, an inununo tagged CFTR that can be demonstrated on the plasma 
membrane could be used for such strategies (II) or fluorescent dyes which are 
specifically taken up in CFTR positive cells (21). 

It is not likely that a CFTR specific chaperone will be found and therefore 
the treatment of patients with agents that interfere with the processing machinery 
will also result in the processing of other mutant proteins which should have been 
degraded. Only experiments in the "F508 mouse model will be able to show the 
effects and side effects of such treatment. 

Several clinical aspects of human CF may be studied in CF mouse models. 
The histology and electrophysiology of mouse and human organs ate comparable 
but not identical. For example, in the lung humans have abundant submucosal 
glands in the trachea, while mice have only few but have more predominant Clara 
cells (14). As expression of CFTR is highest in the human submucosal glands, this 
might be an explanation for the virtual absence of spontaneous lung pathology in 
the CF mouse models. However, CF mice developed more serious inflammation 
than normal mice when challenged repeatedly with specific bacteria (5). Increased 
adherence and decreased phagocytosis of Pseudomonas Aeruginosa by CF cells 
and specifically by "F508 CFTR cells has been fonnd (12, 15, 23). To stndy 
Pseudomonas Aerugillosa clearance, infection, and pathogenesis, an infection 
model for the "F508 mouse is being developed in our group. 

Intestinal malabsorption is prevalent in patients and is probably only 
patiially caused by pancreatic enzyme insufficiency. All CF mouse models show 
intestinal dysfunction. The complete knock-outs often die of intestinal blockage in 
the first three weeks. However, the death rate is less when mice are fed a special, 
liquid diet (9), or when kept in clean mouse facilities (6). It seems therefore, that 
mice lacking CFTR are highly susceptible to intestinal blockage and this is mod
ified by the diet and stable conditions, possibly related to pathogen exposure. All 
mice that survive, either knock-outs or "F508 mice, still have lower body weights 
than their normal Iittermates. This indicates a malabsorption syndrome similar to 
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CF patients. Whether the few pancreatic abnormalities present in knock~out mice 
have any part in the intestinal malabsorption is not yet known. TIle absorption of 
different compounds can be measured in the mouse CF models, by perfusion of an 
isolated intestinal segment in vivo and by modifying the environment. Factors 
which might influence the absorption are the amount and type of bile acids, the pH 
of the intestinal content, properties of the mucus and the unstirred water layer. 

CF patients have quite often abnormalities of the biliary tract and gallblad
der, as liver cirrhosis and bile stones. These aberrations might come from obstruc
tion of biliary ducts with thick and sticky mucus, either caused by an incrcased 
mucus secretion or by a decreased fluid secretion in CF patients. The knock-out 
mouse model was used to study the direct relationship between the pathogenesis of 
biliary tract disease and the absence of CFTR. While no increased mucus secretion 
was found in cultured mouse gallbladder cells, a clear dysfunction in fluid secre
tion by the gallbladder was observed (chapter VII and VIll). Gallbladders ITom 
normal and CF mice absorb fluid in the basal state. However, while normal 
gallbladders respond to cAMP increase with fluid secretion, CF gallbladders show 
inhibition of absorption but no secretion. This indicates that CF gallbladder is not 
able to secrete fluid in response to the endogenous cAMP increasing hormones VIP 
and secretin, which are released in response to feeding. 111is lack of fluid secretion 
might contribute to the fonnation of bile stones and a similar defect in the biliary 
tree to obstruction of bile ducts in CF patients. 

The pH of Golgi vesicles and endosomes is more alkaline in CF epithelial 
cells. This change of pH can alter the effectiveness of enzymes responsible for 
sialylation and sulfation of proteins. This could explain the aberrant sulfation and 
sialylation found for CF glycoproteins and glycolipids (I). As mentioned above, 
human "F508 epithelial cells have better adherence but are less able to phagocy
tose P.aerugillosa than normal cells, and also than other CF mutants. 111is is 
related to the number of asialy lated receptors on the membrane of the CF cells (12, 
15, 23). TIle "F508 mouse can be used to analyze the protein production and 
specific glycosylation compared to knock-out mice and in relation to the pH of 
intracellular vesicles. 

In conclusion, the specific properties of the "F508 mouse make it a suitable 
model system to study clinical symptoms in comparison to knock-out mice i.e. 
infection with P.aerllgillosa, to study the role of "F508 CFTR in vesicles and in 
glycosylation. Most importantly, possible therapeutic agents which promote 
processing of CFTR to the plasma membrane and agents which can activate the 
"F508 CFTR can be studied and tested in the "F508 mouse. 
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Summary 

Summary 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common, lethal, inherited disease in the 
Caucasian population. It affects organs with epithelial cell layers, as lung, pancreas 
and intestine. Disease symptoms are mucus obstructions in the lung accompanied 
with severe and chronic bacterial infections, pancreas deficiency and malabsorption 
in the intestine. Patients die from respiratory complications or heart failure due to 
the destruction of the lungs by bacterial infections. 11le average age is presently 
around 30 years. The genetic defect lies in the CFTR gene, which codes for a 
chloride channel. 111e dysfunction of the mutant chloride channel disturbs the 
transepithelial salt transport and therefore the accompanying water transport. Lack 
of water transport is presumably the cause of blockage of the airways and of the 
pancreatic ducts with viscous mucus. The treatment involves pancreatic enzymes to 
supplement the pancreas deficiency, antibiotic treatment against the recurrent lung 
infections and intensive physiotherapy to clean the airways. For some patients a 
lung transplantation is possible. Trials to test the safety and efficacy of gene 
therapy and pharmacological drugs which stimulate water transport in the lungs are 
being done. 

More than 400 different mutations in the CFTR gene have been repOlted, 
but by far the most common CF mutation is a deletion of one amino acid, a 
phenylalanine, at position 508 i11 the CFTR protein (~F508). Because of this 
mutation, the protein can not be transported towards the plasma membrane were it 
has it's function. Electrophysiology of single chloride channels shows that ~F508 
CFTR channels behave in almost the same way as normal CFTR. This means that 
the 90% of CF patients that carry a ~F508 allele have a ~F508 CFTR channel that 
is not localized at the correct site, but is in principle functional. 

In this thesis, the creation and analysis of mouse models for CF is described. 
A CF mouse model opens possibilities to study pathogenesis and therapy at a 
molecular level in intact tissues, which is not possible with human material. We 
have made a ~F508 mouse model where the nature of the processing defect can be 
studied in intact tissues and possible therapeutic agents can be tested. Those agents 
should be able to target ~F508 CFTR to the plasma membrane or to increase the 
activity of the small amount of ~F508 CFTR that reaches the plasma membrane. 

The introduction, chapter I, gives an overview of the disease symptoms in 
patients with CF, the properties of the CFTR chloride channel and the 
electrophysiology of CF tissues. Also the nature of the ~F508 Illutation and its 
effect on CFTR protein processing is described. Chapter II describes the generation 
of different types of mouse models and various ways in which endogenous mouse 
genes can be Illutated. In chapter III, pathology and electrophysiology of different 
CF mouse models and CF patients are compared. 111e CF mouse models show 
impOltant characteristics of CF, as intestinal obstruction and electrophysiological 
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defects in airways, intestine, pancreas and gallbladder but also differences are 
observed between mice and men. 

Chapters IV and V describe the experimental work of the generation of a 
"F508 mouse model, using the Hit & Run procedure. This is a two step procedure 
in which a construct containing the "F508 mutation together with selectable 
markers, is first integrated into the homologous site in the mouse CFTR gene 
(chapter IV). The second step involves the deletion of the selectable markers, 
together with the normal exon, leaving the mutated exon in the gene. This results 
in a mouse CFTR gene which has no other genomic alteration but the "F508 
mutation (chapter V). The "P508 mouse has histological abnormalities in the 
intestine and shows electrophysiological defects in nasal epithelium, intestine and 
gallbladder characteristic of CP. 11le electrophysiological responses are not the 
same as in knock-out mice, which has a complete disruption of the CFTR gene, 
since the "F508 mouse has some residual CFTR activity. In chapter VI, the nature 
of this residual activity is studied in more detail. Protein staining shows it to be 
aberrantly localized in the intestinal crypt cells. Similar to the human "P508 CFTR, 
the mouse "F508 CFTR can be brought to the plasma membrane by reducing the 
culture temperature. 

In chapters VII and VIIl, experiments with gallbladders from knock-out 
mice are described. Abnormalities of gallbladder and of obstruction of the biliary 
tract, are found in 40 % of the CF patients. We studied the transport of water by 
the mouse gallbladder (chapter VII) and the production of mucus in cultured 
gallbladder epithelial cells (chapter VIII). In contrast to nonnal gallbladders, 
knock-out mouse gallbladders are unable to secrete water when stimulated with 
cAMP increasing agents. There was no difference in mucus secretion between 
cultured gallbladder cells from normal and knock-out mice. 11lerefore, viscous 
mucus is not caused by increased production of mucus but rather by decreased 
fluid secretion by the gallbladder cells. The lack of water secretion might lead to 
the obstruction of biliary ducts and the formation of bile stones in the gallbladder 
that are found in CF patients. 
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Summary 

Samenvatting 

Cystic Fibrosis (taaislijmziekte) is de meest voorkomende, dodelijke, 
erfelijke ziekte in de Caucasische populatie. Organen met een epitheliale ceUaag 
zijn het meest aangedaan, zoals long, alvleesklier en de darm. Eon van de ziekte 
symptomen is een opeenhoping van taai slijm wat in de long samengaat met zware 
en chronische longinfecties en in de alvleesklier enzym deficientie veroorzaakt. 
Ook hebben patienten malabsorptie in de dunne dann. Patienten overlijden door 
complicaties van de luchtwegen of door een hartfalen veroorzaakt door de slechte 
longfunctie. De gemiddelde leeftijd van een patient is nu ongeveer 30 jaar. Het 
genetisch defect van cystic fibrosis (CF) ligt in he! CFTR gen wat codeert voor een 
chloride kanaal. De dysfunctie van he! gemuteerde chloride kanaal verstoort he! 
trans-epitheliale zout transport en het hiermee samenhangende water transport. Het 
tekort aan watertranspor! is waarschijnlijk de oorzaak van de obstructie 'van de 
luchtwegen en de alvleesklierducten met taai slijm. De behandeling bes!aat uit 
enzym suppletie om het tekort aan alvleesklier enzym aan te vuUen, antibiotica 
regen de recidiverende luchtweg infecties en intensieve fysiotherapie om de 
luchtwegen schoon te houden. Voor sommige patienten is een long!ransplanta!ie 
mogelijk. Momen!eel worden er studies verricht naar de mogelijkheid van genthe
rapie en fannacologische therapie. 

Meer dan 400 verschiUende mutaties zijn nu gevonden in he! CFTR gen en 
de meest voorkomende mutatie is een deletic van I aminozuUl', een fenylalanine, 
op positie 508 van het CFTR eiwi! ("F508). Door deze mutatie kan het "F508 
CFTR eiwit nie! getranspor!eerd worden naar de celmembraan waar het zijn functie 
IICeft. Electrophysiologie van chloride kanalen heeft aangetoond dat "F508 CFTR 
chloride kanalen zich bijna he!zelfde gedragen als normale CFTR kanalen. Dit 
betekent dat de 90 % van de CF patien!en die een "F508 mutatie hebben, aUe een 
chloride kanaal bezitten wat in principe func!ionee! is maar aUeen nie! juist 
gelocaliseerd is. 

In dit proefschrift wordt het maken en analyseren van muis modeUen voor 
CF beschreven. Een muis model voor CF opent de mogelijkheden om pa!hologie 
en therapie op een moleculair niveau te bestuderen in intacte weefsels, wat niet 
mogelijk is met humaan materiaal. Wij hebben een "F508 muis model gemaak! 
waarin de oorzaak van het transport defect bes!udeerd kan worden in intacte 
weefsels en waarin mogelijk therapeutische drugs getes! kunnen worden. Deze 
drugs zouden in staat moeten zijn om "F508 CFTR naar de celmembraan te 
brengen of om het kleine gedeel!e "F508 CFTR waf op de celmembraan terecht is 
gekomen, extra te stimuleren. 

De intraduc!ie, hoofdstuk I, geeft een overzicht van de ziek!e symptomen 
van CF patienten, eigenschappen van het CFTR chloride kanaal en de electrofysio
logie van CF patienten materiaal. Ook kenmerken van de "F508 mutatie en haar 
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invloed op het CFTR eiwit transport worden hier besproken. Hoofdstuk II be
schrijf! het maken van verschillende types van muis modellen en de manieren 
waarop genen gemuteerd kunnen worden. In hoofdstuk III worden de pathologie en 
electrofysiologie van verschillende CF muis modellen en humane CF patienten met 
elkaar vergeleken. De CF muis modellen vel10nen belangrijke CF karakteristieken 
zoals darm obstl1lctie en electrofysiologische afwijkingen in luchtwegen, dann, 
alvleesklier en galblaas, maar er zijn ook verschillen tussen mens en muis CF. 

De hoofdstukken IV en V beschrijven het experimentele werk wat door 
gebruik te maken van de Hit & Run procedure geleidt heef! tot de generatie van 
een "F508 muis model. Deze procedure bestaat uit twee stappen waarin eerst een 
constmct met het gewenste gcmuteerde exon en selectie markers ge'integreerd 
wordt in het homologe gebied in het muis CFTR gen. De tweede stap wordt 
bepaald door de deletie van de selectie markers tegelijkertijd met het normale exon, 
waarbij het gemuteerde exon achterblijf!. Dit resulteert in een muis CFTR gen 
waarin niets dan het exon is gemuteerd en de genomische organisatie volledig 
intact is (hoofdstuk V). De muis die met deze procedure is gemaakt heef! histologi
sche abnonnaliteiten in de darm en vertoont electrofysiologische afwijkingen in 
neus epitheel, dann en galblaas die karakteristiek zijn VOOl' CF. De electrofysiologi
sche responsen zijn niet dezelfde als die in een knock-out muis, waarbij het gehele 
CFTR gen is gedeleteerd, daar residuele CFTR activiteit in de "F508 muis 
gevonden is. In hoofdstuk VI wordt deze residuele activiteit nader bestudeerd. 
Eiwit kleuring toont de afwijkende lokalisatie in intestinale crypt cellen. Net als de 
hnmane "F508 CFTR VOl'm, kan oak het muizen "F508 CFTR naar de cel mem
braan gebracht worden door de tempera tum te verlagen. 

In de hoofdstukken VII en VIII worden experimenten met galblazen van 
knock-out muizen beschreven. Afwijkingen van de galblaas en de galducten wordt 
gevonden in 40 % van de CF patienten mogelijk veroorzaakt door mucus obstmc
ties. Hier beschrijven we de studies van lVater transport in muis galblaas (hoofdstuk 
VII) en de mucine secretie door gekweekte galblaascellen (hoofdstuk VIII). In 
tegenstelling tot normale galblazen, kunnen knock-out galblazen geen lVater 
secreteren als respolls op cAMP stimulatie. Er was geen verschil in muclis secretie 
tussen geklVeekte galblaascellen van normale en knock-out muizen. Dit betekent 
dat taai en dik mucus niet veroorzaakt worden door een toename in de productie 
van mucus maar aannemelijker is dat dit door een tekort aan water secretie 
veroOl'zaakt word!. Het gedehydreerde mucus zou galstenen in de galblaas en 
biliaire obstructies in de galwegen kunnen veroorzaken. 
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Curriculum Vitae 

De schrijfster van dit proefschrift werd geboren op 10 Mei 1965 te Den Helder. 
Het voorbereidend wetenschappelijke onderwijs werd genoten op het Huygens 
Lyceum te Voorburg en afgesloten in juni 1983. De studie vau voorkeur was in dat 
jaar nog niet begonnen en zo kreeg Biologie te Leiden er een tijdelijke pass ant bij 
zonder dit evenwel met een propadeuse af te sluiten. In september 1994 ging 
uiteindelijk de gewenste studie Gezondbeidswetenschappen, in Leiden, van start. 
Korte stages werden gevolgd bij Medische Biochemie, RUL olv Marc Timmers en 
Prof. van der Eb en bij Medische Gerontologie, RUL olv Inge de Greef en Prof. 
Hijmans. De hoofdvakstage werd ook bij Medische Biochemie olv Marc Timmers 
gedaan en werd gevolgd door nog een verlengde "korte" stage Immuno Haemato
logie, AZL olv Rudi Hendriks, Ruud Schuurman en Prof. van Rood. Uiteindelijk 
werd het doctoraal examen afgelegd in september 1990. De verkregen bul was voor 
doctorandus in de Biomedische Wetenschappen Leiden, aangezien de studie 
onderwijl van naam veranderd was. In october 1990 begon het onderzoek beschre
yen in dit proefschrift op de afdeling Celbiologie & Genetica, onder lei ding van 
Dr. Bob Scholte en Prof. Galjaard. In september 1995 mocht een nieuw onderzoek 
begonnen worden als wetenschappelijk medewerker bij hetzelfde instituut ditmaal 
olv Prof. Frank Grosveld. 
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Nawoord 

Liever praat en lach en ouwehoer ik met jullie dan ieder hier apart op te noemen 
en te zeggen dat dank zij jullie het lab in stand gehouden wordt, werkdiscussies 
gehouden worden, mijn artikelen gecontroleerd worden, essentiele onderdelen voor 
mijn experimenten gegeven worden, ik allerlei nuttige informatie krijg en ook dat 
jullie met me samenwerkten al was dat soms helemaal geen lolletje. Ik zou niet 
weten wat ik liever doe met m'n leven dan op een lab werken en dat wordt ook 
bepaald door de uiterst aangename, bijzonder prettige werkomgeving. 
Veel, heel veel dank hiervoor ! 
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